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of his life, for much quaintness of. character.
His
eccentricities manifested
life.

He was a man of

much

learn-

ing, and President Dwight, of Yale

Col-

lege, pronounced him a superior scholar,
rtment.
Western
AH
Soon
after completing his college course
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he became principal of Woodstock Academy in Connecticut, an’ institution just
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this paper.
ed the accomplishment of music to his
== | scholarly 'acquirements, and affer the
hours of school, while at Woodstock, he
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loved to go to the house of William Fiynn,
the village singing master, and there,

28, 1576.

CENTENNIAL

with a company of choice souls, he would
- | sing the solemn hymns of that day with

thie spirit and with understanding.

HYMN,

Our nation on from stage to

inal, and forcible. He delighted, according to the custom of those times, to deal
in doctrinal themes.
He had intimate

stage,

A century’s space, until we tread
The threshold of another age.

friendship

© We see there, o’er our pathway swept,
A torrent stream of blood and fire;

And thank the ruling Power who
Oursacred league

anecdotes

kept

The record of thy happier reign.
BE
iaih ih dh.JHE

8.
MALCOM.

I was seated upon the shaded porch of
my house one summer morning, several
years ago, when, hearing upon the graveled walk the sound of footsteps, 1looked

up from my book, and saw approaching,
a gentleman of peculiarly venerable
pearance.
Is
this Mr. Malcom ?? said

apthe

stranger.

*“ Yes, Sir,” I answered, at the same
moment rising to take the hand extended
to me in greeting.
‘ Well,” said he,in a bright and cheery
way, “1 have come down from Provi-

dence on purpose

to see

you,

Brother

Malcom, and now I want to have a good
long talk with you.”
This gentleman then gave his name as
Thomas Williams, a Congregationalist
clergyman ; stated that for a

"

long

time

hehad wafched with- interest my posi-tion concerning the question of the terms
of communion; that he approved the
course I had taken; and that he had
made a visit to Newport for the purpose

of expressing to me his sympathy, and
of exhorting me to stand firm in my testimony for Christian

liberty and

frater-

nity.

Going presently into the Bouse, »r
Williams called for a Bible. I gave him
a large one, which happened to be upon

a table near at hand;

and,

concerning

that

gifted and

was

as

placing the

ing to make

some

mild

reflection

upon

the systematio- theology of the decéased
Doctor, when the said Doctor sprang from
his air, crying, ‘* Stop! you have not
stated my views correctly.”
¢ Be still,”
answered Mrs Williams, ‘ and recollect
that you are dead !”
Mr. Williams printed much,but nothing
that will long hold its place in religious
literature. = At one time he edited a
monthly periodical.
He published a
great many pamphlets, and several volumes.
But his chief work was in preach-

ing.

He has passed to the life where youth

everlasting will

be given

him,

having

nearly completed one century of existence in this world. bless his name.
I
cherish in my memory the inspiration of
his visit.
dS
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THE RHINE AND SWITZERLAND.
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IIL,

One pleasant variation of our route was
crossing into Italy by the St. Gott-

| hard Pass,

and the

Lakes. We started from Hospenthal,
where we had stayed a day or two to see

the Furca' Pass and the Rhone glacier,
and whither we had made our way from

Lucerne, Fluelen and the district of Wilhelm Tell. It was a bright July morning,
upon Christian brotherhood and unity, and the dark gloomy meadows and bleak
turning from place to place in the Bible, yet grassy mountains of Hospenthal were
and reading portions. in confirmation of just catching the radiance of the rising
his views. I.looked and listened with sun. We ascended the steep zigzags on
intense interest.
His white hair, thin the side of the hill that overlooks Hospenface, piercing eyes, and extreme age thal. From thence we wound our way
gave him a most marked appearance; among smooth and rounded rocks and by
while the abruptness of his call, a dash of babbling streams of melted snow away
ccoentricity in his manner, and the theme up to the head of the Pass. Our companand admirable expression of his conver- ionship was now with the snow-mountsation upon religious fellowship, excited ains ; and snow-drifts lay by the side of
my closest attention.
My heart went the road and filled the depressions of the
outto him as I sat there in his presence. high peaks that bounded our view on
I thought I had never looked upon such either side. But not even at this hight
a picture of sereme and beautiful - age. was it all sterility. The jingle of cow-.
His words, breathing fervent piety, found bells fell on the ear, and herds of cattle
..their way tomy inmost soul. He seem- were seen grazing high up on green spots
beneath the snow and down in the valleys
‘ed to me an apostle from the Lord.
Iwill not endeavor to give an account below the road. The Swiss husbandman
of our conversations during that s: “et knows how to use the short summer
Summer day, when very nature helped to months for fresh pasture for his cattle,
add to the calm enjoyment of the hours; and turns the pure sweet milk the mountof the many incidents he related to me afn grass makes into a pale rich cheese
from the history of his ministry; of the which finds a ready miarket in the towns
Notes I made, fearing I might forget tnd villages of Switzerland and north
many of his words; of the comfort and Italy. The snow soon becomes deeper
Spiritual strength I received, wonder- and the lake at the head of the Pass by
ingif God, ruling in providences small the Hospice of St. Gotthird is in sight.
as well as great, had directed his mind The lake flows to the ‘south and is the
to bring me this message at the very source of the Ticino which tumbles head© time I was suffering some sharp trials; long into a deep gorge, and flows on
and of the benediction he gave me, when through the vale of Ticino and Lake
the moment for parting came.
He re- Maggiore into the plains of Lonfbardy.
After a brief halt at the summit the deturned
to Providence.
As I had never
Short, sharp zigzags. took
seen him. before, so I never saw him scent begins,
volume upon his knees, as

casy chair,

again;

he

except,

he

commenced

indeed,

his portrait, with

satin

sent me

a few

an

a discourse

as I look

us down the steep side of the mountain at

upon

his autograph signa-

ture, and age, written beneath.
days

This he

afterwards

souvenir, and it has since had a

as

a

conspic-

uous place in my library.
This venerable and pious man, to my
soul of blessed memory, has now fallen

asleep

in

Christ.

He departed

life upon the twenty-ninth

day

this

of last

a perilous pace
was like going
rather than the
declivity. The
dreary with the
all the air, was

descent.

to the Val Tremola.
It
down the wall of a house
roof—so fearful was the
Val Treniola: dismal and
roar of the torrent filling
a pleasant relief after this

Then opens

out upon us

rich valley of the Ticino.

Flowers,

the
but-

terflies, trees, grassy slopes, vines, warm

September, at the extraordinary age of sunshine and the abodes of men now
Ninety-seven years. By this fact, I am greet us. Another valley spreads out to
moved to write these simple words,

to add my tribute to the honor

, Memory,

The Rev. Thomas
Ri

in 1779,"

at

Pomfret,

and

paid his

Williams was born
Connecticut.

studied at Yale

College,

Course in 1800.

He’ was, a few

He

finishing his
weeks

3g0; the oldest living graduate of Yale

-

i

our right, and’ presently we reach the:
southern mouth of St. Gotthard Tunnel
the northern entrance of which we had
seen on our way to Hospenthal.
We

enter and walk into the damp
ping darkness; we

return

and

and dripobserve

the arrangements for pumping out water
from the Tunnel, and pumping in air to

the low Yife, the sélfish cruelty,the priest—

“THURSDAY AFTERNOON. |
of the apostles to b
buted among
~The prayer meeting at the opening of | the poor. And ho the chuich grew and

This work in which the Foreign Mis-~
sion Society is engaged does not differ ie.
its nature from that of the domestic min-

, Continued from last week,

plunges

here

rocky romantic
from

apd

and ‘turns ¥ and

there

chasm ; waterfalls’

the mountains;

and, in the public assembly,

bath day, laid the proceeds

the afternoon services was lod ‘by Rev." prospered in those\ days
Curtis,

and

‘was ‘an

lages Stand on the jutting slopes of the ' spiritual quickening.
hills; the river winds

|

Sab-

H

{Silas

on the

at the feet craft and idolatry of pagan lands.

! Conversions

istry of the Education Society, and the

occasion of

' +
THE FOREIGN MISSION,
‘Fhe Foreign' Mission Society con- were more willing to sac
{vena for its anniversary exercises at 2 or the conversion of

ne 4 o'clock. ‘The President, Rev. J. Rand,

and ev

speaks of a land of poetry and’

It is said that the

and

Calv

home missionary organizations:
Its
conditions only are different.
His wn
labor great mistake to suppose that the people
of India
are a horde of credtlous, igno-

Baptists

called upon Rev. 8." D. Churchfo offer | never made much progress in this counThe scenery does not lose its’
as | prayer, and then followed
the reports of | try until after they organized their Forthe valley widens towards Locarno, “and
eign Mission society and began to labor
presently sunset glows on the mountains, [ the Treasurer and Corresponding Secre- earnestly for the conversion of the heatary.
‘The
former
alluded
in
a
tender
adding a purple glory to the landscape.
This glorious
work expand.
and fitting way to the present enfeebled then.
Locarno stands at the head of
ed
their
ideas,
enlarged
their sympan of the former Corresponding
Maggiore and is a thoroughly Italian
thies, and infused new life into the whole
Secretary
and
Treasurer,
Rev.
C.
0.
Li.
town though within the frontier of Switzby, and briefly reviewed his past invalua- body. - Ever since they hafe grown raperlahd. The construction of the hos
‘ble services in ‘behalf of the Mission. idly, until to-day they number more than
the vines with

large

clusters

of

a lité are apparent, one and'a half millions,
hanging in the gardens of the sub
A stingy church is like the Dead sea.
Let us imitate the virtues by which he
the fig-trees, mulberry-trees, sweetche est J
has an inlet but no outlet. ' It constanthas found a rightéous peace.
The lessons of such

nut-trees, the square-towered churches,

the costume of the women, the burning
azure of the sky—all indicate the sunny
south. Our Sabbath at Locarno was an

agreeable rest in the brilliant sunshim =
Italy. On Monday we sailed down !
Maggiore to Arona and then took
way to Milan. I had often wished ise
an Italian lake.

I wondered whether

it

was possible for anything to be mare

beautiful than the lakes of Zurich, or
Lucerne, or the upper portion of the lake
Doctor, composing himself in his study of Geneva. I think Maggiore, I am sure
chair. Mr. Williams commenced with a Como, surpasses the Swiss likes. Our
dissertation upon the transitory character view ofthe finest part of Lake Maggiore
of human affairs; proceeded to enlarge was obscured by a thunder-storm, but we
upon the eminent gifts and services of were much delighted nevertheless with"
the late Dr. Emmons; and was proceed- all we saw,—the deep green water, the

Write on a fairer, whiter page

HOWARD

giant,

yet in excellent health. Going with this
sermon to Dr. Emmons, he said, ‘‘ Nathaniel, I want to read to you your funeral sermon.”
** Go on,” answered the

And thou, the new beginning age,
Warned by the past, and not in vain,

CHARLES

theological

al sermon, while that gentleman

With all thy strifes and hopes and fears;
But with us let thy memories dwell,
To warn and lead the coming years.

BY

that

learned
man, He showed his esteem for
his friend Emmons, by writing his funer-

Oh! checkered train of years, farewell,

WILL

with

Nathaniel Emmons, and preserved many

of states entire.

THOMAS

Asa

preacher, Mr. Williams was quaint, orig-

Through storm and calm the years have led

Luxuriant Italian vineyards and

themselves both in social and ecclesiasti- flourish on each side of thé road v

sliould be addressed to the Editor.

: The

The valley of the Ticino is very

‘THE ANNIVERSARIES.

richly-wooded and luxuriant shores, the
villages resting on the mountain slopes,

and the Jyunds
imparadised

terraced,

embowered,

on the bosom of the lake.

The storm that broke over us when we

were close by Isola Bella followed
out-stripped us and cooled

before our arrival.

A

Milan

us,

for us

factions Amer-

43.

ly : receives, but never gives,
The financial condition of the Societ
calls for earnest efforts for its’ veliot ‘| water is turbid and bitter.

and

But, again, giving for mission

May we not see a zealous rallying in ite

its

pur-

poses will tend to. increase
* interest
behalf ?
WhenRev. J. L. Phillips, who has held the . in and prayers for the missions.
I
hear
a
brother
say
he
has
no
inoffice of Corresponding Secretary since REET:
last May, presented “a verbal report, in terest in our foreign missionary work, I
which he alluded to the last Indian Mis- am quite sure that he - haf never given
sion report and the lights and shades in much to sustain it, and has never read
that field ; to the return

home of the mis-

sionaries last winter ; to the new map of
our Foreign Mission field, which has just

been published ; and to the
of funds to carry on the work.

tributions from the churches

insufficiency
The con-

have lately

‘been falling off, but the speaker confidently hopes for an improvement in this
respect under the new plan of collecting

funds.

The crippled

condition of our

foreign missionaries, sho are required,
to do so ‘many things in ‘which money is
a necessity, was effectively portrayed.

Only about ene-third of the home churches regularly contribute to the support of

the Foreign

Mission.

May

God revive

the other two thirds speedily.
Bro. Phillips then alluded to the work

‘much about itsoperations. . . Another re-

rant barbarians, innocent in their-dégra-

dation. India has been for ages aTand
o
commerce of politics and of philosophy, .
only its‘ commerce, has been without =.

conscience,
tice, its
God,

and

its politics

without

jos-

its religion

without

hope.

‘philosophy

without the

true

Lake ont of Saco aiid Biddeford, out ot .
ip

and Boston, and ‘out of all

and surtounding cities

bo
i all the church going people
and all the free schools, Christian institutions. Sunday schools, and pulpits, anc’
all the influence of these for a hundred
years, abolish the Sabbath and, all re-

straints, moral, social and legal uporn
vice and immorality, let the theater, *
brewery, the brothel, the d
p
the gambling hell continue their
unchecked, let men and boys have.
the education they would then findin
street, the work-shop, the army and the drinking den, and let girls and. women

flex blessing which comes to the home

be ever imprisoned in their homes «with-

churches through our foreign missionary
work is the influence that is exerted by

out any opportunity to receive

the

ufacturing, the trading, the farming,. the

missionaries

themselves.

They

ought to be, and generally are, the very
incarnation of the missionary spirit, for
no one would leave his native land and

all its privileges,and go among foreigners
to preach Christ, unless he be pretty
thoroughly imbued with the spirit of the
blessed Master.
The self-sacrificing
lives and noble deeds of our missionaries
are a constant appeal to our higher nature, and tend to enlarge our sympathies
and transform us into the image of
Christ. We as a denomination have now
a grand opportunity to do a great and
good work in the foreign field, and so
|
reap a lasting blessing. The missionary
field is rapidly widening before us.

educatior..

or to exert influence, and let all the man-

speculating, the governing, be
men educated in such a

state,

done: b:
and

who

love such a state of society far better
than they would like one of purity amd .
righteousness, and then the effortto plant
churches apd
found Christian schools. in
Biddeford Eg Portsmouth, and Cam-

bridge and

Boston, would be no more

necessary and no more difficult thaw it
now is,or was a generation ago,to preach

the gospel and clrry Christian education
to Balasore, and Midnapore
ta,

and

Calcut-

ican considered
it had only
“laid
the
dust
on
the lake.”
CertainThis being the work to which we are
ly the railroad track a milé or two of the returned ‘missionaries in visiting
called, how ghall we carry it on?
It re-the
churclies,
and
stirring
memfrom Arona was dusty enodgh, but the
quires
zeal,
prayer{’
money,
and
missionbership, and expressed thanks
the
storm swept on before us as we rode amid
Heathen nations are opening their doors aries. That we may have the money, we
iven
the vineyards, the plantations, the fields | | cordial reception that h
for the reception of the gospel and invit- need a uniform and universal system. of
them. The Mission at present greatly|.
of tall gigantic Indian corn that coverthe
ing us {0 step in. The means and facili_ contributions ; that we may have the misplains of Lombardy ; and it laid the dust needs a heartier interest in the prayers ties for disseminating the gospel are sionaries, we need a peculiar type: ef:
of God's people, besides more money
in the streets of Milan.
multiplying on every hand. The field is Christian manhood and womanhood.
May
From Milan to Como, after two days and more consecrated workers.
white, and all ready for the harvest.
1 seé aship in mid ocean, which. wasat the Cathedral and the picture-galleries, they be speedily supplied. The work of Are we girding ourselves for. the work? fair and stately as originally built, bub
the
Women's
Society
has
greatly
en| Wasa short and easy ride. It was eyenAre we getting readyto thrust in: the ‘now battered, forlornandold. Tempests
the toilers in Tidia.
‘ing when we first saw the lake. All was couraged
At the conclusion ef Bro. Phillips's re- sickle ? It seems to me that our empty, have shattered her, mutiny has demorstill and calm, and the air hushed and hot
her crew, and contagion haseport, Rev. P. W. Perry was introduced overdrawn treasury, and the depleting alized
-brooded over the motionless water which
of
the
ranks
of
our
missionary
force
anfollowed
mutiny. Her storm-rent sailsas the first speaker,who proceeded to admirrored mountain and star, | There is a
dress the audience on ** the reflex influ- swer these questions in the negative. flutter untrimmed, and her tattered anc:
cathedral at Como with busts \ef the two
ence of Foreign Missions on the home And if we do not-arouse from our apathy soiled flag fails to show to what nation-Plinies in front; and in a public square
churches.” The law of action and re- and liberally respond to these appeals, ality she belongs. Some of the crew are throwing overboard, the dying and theaction, he said,holds in morals as well as we shall be recreant to our trust.
At the close of Bro. Perry's remarks, dead, and all are gloomily waiting the
in
mechanics.
The
idea
has
obtained
in
|
the minds of some that our Foreign Mis- Prof. B. F. Hayey, of Bates College, was hour when the plague shall have done its
favorable circumstances. The
gave an address
that work and the last man shall have trod
sion work is a heavy tax upon our home introduced, and’
was magnificent. There was not 4 cloud
churches without being
any return. was replete with the very spirit of C hris- her desolated deck.
in the sky, and a cool breeze blew" from
That stately wreck is this world. That
Now. one of my objects on this occa- tian work and sacrifice. + We reproduce
the north-east just rippling the green
a
portion
of
what
he
said
:
contagion-scathed
and mutinous
crew
sion is to refute this erroneous notion,
waters of the lake. Towards noon, as is
The werk of this Society is nothing is our race—is ourselves. Some of wus
and
to show that our foreign work is a
usually the case, the breeze changed its blessing to the home church.
less than that which Christ himself be- know that a life-boat has come along
course, and gradually died away, and the
Every act performed produces two ef- gan in this world, and the continuance side. It brings help and healing. Wc
surface of the lake was smooth again, fects, one upon the world,” and: the other ‘of which he has committed unto us,—a are stepping on board and trying to hel
Several objects of interest took our atten- upon the actor. He who learns to paint work which can be done more effectually our companions to come on board the
tion as we wentalong. Queen Caroline's a picture obtains two results: the pict- now by fallen but redeemed men, than life-boat, and confide in its great physiresidence, now a hotel, Pliny’s villa, ure and the skill acquired in painting it. before his sufferings and resurrection it cian. But many of our sicker CompanTaglione's chateau, somebody’s- self-built And the skill is worth a great deal more could be done even by himself.
It is ions are dewn in the lowest hold, they
monument, a Duke's country-seat, and,so than the picture,
for it is the development the work of convincing meén not only that know that death is inevitable; but thes
on. But nothing kept us long from the of his artistic powers, the enlargement Jesus lives, but that he has power now do not know that relief has come. Now
enchantment of the panorama the lake and cultivation of his manhood; and it on earth to lift men out of every slough we are received on board the life-boat
unfolded. Como is the first of European renders him capable of producing many of depravity, clean away all the mire of
only on condition that we will serve as =
lakes; she sits as'a Queen and has no better pictures in the future. So the re- sensuality, give a robe of love in place
part of its crew, and the orders:to us are
fellow. Like a coy maiden she hides her flexive influences of benevolent acts are of their
garments of selfishness and to go down into the hold, and. bring up
charms ; but they reveal themselves as more valuable to us than the results pro- cruelty, put in their hands the scepter of some of our less fortunate comrades.
If
each new scene opens to the view. Bel- duced upon others, for they enlarge and self-control, crown them with holy hope we are really in the life-boat, and have
laggio, the promontory where Lecco and beautify our moral natures.
Our daily, and purpose, and make them heirs of received the healing touch of its great
Como meet, is the most beautiful spot, on habitual acts are not only. affecting the everlasting nobility.
:
physician, we want the whole race to the lake ; all around there smiles thé yery society in which we mingle} but are alThe highest end of church work, and know that there is one ‘name under
garden of Lombardy, the paradise of the" so shaping our moral character, just as
indeed of all philanthropic effort, is the heaven given among men whereby. we
south. Buf every part is beautiful and the strokes of the sculptor's chisel are
conversion
of men, not merely to Chris- must be saved.” If we are loyal to ite
as grand as it is beautiful. On either fashioning the statue.
tianity
as
a
doctrine and rule of life, not great leader, we want no choice but te
side rise lofty mountains bare and wild
Thus by doing good we get good. He to fellowship with Christians as a party, obey the order of its commander, “Go.
at the summit here and there patched who gives most for missionary purposes
but to Christ as a glorious Leader, obe- ye into all the world.”
with snow. The slopes are covered with reaps the largest and richest spiritual reForty-five years ago, the command |
dience to whose will secures purity and
terraced vineyard, with groves of che st- ward, for giving expands the soul and
come to us as a people to go down into
freedom,
and
service
to'
whom
under
any
nut, walnut, mulberry, olive. On the throws it open for the reception of the
the hold of the old ship. God sentiit. by
lower ridges of these. slopes, high up Holy Spirit, and God fills it with abun- circumstances is victory.
Missionary enterprise of every kind the lips of the self-forgetting Sutton; whe.
nevertheless above the base which the dant blessings. It is exceedingly hard to
had been into the depths and knew .the
water laves, villages cluster and nestle, drill much gospel into the ‘dwarfed and grows out of the conversion of men to
Christ, and the conversion of other men need and woe that. were there.. What ii
overtopped by picturesque campanili. dried-up soul of the miser.
Down on the very shores and forward inis the end at which they aim.
Large we had left that command unheeded til!
The fact is, if we would grow in grace
contributions, grandly planned schemes, now? What if we had never thought er
to the water spread out, and float,almost,
and in the enjoyment of religion,we must
one or two larger villages, where garden
long journeys
to the antipodes may ap- cared, though all those starving orexercise benevolence, must make sacriand grove smile and revel in tropical
pear magnificent, but there is little worth phans whom the Phillipses and Sister.
fices for the cause of Christ.
beauty and luxuriance.
Deep valleys
‘and little true honor in them te the doer, Crawford and the rest fed and instructed
Now what is true of individuals in
open now on this side now on that; old
unless they be undertak€n for Christ's till they have become Christian men. and
this respect, is equall§ true of churches.
sake. To love men andto live and die wqmen, had been left to lie down. and
Lombard towers crown the highs }
castellated chateaux embowered amid Some of our churches are complaining of for them as he did, is so truly grand and perish in the field and be devoured by
chestnut and magnolia—gay summer resi- being in a languishing and dying condi- satisfactory, that it were a noble thing, dogs and jackalls as soon as they were
dences of the Milanese aristocracy—vary tion. What is the trouble ? Why, I fear out of pure love and for Christ's sake, to too weak to stir? What if. no missionand adorn the scene ; lazy bright gondo- in many instances, it is the dry rot of spend life preaching the Gospel to the aries had been sent, no schools begun and
1 suspect that when mis- heathen, though every benighted soul no heathen converted, where our Mission
las dot the surface of the lake; and lean- selfishness.
ing over the vessel's side you see shoals sionary appeals have been made they should seem to reject the message.
But stations now are? What if all those whe
of fishes playing in the clear transparent have closed their ears, tightened their the message is not carried in vain. have died triumphantly leaning upon
water,who seem to have a pleasant sunny purse strings, and confined their sym- Slowly, and surely,in the city, in the jun- Jesus, had been abandoned to their pagas
pathies and labors to their own neigh- gle, in the shop and the school, among superstition and a heathens hell,—some
time of it. See Como and die.
borhood. Thus they have quenched their the ignorant poor who arg blessed by of whom when they come néar death
THOMAS GOADBY.
ence)
<> I——
eee
nobler impulses, dried up their gener- Christian kindness, that gives medicine, have said in substance to our mission‘It is simply marvelous that in this late osity, and shriveled their soulsjuntil they food and instructions, among the shrewd, aries, ‘‘ Tell the dear people who. sent
grasping,oppressive,and dishonestly rich, you how we thank them for sending: you
century of the Christian gospel of love fo | have died of pure narrowness.
It is very evident that the Apostolic in the huts of the low castes and of .the to us with the Gospel,—and tell. them. to
Christ and the brethren, large denominations of believers . should still - devote church believed in contributions for be- pariah,” in the zenanas of the proud send more Christian teachers to our people.
themselves to driving out of their ranks nevolent purposes, and even regarded and the titled, the Christian message, We shall never see. the ‘faces of those

@

tist Prin

College. His life was one of great in- ‘the workers.” The tunnel is to be VE
dustry,
independence,
courage, and ed in 1880, three or four miles remaining
piety. He was noted, even to the close to be worked. =
'

“NO.

such as treat as brethren those who cone

fessedly love our Saviour. Here is the
case of Dr. Pentecost again.-Independent.

them as a part of the service of the sanctuary; for we learn that some of the
early Christians sold their possessions,

the

Christian

kindness

Christian manliness and
nity and

philanthropy

and

honesty,

womanly

dig-

are telling

upen

American
Christians. in this life; but
when they and we come up there, we
shall seek them out and tel} them." °
[Continued on fourth page}
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« QURBSTIONS AND NOTES BY PROF. J. A. HOWE,
(For

Questions

SAULS
~allcls

< COLDEN

Texr:

see

Lesson

Papers.)

CONVERSION.
9:31-=18,

wll give yoy.”

“ A

mew

heart

Ezeliel 30:26.

also

Notes and Hints.

THE

ay

——

“ Whoamt thowy Low? The

reply, *‘ Je-

sus whom them “persee@itest.”

The word

“Lord” here méans more

than

gemts. By nature and training he wes
wealous for his religion.
1. Savr HamiNg Jesus.
(1) *“ And
* Saul yet breathing oul threatenings and
slaughter.” The figure of a panting war
horse with nostrils dilated, and exhaling
the breath of life is here given as an illus-

used in its usual rey

ial sense.

A

study of tho word fa"the other places

sks

ky

RAE

EAD

bY

) I

'

REVIA.

—

your

C. HOGRIN.

“Iti is SA comparison that of the
Apostle Paul, in which wine gives place,
not to some wilder beverage, but to the

red of disciples.

Holy Spirit.

(3) Netice how

Jesus

The condensed

sunshive of

views himself as one with disciples. Saul's
hatred of disciples was hatred of Christ.
(4) The reason of his bate was a love for
his own religion, not founded on knowledge.
He obeyed -his conscience, bunt
was guilty for not enlightening his judg-

the Palestian hills, with all its exhilerating, intoxicating power, what in common with that bas the Spirit, the Holy
Spirit, the Spirit of God ?
\
A bold man was the Apostle Paul. His

ment,

bone and sinew, and even reached under
his mighty inspiration to the vital jointure of soul and spirit.
A keen, clear
man was he also, with a discernment that

His intellect erred, his conscience

against the pricks.”

Goads is the word

instead of pricks.
** To kick the goad”
was a proverb of the day.
Saul here is
shown as resisting the truth of Jesus, and

conscience.

It is hard to

live in hostility to God.
We were not
made to live so.
(6) “Lord, what wilt

thou have me to do?” These are the words

cleft

shield and

helndit,

uncovered the hidden base of things, ‘and

drew into the light unthought-of motive
powers, and estimated the weight of
forces operating on the soul.
The keen
eye saw the truth, the bold heart winged
it utterance.

A stimulus

there

must be.’

God has appointed his, and the arch-enemy, coming up among the sons of God,
has brought a substitute,
Take the
Spirit, says the apostle, not the wine:
Dall, lethargic, next, God-gi en Pn
ers lie in the human soul.
drowsy world, and drowsy

Knces

:

draug

And this leads usito
nit it cit
be expected that a thorough Brganigat
of the churches for ork will
bring
millennium at once,
ble peo

With,

will be unreliable still, po: le who ha

you can not kneel, the draught is just as been saying, ** I can't,” all their lives will
ready. Let us all take it and live.
Warren, Ill.
.

£35).

\
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HERE A REMEDY?
BY STANLEY,

*“ We do not exaggerate when we say
that not half the
power there is in the

Church is brought

to bear as it should

not find it easy to forget how. And hasty
| people, who always do everything blund-

eringly, willcontinue to make mistakes.
But we do believe that the efficiency of
our churches mightbe increased thereby.
A lady who' never could find time to
call on the sick, was appointed on

‘a com-

mittee to attend to a few,aged and needy
females in the church.
And during the

three.mouths of her continuance
Is this true? If true, why ? And whose
fault isit? Is there a remedy ? If any,

tions of poor,weak humanity. A few believe it is because our churches do not organize for ‘sufficiently. definite
work,

Let us consider thisidea,
When a person unites with the church,
be is impressed with the general idea that

he must do all that he can to save sinners
and help make the world better.
One
definite thing is impressed upon him.
That is, that he must aitend the pravermeetings and take part in them.
As itis

assisted by

are"

can

the -

impulse: or act

not be one holy thought,

or pure desire that is not

the

product of

this godlike excellence. God and Chris;
the head, is the source of all happiness ang
and reform ; and this world i
ed to

become

morally

renovated as

man cop.

forms to the spiyit; and teachings of (he
blessed Cuxist. “To overcome evil with
good, requir
a es
great struggle, but the
reward

will abundantly

efforts,

Lot us therefore, brethren, by

recompense the

on the. the mercies of God, present our bodies

committer,-she never lailed to call regularly on the one who was designated by
what? That it is true all observing per- the pommittee as her especial cearge.
sons will admit, Why it is so no oae This, we think, willbe the effect of astells us. Some blame the laity fof it. suming a definite responsibility, on most
Some the ministry. And some consider reliable people:

it an unavoidable result of the imperfec-

and

righteous

rt
A Ae

:s LET HIM DENY HIMSELF."

a living
God,”

sacrifice, holy,
which

acceptable ung,

is our

reasonable

gery.

ice.
ES

S——

LS
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STANDARD.

A man who requires’ from His own gey
manly direct. truth, and laughs at th
cowardly subterfuges and small arts of
women as being feminine; a woman why

BY REV. L. CC. OHACE.

let

requires from her own sex tenderness ay

him deny himself,’ and take up bis cross
and follow me.” In this denial of one's
self
is found the secret of all reform. Up-

purity, and thinks yuffianism and sens;
ality pardonable in a an as being was.

«If any

man

will come
¢

after

me,

on it rests the purity of the church, and

astonished, submisthe usefulness of its members. Without
ive, inquiring for the way to life.
Those
it, depravity in its most corrupting forms
who would be saved, or honor Jesus, or
would reign supreme, and society, howtration of Saul’s feelings.
It is a ‘most
ever pure and upright it may now be
znimated picture of his energy, of bis grow in grace, or gain eternal life, must truth comes, not in the glowing w
much easier to have one's conduct influAnoth- | which belongs to its nature, but scarcely
hate, of his intentions.
Whatever San) often ask of Jesus this question.
enced by a definite than a general impres; would at once drift away into the most
did he did with both hands earnestiy. (2) er question for each to ask himself is, Are lighting with a dull, red ray the gloom of sion, large numbers soon act upon the shameful polution and misery.
That there is within every /man a nat~f* Against disciples.”
Christians were we willing to obey the known desire of | \hings about it. This isa camp of war, idea that if they attend, and especially if
“he subjects of Saul’s bate.
He meant to the Lord ? (7) In Acts 26.:16—18, the re- and prowling foes lift stealthily in the they take part in the prayer meetings, ural antagonism to the spirit and teachmarks of Jesus to Saul are fuller than glimmer
samrest the fanaticism “of this new moveof expiring
camg-fires, the they are doing their share of Chistian ings of Jesus is clearly taught in the
nament. This false Messiah, as he viewed here. Some Think that there the message shrouding coverlid from the faces of sleep- work. Then if anything occurs to prevent Scriptures. To follow Christ this naturf Ananias to Saul is anticipated.
Here ng sentinels, and chuckle in soft glee
-Besus, was leading astray his countrymen.
their attendance at these meetings, their al opposition must be brought into subhe
is
told
to
go
into
the
city
and
receive
over the prospect of carnage and plunder all of Christan life and work is soon at an jection, and to subdue the carnal nature,
Saul meant to stamp out the contagion.
we can only appeal to the will-power asamong the defenseless.
This world ond
. Me fought a power he knew not.
(8) instructions for his course.
sisted
by the Divine. The will is a fac“ Of the Lord.” Jesus is here given the
= (1) Saul's' companions ** stood should be an orchestra, but the time is
Now let us suppose a chub, in "which
lost, and the soul of music frightened by there are as many organizations for Chris- } culty of the. soul, susceptible to much
same name which, in the Greek Old Tes- speechless,” that is, were speechless;
- tament,is given to the Father. The Jews ‘‘ hearinga voice, but seeing no man.” its harsh discords has flown back o its tian work as can possibly be sustained. culture, or it may be greaily neglected,
¢ kwew the name of ** Lord” to be the name In Acts 22:9, it says, *‘ but they heard native heaven.
A Sabbath sehool and Mission society, even as other faculties of our being. By
How many of us have just i
- oftheir God.
Converted Jews applied nol the voice of him that spake to me.”
that shall embrace home and foreign training and proper care, we may possess
the name {o Jesus. (4) *“ Went unto the Some remove the difficulty by saying enough to be exquisitely miserable! Min- work, these most of our churches have. strong will-power, great firmness, or stahigh priest, and desired of him letters to that his companions heard a sound, but isters who go before their congregations
Add to these dn organization of young bility of character; or we may be very
with
a
theme
worthy
of
a
tongue
of
fire;
Damascas, to the synagogues.”
All the Saul only understood the voice.
people, who shou!d make it a business to weak and possess very little of these virThey
- separate congregations of the Jews in the did. pot participate in this event, were but and with an-array of dying men before seek for children and youth who do not at- jues. Stability has its origin in the pow" wavious towns where they dwelt” were spectators of it. (2) *‘‘ And when his them and the elixir of life in their hand, tend Sabbath school, and draw them in if ers of the will; or we might say it is the
subject to the aathorities of their nation, eyes were opened, ” which had been in- fail to reach it p heir lips out of simple possible.
And another, a ‘temperance outgrowth of the will-power continuousvoluntarily closed at sight of the light, he slnggishness! How many, bitterly con- band, that shall embrace old and young; ly exercised. Itisby a power of the will
—+thagis, the council and its president.
Writs of arrest signed by the high priest could not see. (83) He was led to Da- scious of their failure, struggle in frantic who shall labor to save the young from that a man resolves on will-enlture, and
would in every Jewish town be recog- mascus by his associates, and there, for desperation over their state, against the falling, and reclaim those older who .are indeed in this faculty of the soul is found
insidious tyrant of their souls, only to fall already ensnared.
Different localities the birth-place ot all culture, whether,
To
+ mized,in many Gentile towns would not be three days, he could not see nor eat.
Over would present different needs, that would good or bad, religious or intellectual.
imterfered with. Jews, who were Roman seehe was physically unable, to eat un- back in weary discouragement.
With this freedom of action, the forIn
«atizens, no high priest could thus drag willing. How he spentthose three days, how many men of business, Christian make various orgunizations useful,
men,
bas
this
stupor
gained
a
life-long
matio.
of character ia every man is left
our
large
city
churches,
a
committee
to
we
can
not
fully
know,
but
we
need
not
“away to another town for incarceration.
Toe sins which Saul wished to punish hesitate to say that they were days of control, unbroken by occasional uprisings care for the sick is much needed. Some- to his own disposal. He may come to posHis state of of the better nature, until calls for labor times, a person is sick for some time, sess great excellence of character, or the
were not erimes of State, but heresies thought, sorrow, prayer.
of it except nis reverse as he chooses,
Trogon the Jewish faith. (5) Damascus, mind caused him to loose his appetite and fall utterly unheeded, and what is worse and no one knows
the cry of lost souls awakens less emotion,
But many mistake in that they suppose
own family, until. he is able to be out
«ame of the oldest cities in the world, if fast.
:
If there were a definite com- they hold supreme control of all the powthan the wail of the night wind,
And all again.
mot the oldest, was also the lovliest for
10-16. ANANIAS SENT T0 SAUL. Ana- would that it were otherwise, bul alas, mittee, to whom the family of a sick per- ers of will, and that too, unassisted by
satmations, was one hundred and twenty
nias was a disciple, but by this history how shall we do?
son might communicate the fact, needful the Divine influence. We believe, if their
wees north-east from Jerusalem.
It
alone he is known.
He had heard of Saul
were no antagonistic. forces at work in
When the keen ege of passion has been attention might be received.
#22 a population now of one hundred and
and feared bim.
(2) The street called blunted, and the miserable votary of
the
human heart, that man from his di_
Suppose
a
person
is
about
to
become
a
forty thousand people. By the Orientals
Straight divides Damaseus. , It runs from pleasure finds his. senses unresponsive -to | member of a church thus organized. He vinely giveu intelligence would choose
it is ealled. ¢“ Paradise on earth.” because
the eastern:To the western gate, three the call of either, then wine comes in to is asked, “ In which of these departments to do right; and for him to do wrong
of its pleasantness.. It is‘mentioned asa
miles long.
(3) ‘‘ And hath seén ina stimulate the domiant faculties and make of Christian labor will you work ? In would be the exception. If the devil,
+ =ity in the days of Abraham.
Gen. 15:2.
vision a man named Ananias coming in, existence still enjoyable, - Where one of which direction do your talents and tasts the prince of darkness had never existed,
/(6)“ If he found any in the way,” and -putting his hand on him thut he
best fit you to labor?" Or, if he be a per- we would” recogiize no necessity in the
~ume2ns in the Christian way. 1t.is thas might receive bis sight.” This in answer the world's orators would give birth to son who can command the time, * In
Saviour’s appeal to *‘ deny self.” Bat
| ¢¢ thoughts that breathe and words that
seen that the number of Christians was to bis prayer, * Behold he prayeth,” and
burn,” he pours fire into his veins from which of two or three or miore departs inasmuch as there is at work an eyl insufficient to attract attention, and to ex- in answer receives a vision of his cure by
fluence, there not only exists a necessity
the wine cap, and in the intoxication of ments?’
citcealarm.
It is evident that this sect Ananias. Now the latter is sent to inThen let the idéa that the praver-meet- of our exercisinga ‘will-power, butit is
the moment reaches the end. So the cup
araspopular and increasing in its ioflu- duct Saul into the church.
When the
ing is the main work-shop of the church a necessity also that we apply for help to
smoe. (7) *‘ He might bring them bound sinner prays he is nov far from Christ contained the poetry of Byron before the be corrected. Let it rather be called the one stronger than ourselves.
brain and soul of the man gave it form,
amio Jerusalem.” Note the length of the and peace.
(3) Anpanias shows ‘‘ Low and the eloquence of Tom Marshall was wayside inn, where the weary traveler
We claim that it is absolutely requisite
Jeurpey. Consider that if the disciples fearful a notoriety Saul had acquired.”
born of the sun and of the still.
Sad eats of the bread of life and drinks from that we lock to the Divine power for aid.
were thus to be returned, Saul
would
Many Christians had this man driven to stimulus, which left the jaded soul of eith- heavenly fountains. Let it be called the It is the most reasonable consideration,
aeed a strong police force to aid him.
Damascas, who had reported his deeds
er to wonder forth from its poor broken *¢ Interpreter’s house,” where not only or, as Paul says, ‘ our most reasonable
(4) The business of tenement,
. 3,4. Sav SmattEx DowwN.
“ Sud- done at Jerusalem.
before
half his days were vest is ‘found, but instraction and new service.” To suppose that we can stand
It had been an- wrought. So the adversary does for men, views of truth are conveyed and received morally, without Divine gssistance, is
ly there shined round about him a Soul was no secret.
ght from heaven.”
The cause of this nounced for what object he came and his but God does better.
in social intercourse. Let these jgeparate assuming too much for our strength. 1t is
&ght we are not told, but it accords with authority for it. (5) Put confidence in
workers speak of their xperienty in their assuming that we have wisdom and morHe, too, knows that man is dull, and
“ie marrative in all its tones to assume God. He will not send woes but bless- the pathway of his existence monotonous. definite work, and many a poor'soul that al strength -surpassing the wisdom und
mikat it was supernatural. - It was mid- ings ‘as we trust him. Ananias was told He knows that his brain is heavy and his sits uneasily on his seat; urged by his powers of all the devils in hell, which
the whole work that God had in view eyelids heavier; that his heart is flesh and pastor to do his duty, will bave some- is the most preposterous idea that could
-ofay, in a bel climate, and therefore some
“awe thought the heat temporarily over- for Saul te do, and was rebuked a little fleshly., So he will stimulate him also, thing to sayof work attempted or work possibly be advanced.
“-mewered Saul. Evidently Saul does not for reluctance toobey. Hence ‘go thy but with what a stimulus! The other is accomplished." What should we think of
The only way to get along with this
ssregard it. To him the light wasas un- way.” Itis safe to trust in the Lord. (6) drawn from the earth; then as if not a temperance society, that should hold self-sustaining theory, is to dismiss the
matoral as the voice.
It blinded him for “To bear my name unto the Gentiles.” earthly enough, men tempt it to decay, meetings just for the purpose of praising idea entire of the existence of a devil;
ghwee days.
(2) ‘“ And he fell to the Paul was the apostle to those not Jews. and when, allied to men by its decomposi- temperance and’ telling how much the or to affirm direct that there exists no
.-zamth, and héard‘a voice.”
It was the God called him to tell them of his grace tion it becomes set on fire of hell, it is fit members love the cause ® This might prop- wicked influence whatever, in the world,
waive
of Jesus addressed to him through and salvation. So Jesus has chosen ves- for the devils service.
But this which erly be one subject of remark, but, ** How and this would be equivalent to assuming
or to the soul direct. The two sels to whom the destinies of the heathen God gives is the pure emanation from his can we reform drunkards and keep men that sin does not exist.
« heear,
. -asmnounts of this event are in such seem- are committed; and they may nced the own being, the Spirit of God, the Holy
from becoming such ?” that is the absorbTo every philosophical mind, it will
fdg collision on this point that it is not help of their teachers to hear the call of Ghost the third person in the trinity.
ing theme.
appear evident, even had it not been
(7) Ananias put his hands on Saul
«lear whether the voice was audible. Per- God.
That the prayer-meeting is intended recalled in revelation, that there is a
“Be not drank with, wine, wherein is
+ Japs,as in gpersions. now, when the as he healed his eyes, as a sign of the ef- excess, bat be ye filled with the Spirit.” partly as a meeting for pure worship must
wicked, . unholy influence or spirit at
apm] often hears a voice, olten is impress- flux of powerto heal. He told Saul that Wondrous thing. To drink the Spirit in be admitted and this character it should work in the world as well as a holy. That
«ellby ideas the sanie as if they came to it was Jesus who restored him his sight, as wine, to become filled with him to the always retain. That itis to be made a evil exists, there can not be a shadow of
die<oul by vocal utterance in the ear. and who would give him the Holy Spirit. full satisfaction of all need, to feel the fire medium through which souls may be led doubt in the mind of any one; and to
Baul was impressed.
-“ As distinctly as a He adds other words of promise, and curreat in the vains, to watch lethargy to Christ is also trues But this result suppose that there is no devil would be
. mage could
atter them, I heard these calls him then to “‘arise, and be baptiz- disappear, and the keenness of sensation will be accomplished more effectnally if to assume that an effect can -éxist withexercised’ faith take its place, to have its life and freeac- the members have something to say of out a cause.
« monds, go, preach the gospel,” said a ed.” Acts 22:16.
ammoister, in giving an account of bis en- and was healed of his blindness, and tivity without reaetion, for in wine only real work for the Master;than if half who
The many who go about ‘‘ to establish
.edmfing ihe ministry.
Thousands have was healed of his sins. *IHe was at ohee is the excess, all these things are of God. speak, talk about their gloomy moods their own righteousness,”’—recognizing
«<emught the heavenly voice of the Spirit in baptized and became a disciple of Je- That is his plan. The sleepy sentinel and wish they could feel as they did when no necessity of divine aid,—do practically
Lg
. #hkis mental way.
(3) It is necessary to sus,
may awake now.
The drowsy forgers they first started on the Christian journ- assume for themselves wisdom and morSesfieve that Saul was talking, meditating,
The practical lessons of this experi- may see the truth whitening, whitening ey.
al strength, above the enemy of all good.
. mmealling the accounts of Jesus, his claim- ence must not be overlooked.
Here we in the furnace to their hand.
Celestial
In all plans for work in our churches, The heart that discovers its own weak. “mg he Scriptures about the Messiah, the have the account of a conversion, and music, flown to heaven, may return and
the needs of the family should always be ness, its dependence upon God, its need
mweaching of John,and all the things con- may see in it illustrations of how to come rest forever in the lap of harmony, all unrespected. We do not believe that God of strength from him, and its liability to
msected with bis mission, as he journeyed to Jesus and be saved.
But let none der this divine stimulus.
The minister ever asks people to do work for him, sin without that strength, has made a
sfkat long distance on such an errand. think to wait for God to call him frri- can preach now, oh, how powerfully ! which will involve the neglect of their happy discovery.
8s heart, too, was under the influence of sistably tohe saved.
God says that now The tears come unbidden now, for the families. That good woman struck the
The wisest people in the world are those
wheSpirit. His companions were able to is his accepted time to all who will com
fountains are full at last. The soul may. key-note, who said (hat probably the who see most clearly their corruptive
i be saved now, for the hand that reaches
aeake Jesus knownto Saul in many re- unto him.
highest work that God bad for her to do ignorance, or that recognize the vast
RE
spnbts that his personal experience had
forth the elixir of life, is only too anxious } in the world was ibe rearing of the boy fields of knowledge yet unexplored; and
DaHence Saul drew near
and eager to press it to dying lips.
The
zat done.
If all family work the best pepple are those who perceive
Sunday school
nets need mending business man, the Christian, can leave his he had given her.
.-mascus in a state of mind. ready to break
were done just as God would have it done, most clearly and sadly their own depravat
times,
and
just
now
is
one
of
these
The 8pirit of God
« 4amt into conviction,
store now, and the mechanic his shop, to
Schools
are
putting on their work for God, fora ransom is to be there would be far less for churches to ity. Paul said, ‘When I am weak then
seized on his condition for his conversion, times.
do. Tn these cases then, where the whole am I strong.” Had he failed to see his
t {#)~“Why persecutest thou me P” This strength. They are girding for the win- made for his neighbor, and temples erect- time of the mother or father or both is moral weakness, he would have recogter's
campaign.
Many
an
effort,
like
the
vyguestion tia ‘substance Saul had asked
ed tothe God of Israel. All these things really needed for home work, that should vized no necessity of denying’ self; but
himself. Why do T come to Damascus on carting of* the fisherman's net, will be follow naturally the use of the wine of be accepted as a part of the real work of baving seen the vitiated state of his mor~guch an errand? Why do I hate Jesus and mode, Many an entangled fish escapes,
the Spirit, and there is no other way to the church for the good of the world. O. al character he not only sees his morally
sis followers? He must have thought of however, because-ol broken nets. Leave such results. We may weep over our in- course there are mothers who think they helpless condition, but also discovers the
» shese things. The question be could not no opening for escape, but compel those difference, but weeping is valueless, We can not lift a finger to help in church work, means of redempuon. That we may be
may struggle against it, and like sleepy half of whose time is spent in ruffling and woral victors, be very forcibly : shows
, mois own ~conscience satisfactor ily an- to come in for whom you go.
Mr. A. Benham, | one Of the honorary listeners prick our souls with pins till we plaiting and fussing. And the question the necessity of our, calling on the divine
swear. ‘Now the question comes 10 his
woul with a pungency and condemnation secretariesof the London Sunday school shrink again, but it will not help us in arises, Who is to do the work Tefs undone strength to the aid of the human,
now the man who fi:hts Uhion. is in this country upon a brief vis- the least, Brethren, take a draught of by thnse misiuken souls ? Not those sure-|- Every moral victoryis the product of
Arvedistable.
your 1y, who are conscléntiousls” trying to do two conditions, there mnst first he wn
though not soloudly, it. After seeing the Centennial Exhibi- the wine of the Spirit.” Throw a
hears,
God
. mgainst
pins. Stop monrring over yo
Jiffer- Just their duty in making pleasant homes, exercise of the willpower; and in the
.vunany similar inquiries.
tion, he will make a brief visit to New
ence.
Don’t wait prs
York and Boston.
and their share of church work besides.
s:cond place this wil«p)wer must b> in

culine, these

have

repudiated

the Chris.

tian standard of morals which Christ, in
his own person, bequeathed to us, that

staoddrd which we have accepted as Chris.
tians,—theoretically

at least,—and which

makes no distiffélion between ** the highest, holiest manhood,” and the He
holiest womanhood.
Mavy
would say, if they spoke (Le
truth, that it had cost them a life-long
effort to unlearn what they had been

tnaght.

It is fatal in avy mind to make

the moral standard for men high, and
the moral standard for women low, or
vice versa. This has appeared to me the

very commonest of all mistakes in men

and women who have lived much in the
world, but fatal, nevertheless, and in
three ways: first, as distorting the moral ideal, soYarasit exists in the conscience; secondly, as perplexing the
bounds, practically, of right and wrong;
thirdly,

as being

at

variance

with

the

gpirit and principles of Christianity. —Mrs.
Jameson.

A PARAGRAPH FOR EACH DAY.
| 8

The Bible in the hands of the contro.
versialist becomes a magazine of. artil-

ery; in the bands of an antiquarian,a curons wusem of odds and bits; bat in the
hands of an honest seeker after truth and
righteousness, it is a book that teaches

how to live a perfect lite, that be may be
‘ thoroughly’
works.”
“If a
be better, if
knowledgé in
in it ample
put in his left

furnished unto all good
man wants to know how to
he hungers and thirsts for
righteousness, he will find
instruction. It a man will
hand vest pocket the Prov-

erbs of Solomon,

he will know

more in

his pocket than most’ men do in their
heads through all the days of their Jife

about wisdom in worldly affairs; and if
he will put the 18th Chapter of 1st Corinthians in the othet pocket, he will carry
more profound wisdom of love in his pocket'than men usually do in their hearts. —
Christian Union.
it.
Mutability and uncertainy are charac
teristics of everything which bas not God
in it,
HL

The best of men and the most earnest
workers will make enough mistakes to
keep them humble, Thank God for mis
takes and take courage. Don’t give up

on account of mistakes.—D. L. Moody.
Iv.

How
many bitter thoughts does the
innocent
man avoid? = Serenity
and
cheerfulness are big portion. Hope is
continually pouring its balm into his soul.
His heart is at rest, whilst others are

goarded and tortured by the stings of a
wounded conscience, the remonstrations
and risings up of principles: which they
can not forget; perpetually teased by re-

turning temptations,

perpetually. lament

ing defeated resolutions
,— Paley.

,

of a heart convicted,

ready battle axe

bh

this, st art fol

where it is
used ghows this.
(2)
What a hard question for Saul te answer.
He knew no sufficient reason for his hat-

the voice of

TC

‘OCTOB

he
a
iufinite
ite full

“gir is

lle was born

tea and traditional law of Moses.
Saul,
like his teacher, was a Pharisee, and like
other Jews, learned a trade.
He made

| STAR,

J

5

was right, saying, ¢“ Do what you thiok
is right.” He ought to have cherished
+ at Tarsus, about six years after Christ,
+ mas educated at Jerusalem by the fu- the spirit of love, of hearing before judging, of Sonsidosius the finiteness of, our
mous rabbi Gamaliel, of whose wisdom
For all his hate he was to
-we before huve heard,
Acts 5:34.
By knowledge.
(5) “It is hard for thee to kick
¢ ‘Gamaliel Saul was instructed in the writ- blame.
Prior History OF SauL.

MORNIN

Ld

|

5, 6. SAUL AND Jasvs. (1) Saul asks,

Tes

voy,

My God, how often have I, in conversing with thee, been

like

one

asleep, and

uneonscious of what he is saying!
cifully forgive me for
‘henceforth thy spirit
my prayer may be as
as thy greatness and

Mer-

this, and associate
with my spirit, that
devout and earnest
my necessities re-

quire.—Gotthold ,
:

Uyr,

The first film of ice is scarcely perceptible; keep the waters stirring, and you
will prevent the ice from hardening it;

but once it film over and remain so, it"
thickens over the surface,

and it thickens

still, and at last it is so solid that a wagon
might be drawn over the solid water.

S¢

with conscience, it films over gradually,
and at last it Ledomes bard, uufeeling
and it can bear up a weight of iniquity.—
Bishop Simpson.

vii.
Young men are exposed to many dangers from which natural advantages are
not only no
times a snare

protection, but are some
in themselves. David was

handsome, musical and spirited, —all dan

gers. He had, besides, great success and
good prospects. He needed to be ¢* kept.”
It is good to have a friend,—a Jonathan.

disinterested and sincere, Many ave sav:
ed.in this way. But Jgsus is the best

friend. His love can be relied on. He «
gives the best robe. He loves even (0
death.

By

crowr.—Dr,
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another in true polemical

.
THE WISH OF TO-DAY
gild
gold to

or
me,
shine 8 weary fra
l ask oot now the
mind is stilled,—
0
ing
ain
yes
The
not now for fame.

controversalists at once compounded their
own differences, and united their forces
in cudgeling the dispussionate, young

:
d dimly seen above. away,—
depths
blue
's
ven
hea
A on
am of human love
Oh, sweet, fond dre
pray. =
pot
may
I
thee
For

liness of mind

k a
own | "
1 OM ater, to thine

tered not what
ers were whipped, fined, imprisoned, as
scattered iu
many as two thousand bein
loathsome dunfeons throughout the king-

neath thy chastening eye,

ane for peace and rest,

to lie,
Submissive in thy hand

And feel that it is best.
arvel seems the universe,ath
Ap miracle our Life u

dom. Forbidden by their conscience theto
resist, they went, indeed, as sheep to
slaughter; and we must 20 back ‘to the
time of the early Christians to find any-

pierce,
A mystery which [ can not
Around, above, beneath.

thing so touching as the heroic ranquili-

ty, the unflinching tirmoess, the

In vain I task my aching brainI scan,
"fa vain the suge’s thought
1 only feel how weak aud vain,
How poor and blind, is man,

.

—

rites and ceremonies and time-honored
Because some people built upou the bridge, the bridge itself must be
The sacraments, judicial
destroyed.

Whittier.

customs.

PW
wu
Bh hh gh 4

QUAKERS AND QUAKERISM.
kerism, as we all know,

was tound-

Fox, born 1624, the son of
known as righteous Christer,

Why oy
4 weaver

more

even

than their affirmations, were responsible
for the violence of the pers: cution that
raged against them. Witha not unnatural rebound from the externalism and
word disputes of the time, George Fox
and bis followers were led to reject all

In mercy lend a helping hand,
3

negations,

that perhaps their

spirit sighs for home,
IE whereby to see,

prazes

unresist-

ing meekness, with which they bore their
cruel wrongs and sufferings.
But at the same time we mast admit

And like a weary child, wou d come,:
© Father, unto thee!
Though oft on letters traced on d sand
My weak resolves have passe away,
Unite my

oaths, marriage ceremonies, an ordained
ng clothes, miliministry, tithes, m
tary

sepvice

even

national

for

defense,

down to the “‘lying habit” of addressing
maker ; but individuals in the plural number and’ of
who apprenticed him to a shoe
in wool, - taking off the hat in sign of deference—
as the shoemaker glso dealt
the early Quakers made a clean sweep of
seorge's business was chiefly to see after
of
But it was doubtless from his them all.
We question whether any
.
Ge A
ials their doctrines or practices ani
80
master’s ehop that he got the mater

the
for that memorable protest againstmakes much irritation as the last mentioned. on,
rsecuti
But despite the covtinued
forlorn nakedness of wan, which
oor re- which raged for a space of forty years,
him a pauper dependent forw-creout-d
It
atures,
lief on

his lowliest

fello

was doubtless there that he wrought
«¢ leather

hull

from

which

the

that

divinity

again
and dignity of man was oncefrom the
as
,
scorns
in
longer
no
ed,
reach
:
4
cypie’stun, bai in love.”

* The owner of this * perennial suit of

young shepherd,
leather,” this strange
{hat same spring when Charles 1. sorren
Scotch
the
to
cause
his
and
f
himsel
dered
Presbyterians, mi ht have been seen wanDraydering forlornly about the fields of soul,
of
ton and Coventry, in sore conflict with
his
sitting in hollow trees alone
Bible, * for,” as he says in that old He-

iro-

brew prophet’s journal of his, “1 found

rtil| Cu-

none

clergyman

| the

not

nent:

"els

and
Merciate
that
roest
S$ re-

rcep| you
g it;

80, it
kens

agon
So
ally,
ling,

ly.—

danare
omewas
dan-

y and

ept.”

han,
savbest

He

mn to
in &

with

whom

love, and psalms I

was not in a state

when James I. issued his Declaration of
Indulgence, by which fourteen hundred
prison, the
Friends were liberated Irom
Quakers continued to increase in numbers,

Increased weight was also given them by
position,
the accession of men in high
such as Penn aod Barclay of Utie, the

author of the celebrated

which the late Bishop
to have highly recom-

book of divinity
Thirwall is said

mended

‘‘ Apology,” a
But

to students of theology.

everywhere, whether at court or in prison,

we find them upholding the great principles of rehgious liberty and the right of
conscience, wearying out persecutions in
their own persons, and pleading, both by
pamphlet and speech, for toleration nat
only toward their own members, but for

.

drop of blood could they get
his “
being, as it were, dried up
with griefs, and sorrows, and troubles.”
+ So. neither them nor any of the dissenting people could I join ‘with, but was a
stranger to all, relying wholly upon the |

Lord Jesus Christ.”
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though

found ‘grasping

altar.—E.
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country,

and from

foreign

lands.

which

they

only

truth

and

false-

Milton's noble

words,

hood grapple;

who ever knew

seemed to

grasp,

‘Let

truth

pat

to the worst in free and open encounter?”

the common-sense

Jeineipie

that

“‘the

and

a

natural

selection
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An interesting example of Episcopal de-

ition of the Mon-

Route to California.

You know that, in

crossing the Paci’e,

it becomes necessary lo alter the reckoning of the days to conform to that of the
Western Hemisphere, accordEastern or
ing as a ship is sailing in one direction
or the other. In going to Japan, when
the 180th degree of longitude is reached
{vbiek is balf way around the world from
the. Royal Observatory at Greenwich,
England, from which longitude is reckoned), a day is dropped, and in returning
one is added. We crossed that meridian
on the 18th inst., and so two days were
put down in the ship’s calendar as the

18th of June. Now, as it happened that
this was Sunday, we had two Sabbaths

succeedin? each other, one of which was
the Sabbath in Japan and in all Asia, and
the other Sabbath in America and in Europe. Some of our ship's company were
puzzled to know which to keep; but I
did not think it would do me any harm
to keep both, and shall always remem-

Sabbath on
ber with pleasure this double
the sea.—Dr. Field, in the Evangelist.
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PLAIN PREACHING.

A gentleman was speaking the other
day of a minister -whose church he bad

been attending, and remarked : ** I liked

any one whom I have
heard in the city. He was the only man
who ever made me feel uncomfortable,
and I wish L bad beard him more fre-

quently,” There seems to be almost a
contradiction in such words, but they
revealed
honestly spoken, and
were
what was the real feeling of the person
who used them. He liked the preacher

who insist constantly on declaring
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sire to adopt methods hitherto more com-

A DOUBLE SABBATH.

one, who had made him uncowmfortable, and
laborer is worthy of his hire.” Any
there- wished he had heard him oftener that he
jrrespective of sex, who feelsmoved
to may stand up and preach in the meet- might have been more uncomfortable.
jug for worship. But Jét not the reader Such » remark is a direct rebuke to those
think this must needs lead to a Babel of who preach smooth things, as also to all
words,

to picture the great Centennial
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nations,
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all other oppressed sects, in the spirit of him" better than

Another, a ** priest of high re- The appointment of the ministry is penown,” would needs‘ give him physic, culiar to the Friends. George Fox reand he was to have let blood, but not a ected the ‘‘ one-man ministry,” and with
from him,

to sing.”

w to
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Manchester,
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We re com quick to learn, who is ‘soon to return to
them.
knows how to belp
mandedto consider Christ, lest we ¥ be ‘his country, and may, by the grace of
weary atid faint in our minds; and whe
God, be made an instrument for the proto him, new life flows into motion of Grlsliaoky among Mo people,
we do
We cannot sink when the the greatestand most eivilized ol ali nonour souls.
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mon in other churches has been furnished

attentively

to a twenty-minate

discourse.

Mr. Ward is satisfied that a plain, square,’
homely talk is the way to reach churchless people; and although not more than
five of this matutinal congregation ever
20 to church, he thinks that the hearts

of

many more have been pondering. over
the words spoken, When cold weather
comes, Mr. Ward will consider the prob‘lem of getting his novel congregation
across the church-portal.— Independent.

|

WILTON

The

they never saw

or

heard

of before,

and

will probably never see or hear of again;
to the deacons, to the superintendent, and
to any others of the brethren within
reach ~ or call. Stfangers who go to
and . worshi
church for refreshment
should not be pounced upon and lionized,
nor * impressed.” Offer them quietly and
romptly the best vacant sittings, answer
Rally Lo politely any question they may
ask, and leave them to meditate and to
pray. Feeble and struggling churches
danger of overare perhaps in as much
doing their hospitality, as large and
strong churches of neglecting it.—Con-
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Much has been said about the duty of
paying attention to "strangers in our
churches, but hardly anything about the
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At last, after enduring great troubles
and torments, and when all his hopes in
all men were gone, 80 that he had nqth-
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- how loyally Hutchins bore aloft the

For-

. «ign Mission banner. He fell;but that banner, consecrated by his prayers and toils,

4id not fall nor waver. And now Libby
has faltered and lies fainting by the way,

Jt will be grander

a time of triumph,

than that day when

Sor the

grandest

military

success

grander

* “than that day when Lincoln entered into
Richmond, with

the

swarthy

regiments

condition of woman in the East.
In China, and India, womeu

shall

become

when

every

That glad day will come,
erroneous
philosophy
ashamed

false

of

its

religion

errors,

shall

have

ceased to deceive, when every knee

shall

bow and every tongue confess to God.
May we all have a share in that triumph.
May we bear our palm of victory along
with Hutchins and Marks and Colby and
Sutton and Noyes and Smith.
May ours be the consciousness then,
“I was loyal.” May each of us be able

are

rescue a drowning boy, not knowing un-

"til after the body was recovered that jt
"was his own son. Not what we do for
ourselves, but what we do for others,
gives us most peace and pleasantness.,

Remarks were also made by Rev. R. D.
Frost to illustrate the inconveniences under,which missionaries labor, and to show

€

need of money to relieve them.
'
The old board of officers was re-elected,
"Rafter benediction the meeting closed.
EVENING.
;
. The usual praise meeting was held
‘his evening, conducted by Rev. Frank
:
.
K. Chase, who is a model leader of such
meetings. A precious half hour was enioyed.
:
WHE

The

WOMAN'S

business

-ommenced

MISSION

SOCIETY.

meeting of

at 7.30.

this Society

Mrs. G.C. Water.

man acted as President.

Prayer

fered by Mrs. B. F. Hayes.

was of-

In the ab-

sence of the Secretary, Mrs. E. N. Fernald was chosen Secretary pro tem. The

records of the

Ex.

Committee

were

read

and approved. Officers for the ensuing
year were chosen, substantially. the same

woman

none.

as last year.

The Anniversary exercises followed.
Prayer was, offered by Rev. G. W. Bean.
The report of the Corresponding Secretary,

since, found

tied

to

Mrs.

J. A. Lowell, was, in her

absence,

read by Miss Perkins, of Lewiston. This
dealt in part with the foreign work.
Mention was made of the good results of
the appropriation of two hundred dollars

, The state of things among

especially, is very bad.

the Santals,

good can education do her?” The speaker

made last year for the benefit of the girls

~ nm the school

at Harper's

Ferry.

While

discouragements were recognized, there
are inthe work encouraging features.
The Home Secretary, Miss L. A. DeMeritte, then read her report. A general
view of the work was presented, and a

fitting tribute was paid to the valuable

services of the Distriet Secretaries. Ex+ “acts of the reports of the several Dis.
°

triet Secretaries were then read.
These
were from Mrs. Wade, of the Penobscot

“X. ML; Mrs. B.

F. Hayes, of the Maine

Central Y. M.; Mrs, G. F. Mosher, of the
N.H.Y.M.; Mrs. F. P. Eaton, of the Vt.
-¥.M.; Mrs. J. M. Brewster, of the R. I.
: Assegiatien ; Mrs. J. Rand, of the Massawirasetts Y. M.; Mrs. R. Bixby of the

fowa Y. M.; and Mrs. H. N. Herrick, of
the Minnesota Y. M.
“These reports dealt largely with the
~zondifion and prospects of the woik in

» the

localities

from

which

they

came.

* They were full of hope and encourage+ ment.
After reading these reports the
. Secretary continued, speaking of the orvgarization of the children’s societies, and
behalf of the work

appeal in

eloquent

and

_ making a strong

in hand.

““Whese two reports — of the Home and
«Corresponding

Secr elaries,—were

equal,

im spirit and.expression, to the best pa+ pers that were read at anyof the meet-

i. ings of the week.
:
The report of the Treasurer, Miss De. “Meritte, was read and approved.

The :Seciety has made the following
: appropriations for the ensuing year: ' To
Mrs.

D. F. Smithe Balasore,

zenana

work,

$200;

to

India,

Miss

for

Crawford

flor support of native teachers and schol- are, $150; to Mrs. Bacheler, for support
of native teachers,to be paid in 6 months,

$100;to Miss Mary Bacheler, salary as
Zepana teacher from October 1, 1876,
one

year,

$150;

to

one

for same service, $150;
ig

other

Brackett, Harper's Ferry, West

Virginia,

's salary 1 year, $320;

6

Sh

person

to Miss Li E.
hd to the

oll’ THAW

21 an

i

Sion

ee
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a1

been taught the principles of the blessed

gospel of Christ, they. would have been
helpers rather than hinderers.
Now the condition of these women being such, they have a claim for help upon

the Christian women of America.
This
claim may be based upon the common
bond of sisterhood. They are to be re-

garded as’souls to be saved and not as
savages.
;
2. The open door which we find for women's work in India. A pertinent reference
was made here to the zenana work. Only
women can enter this open door. It was
only in extreme cases that, asa physician,

I was ever called upon to attend a zenana
woman, and then usually only in the last
stage of the disease.
He could not
then go as the bearer of the gospel message. Women,
however, can do this.

During the dark days in India there were

two. things at home for which I was
made especially thankful. One of these
was the organization of this Society. The
other was the organization of the Central
Association. These things brought hope
and courage. And I appeal to you toremember the laborers in India.

Write to them’ often. Mr. Phillips here
spoke of themap of the mission field recently published, and ‘its uses. ' He hoped

that it would be widely circulated.
also spoke of the

work which

he

felt that the members of this Society are
give.

are

making the people

This is in itself a foble service.

There is a fear,on the part of some, that

this Society takes from the funds which
the parent Society would otherwise receive. This is not well founded. Ina
recent conversation with Dr. Treat, of the
American Board, he stated that full three
fourths of the funds collected by women's societies in his denomination would be
lost to the mission

did not exist.

cause if these societies

The same is true with us.

Teach the people to pray for missions.
The concert of prayer for missions is valuable. Teach all to work with their
hearts and hands for the cause, There

are churches that are dying for the want

Editor.

All communications

designed

thé foreign

There are frequently those who'

would give their lives to this’ service, but
they are discouraged by opposition. Such
need to be helped rather than hindered.
During the past few years a large num-

ber have

been

Converted.

Are

there

none of these who will give their lives to
the cause in

India?

Remember,

Christ

says ‘Lo, Iam with you always.” The
Master expects every one to do his duty,

At the close of the address, the Society

adjourned.
ANNIVERSARY CONVENTION,

tion should be addressed to the Editor, and all

chair. He called attention, in a few brief
and pertinent remarks, to the excellent,
manifestly increasing, spirit of love and

NOW

IS

THE

TIME

thankful.
bs
v. E. N. Fernald spoke of his gratification at the promptness with which

at these meetings
programme

appointed to

had responded.

had beém carried

successfylly, «oA

FI00g

speak

The

out very

~ Rev. J. A. Howe offered a résolution

reliting ‘to the death

of “Dea.

Latham, of Lowell," Mass.,

™

———

OURRENT TOPIOS. -

—

’

Stars WANTED

which

Cyrus

had

“ Rich men are the ruin of benevolent
enterprises. These men are looked
to for

will return it to this office.

each of the few.”

festival,”

;

the

Southern

democracy.

faith.

churches

Hereafter the readers of this paper will

need

find the ‘‘ Events of the Week » chron
icled
on the last page, where they ought
to be,

ly but individually ; and not only to all
give, but to give always, not largely, but along with all the rest of the news.

Rifle

regularly.

~Tue FAMILY Paver.
The Interior
has lately sent out among the (Presbyterian) churclies in its field extra copies
of that paper, and in speaking of the
fact says so well just what we had got
ready to say that we pass the words
over to our readers with the request that
they consider every word underscored . as

This

President, and the latter's proclamation,

Which was made public last Wednesday.
No true citizen will deny the need of
14 1-2 MONTHS
FOR
$2.50,
this proclamation.
The troops are orPostage
Free!
dered Southto protect voters from vio‘| lence, whether those voters belong to
We wish to put the full report of the late one party or the other.
Itis a soldier's
business to obey

What all our own

is to be educated to give, not collective-

the South,

to disband.

In proof of this the

It was through an. inadvertenge
Catholic church was cited.
that the
With the
poorest membership of any denomination name of Rev. C.. W. Griffin was append.
in the world they spend more money than ed to a poem in the Star of Oct. 11,
any other for the propagation of their and the quotation marks omitted,

they have in many cases refused to do.
The result is the Governor's appeal to the

To

they read.

The Interior Says :

Will not some good brother rise in his

place and make a few practical applications of the truth in re
to the relation of religious newspapers to family
religion

and

culture?

Sometimes

the

On our first page, Rev. Dr. Charl
es.
‘| Howard Malcom Pays a grace
ful tribute

to the memory of that faithful
Christian,
the late Rev. Thomas Williams, of Proy.

idence, R. I.

:

Only cowards skulk behind comp
arisons

and deal in innuendoes,

what he

means, and

The true man says

means what he says.

The All-seeing Eye doubtless
discerns
more hypocrisy in this world
than most
persons dream of.
:
The more Mr. Talmage and his friend
s
try to explain his late editorial escap
ade
the worse it looks for him.
We cordially
wish the Advance

a

real

success, if it can

win it with its new ‘‘ Editor-in-chief.”

brethren, in their earnest devotion to this
Take care of the schools and colleges.
Spedial work, do net look over their
Nearly all of them are suffering from
shoulders,
nor
to
the
right
hand or left,
the
every Freewill Baptist family. We expect to
and see that we are silently workin by shrinkage in value of securities during
right to vote.
make for our readers, in the year to come,
their side, with snd for them. We claim these hard times.
The same is true of
The good effects of the proclamation no higher place than that of
with the present acknowledged excellences of
Aaron and many benevolent
organizations,
They
are already apparent,
the Star and our contemplated improvements,
Many of the’ Hur upholding the hands of the prophet. merit the fostering care of every
man
with
It
is
not
exactly
rifle
fair
clubs
for
are said to be disbanding, and
the prophet to
some of which are commenced with this numforget all about the stren heners of his a dollar to spare.
thus
by
the
presence
of
U. S. troops and arms,
ber, a family religious paper second to none.
We are glad to give to the Chicago Znterby the authority which is behind them,
To all ‘who subscribé immediately for the
Ocean deserved credit for the most accurate
those deplorable calamities which would
year 1877,~paying in advance,—we will give
and ample reports of the Moody and Saninevitably have come without them, are ——FroM EGYPT. Southern Illinois has key meetings which
as an inducement the paper for the remainder
have so far appeared.
long been called « Egypt,” owing to the
likely to be averted.
These daily reports are embodied each
of this year, commencing with last week's An- |.
dense ignorance of the people.
The week in an extra
We are certainly in an unfortunate
dapplement
niversary number. New subscribers shall thus
national condition when military force common school has been conspicuous for be found a great conveniencewhich will
have for $2.50 what would otherwise cost them
to such as
its absence.
Since the war, however,
mus
be t
used te protect a voter.
wish to preserve the full record of
But this condition
$3.00 : namely,
these
of things has been steadily
there seems to be hardly any doubt that
wonderful meetings.
;
of
improvi
STAR ome year, ng.
We
have
+
fresh
$2.50
evidence just
now this is now the most effective and
21-2months,
:a
uo
A0
The
Editor
of
the
Christ
ian
Standerd
now, however, that Egypt, is not yet out
best way
to preserve the peace.
has devoted, Jiberal
Amount,
Maida
space of late to the
.
$3.00
:
of bondage, for the village of East St.
discussion of the * wine question” as
reLouis (opposite the city proper on the
gards its use at the Lord's Supper.
A WAR OLOUD.
So
Illinois side of the river) through ‘its
far, in the replies to various critics, the
The little red cloud that first began to’ schools
and
the
Catholic parochial Standard has altogether
the best of the
What-eonstitutes pulpit power? What rain deadly bullets over Servia now school board, a majority of whom
are argument.
The Editor stands by the simenabled those formerly to exert their in- threatens
to spread itself balefully over Catholics, has voted a division of the ple
Scripture declarations as they are.
fluence whose names are still so fragrant? nearly the whole of Europe. ~ Russia, school fund giro rata between the public
The unmistaken mercy which abolished
The sacred writer gives the lesson ina always eager to extend her dominion, schools and the Catholic parochi
al capital punishment in. Minnesota
now
word:
** Holy men of old spoke as they seems inclined to take advantage of schools. These men are evidently ignocompletely ties the handsof Justice in the
were moved by the Holy Ghost.” The Turkey's embarrassment to plant herself rant of the fact that the constitution of
case
ield bank robbers, who
apostle declares the ‘same with regard to in Constantinople, and thus at once to Illinois forbids such proceedings. The were ofalsothe. theNorthf
murderers of the faithifu)
his own labors. “My spirit and my get the key to vast domains.
Jaw officers will speedly acquaint them Heywood: A partof the netortous
mer.
:
,
:
sn
is-of
with this fact, it is expected.
brings
all the Euro
derers and tralo-robbers have been caught,
preaching was not with enticing words of | This
of
course
gs
pean
man’s wisdom, but in demonstration of powers to their feet.
And they arise
a
and yet the utmost thas the law. cam
—
:
do is
the spirit and of power.” So in another with menace on their faces and with guns
INSURE TRE MEETING-Houses.
The to imprison them uutil—they take a noplace: ‘‘ Paul may plant, Apollos water, in their hands. England herself is like- destruction by fire a few. days since of; our tion to break out.
interesting

sary meetings

and

at Saco,

encouraging

Anniver-

Me.,

reach

within

orders, and

in

accord.

ance with these he must protect both
Democrats and Republicans in their free

of

_ POWER OF THE PULPIT,

but God giveth the increase.”

Paul was

a.great planter ‘of churches,

Apollos.a

watereof
r , many;

yet ip this

work—

“neither’ Was Paul hnything - or Apollos

anything, but God that giveth the increase.” After the resurrection of Christ,

the apostles
Jerusalem

were

required

until they

power from on high.
his

prophets

were

He

of old,

to

at

endued with

who

who

tarry

spoke by

endued

ly to be drawn into the probable strug.

gle. However distasteful it might be to
English sentiments to be allied in war
with so murderous a people as the Turks,
still that is among
the possibilities.
For if the Englishi should permit the Rus:
“sians to etsablish themselves in Con| stantinople, that would: be the same as

yielding

her

whole

eastern

domain.

Thereafter it would be only by

the

ing fleet in the Black

apostles with power, and has inspired the

a stand-

Sea that England

have indeed been diversities of manner
and operation as suited the circumstances,

could communicate with her Indian sub:
jects,
It must be said that rumors are very
conflicting. So far as they go they point
straig
to ht
war. The belligerent pow-

is ever the same.

and Turkey are all represénted- as being

hearts of his ambassadors in all ages, is
still in the church and in the ministry to
impart the same spirit and power. There
but the work of the Spirit and its necessity

end.

It is this

assurance, this presence

of Christ, this wnction from the Holy One,

that gives force to the word spoken,
and earries it to the hearts of the hearers.

Other qualifications are ifupertant and

essential. ; God speaks to men through

men, he

uses

ers,—England,

He who constituted the

I ministry
alone can farnish it.
H
5
don the "commission : Go yo it
to all the world, and preach the gospel
to every creature, accompanied it with
the assurance: Lo, Iam with yeu to the

means adapfed te the end.

a right application, to make it a word
in season to all. But it is a fatal mistake

and

of

course

Russia

in a bustle of warlike preparation.

The:

jealousy of eac
of h
these powers lest the
other obtaim more than
its share of territory and influence in the East,

the bottom

difficulties.

is

Should

one

of

Russia

become master of Turkey, then farewell

to any peace but such as might be dietated from her frozen eourts,
Monday morning's dispatches state that
England's plan now is to make Constantinople a second Gibraltar. ‘Her Majes-

ty's ‘vabinet, at the meeting Thursday
night, resolved that the invasion

of Tur-

key by the Russians shall be the signal

for the occupationof Constantinople

by

| 30,000 men and a movement of the whole
| fleet of iron-elads now in Besika Bay to
the Golden Horn. Should non-belligerent powers, such as Germany, Austria
and France, oppose this coarse, the Brit-

depend on ourselves, our training, our. ish policy will be the occupation of Egypt,
knowledge. The excellency of the pow: Which is rendered necessary by the vital
to

er is of God, not of us.

The more

we’ importance to Great Britain of the Suez
canal. Some prominent Englishmen say
the Khedive would be very willing to

can realize this truth,and be persuaded by
it, the better for our success.
Nor is this the prerogative of a few.

There is power in the Christian

pulpit,

there is power in every truly Christian
pulpit. God is with every faithful seryant and ambassador of his, and wherey-

er God

is there is power.
to

go

We

are not

to the great Cathedral, to

its endless - rites and

forms, to

find

the

hold his title under the suzerainty of the

English throne. The command of Brit~
ish troops in the East has been assigned
to

Major-General

Sir

Dunbar Staveley, K.
enced Indian officer.

Charles

C. B.,

William

an experi‘
y

So sad
an event as war may possibly be

averted.

The world is notin a mood . for

it.
Even the great nations that for
hiding of his power.
There® may be
policy's
sake might be forced into ‘it,
nothing there but a vain pageant.
You
may find God and his anointed in the | would at heart deplore it. If a breath
of peace might scatter that red cloud,
humble chapel, cot or ‘cave.
He comes
there
is hardly a nation but would renot always with outward demons

union whiéh had “prevailed ‘during the
tration.
meetings, For this he was devoutly “The whirlwind may pass by without him,

those who had been

:
—
—

s
CRY
\ OA SALTET
to be ‘to thousands which
En ae —
donot, give.
It is
make it so dangerous for any person a mistake ;—the theygreatest
BRIEF NOTES,
scheme on
there to support Republicarism that this earth was Wesley's
Dr. John Hall's ~uvilahon to the Com:
pennya day. Let us
rabble may achieve an easy victory.
rather look for a few dollars each from munion is to ** me
of sister church.
This is especially the case in 80. Car- the thousands than
for thousands from es” to unite [with us] in this « Christian

lately ordered them

obliged

The President of the Anniversary Conyention, Rev. Dr. Hayes, then took the

seems

asthe most effective * anti-nigger” campaign organizations that can be. effected.
So alarming had become their power and
lawlessness, that Governor Chamberlain

for publica-

Therefore to meet the conditions on our
The ladies of this Society will supply the need. Work among part we must discipline and invigorate
the children, and give them something to our faeulties, we must store wp knowl.
do. There is one thing which both this edge, study to show ourselves approved
Society and the parent Society especially unto God, and labor to give our message
need, and"thiat is workers in

of the Southern rabble

one, is in constant
deliberate purpose

olin. There are daily reports of violencein that State, usually in the form
of attacks upon peaceable colored citizens, many hutidreds of whom have acttially been killed during the last twp. or

Adi

Aa

the

clubs are formed throughout

of something to do.

field.

a

TT

'

SUBSCRIBE! !

When asked to

gave an account of a spelling contest in

jeopardy, while

with

most

send a girl to school, there is often the
sneering reply; ‘‘She is only a girl. What

actually doing.
I find that they

—"——

three'-months for no ‘other reason than
that they refused to identify themselves

A. H. Huling, Western

a tree, having been

what must it be among the lower ?

He

Moulton,

The | =

from India which brings intelligence of a
wife being cast out because she had been
so unfortunate’ as to give birth to three
danghters. A little girl was, a few years

night, to

T.

no-

missionary spirit, and thé best means of which a girl
was the winner, and spoke
promoting it. He mentioned a charch,
of the ‘manner in which she enjoyed her
that, neither large nor wealthy, had in the
The women are bitter oppopast eight years averaged $1000 per: nents of men
in their efforts to become
“%: year to benevolent work. And this with- Christians
. They hurl at them scorn and
out special urging, but rather hy impress- ridicule
of every kind. Had these women

of man. We need more of the spirit of
the man who would dive into deep water to

O.

A belief is prevalent that man

that a tiger would come and devour her.
This girl was brought to us, cared for and
educated in our schpol. Such is the condition of things among the higher classes—

brief remarks by Kev. Dr. Bowen, on the

‘ng them with a sense of the brotherhood

After prayer by Rey.

the convention adjourned without day.

abandoned by her parents, with the hope

20 look up'and feel, That means me, when
the GreatCaptain shall say, ‘Come, ye

blessed, enter into the joy of your Lord.”
This effective address was followed by

votion and praise and in this spirit we solemn:
ly pledge ourselyes to each other and our work
unew in brotherly love.

The birth of a girl is regarded as 4 misfortune. Ihave recently received a letter

“i filling the streets, and shouting over their

+ emancipation.
whep
every

nious action and pervaded with the spiritof de.

;

has three “souls, and

the

:

thanks to Almighty God for so signally granting us his Hely Spirit in ‘bur gathering
whe reby our hearts have been won to harmo-

lot of woman becomes very hard. It is,
indeed, diffienlt for the people of enlightened America to understand it. She
spends much of her time in praying that
in the next life she may become a man.

world bad seen, exchange, the toils of the
camp for the quiet of his home;

G. C. Waterman,

Facts from the field itself are always,
it is to be presumed, interesting, and may
be highly beneficial, and, on this occasion,
I can do no better than to speak of the

bodies,

Washington, covered with the gratitude
of a saved country, and full of exultations

L. Phillips,

as follows:

bat he passes the flag to other hands, and’
so the glorious cause advances.
ds
Oh, there is coming

spoke

and C. F. Penney had been appointed to
speak at this meeting, but owing to the
lateness of the hour the two latter declined.
Rev. J. L. Phillips spoke substantially

remember

a

THE SOUTHERN SITUATION.

Go,

Jjoice—unless it might be that same

froz-

the fire may rend the mountain, yet no | en rfionarch of the steppes.
God in the fire ; while he communicates
0-4-4
to the soul by a still small voice. The
MAP
assurance, Lo, I am with you, is not given

nuerely to a few, but to every minister of
Christ ; and ‘it is this that sustains and
encourages him in all his labors, obstas

A

fine house. of worship in

Our surprise at finding that house unin-

sured has led to a few inquiries, and the
sarprise is the more increased at finding

$0 many other
same condition.

A trifling insurance premium each year
would be nothing compared with the gain

in case of firdy

The

chuah ought not to

consider its places of worship fully dedicated to God's service until there is some
provision made against loss of this kind.
Insure the meeting-houses.
BE S

Foreign Mision field oceupied by us as
a
denomination has’ been printed
on cloth
by Colton & Co., for Rev. James L. Philcles, trials.
It is this which enables him: lips.
Size, 26: by 86 inches; Price, one
to make the word effectual, pnd gather dollar;
for-sale at this office, or by Bro.
sheaves for the immortal harvest.
Phillipps, at Pascoag, J
Cy
rp |
bie
.
a

"The

Congreghtionalist,

torial on the wines

5 So Jb oh cetSEERA

A Goop SIGN.
A good deal of the socalled
anti-fellowship on the part of
Calvinistic Baptists with their more liberal brethren, exists only in name. While
one of the Freewill Baptist houses of

ticle by Rev.

Dr,

Thayer

subject

selves to the wholesome

perance,

absence

Sn

Our dear

SS

SE

-

brother, Rev. C. O. Lis-

BY, whom many are already beginning to
miss from our public gatherings and to
anxiously inquire for, is in very feeble

health, with no good prospects of recov-

controve

and

ion

eonfine

them-

prgetice of te

of Mr. Moody

week to attend

the

during

funeral

the

brother

at Northfield was marked by a’remarkable
continuance of the religious fervor of the
meetings

DW.

led

for . the most

Whittle.

part by Major

Nearly “all the

to its original condition

17

in

north-west as a day of fasting and prayer:

The

That of course is only an act of courtesy

;

in con-

'
The day set apart by the devotional
committee of the Moody
and
Sankey
meetings was very generally observed in
Chicago and vieinity and throughout the

tors have been very
and work.

which no Christian church should hesitate to extend. But at the same time
perhaps it is rare enoughto be worth
calling attention to it.

another edi-

Bible,

of these statements. It might be quite as
well on the whole, if men would leave dis-

worship in Dover, N. H., is undergoing

repairs, the society is worshiping with
the Calvinistic church at its invitation.

has

of the

firmation ofits recent statements that such
an article as unfermented wine is not now
and was not in the time of Christ known
in the East.
It also publishes a lon
ar-

meeting-houses in the
This ought not to be. cussing that

city pas-

prompt in attendance

The Old South church

will be

restored

as Soon as possi-

ble. The placards will be taken down,
the building repainted, the doors and windows put in, a fence put around , the lot.
The interest on the first mortgage
of $225,
000 is six per cent., making $6,750 to be
paid every six months ns wel as the taxes.
These amounts will be secured by the rent
of the building for historic purposes, ‘by
utilizing the vacant land on the north side
of the church, and by a guarantee fund provided especially for the purpose.

ery. His connection with our Foreign
The fact that the hall of the Michigan
Mission work has made him widely
State
University at Ann Arbor has been
known, both in the denomination and in
freely granted bythe faculty to the students
business circles

outside of it, so that very
many friends and ‘acquaintances ‘will
learn this news with sadness. He has

fought a good fight, and has kept the faith,’
and the crown is waiting for him.

1877.

RECISTER.

1877.

The Register for 1877 is now ready for
delivery.

1t is prepared

as

heretofore,

as a dancing ball provokes a good deal
of . criticism from the religious press and
people.
So does any attempt ‘to promote
a Christian influence in many of the departments provoke criticism equally severe from
the irreligions press
and
people. We
would suggest thata very effectual way
to avoid the dangers of steering between
this Scylla and Charybdis of hostility is
to dispense with ‘‘ State ¥ Universities altogether. The educational interests of the

and contains the same denominational incountry would survive the shock...
formution, including the alphabetical list
Our Baptist brethren of

of ministers carefully revised,

is unchanged, as follows :

The

price
#

J

Single copy, . =.
10 cts.
Single copy, sent by mail, «
. 12 ots.
Adozen,
-~4
a
=
«
P8ets.

Fifty or more at the rate of

or OUR FOREIGN Mission FIELD.
beautiful and acourate map: of the

Laconia, has én-

tailed a much heavier 1oss.upon the Society beeause it was not insured. Fifteen
thousand dollars gone in an hour or two,
and nothing to show for it—but the ruins.

$7.00 per hundred.

the West

="
have

the wide awake Dr. Johnson as the Centennial agent to raise funds for Shurtlé® College. The Doctor has lately told a big corn
story in the Standard, all about two crops
a year, etc. In answer to various skepticai inquiries, he affirms the authenticity of
his former statements and then says the new
corn hasa name. It is called for short,** The

Pastors and others who order a %uantity may notify us of the amount unsold, if
Shurtleff: College-Centennial: two-crops-1 n-a°
any, and we will direct a8 (o their disposal,

season-Excelsior-sweet-corn.”

copy forthe denominational Antelligence
that iv affords. ‘Send. your orders to Rev.
I. DI Stewart, Dover, N. H,

corn-as a premium.
‘This beats the chromo business.
But how about holding out
such a temptation to innocent ‘brethren
to get corned?
.
;

,The

'Doc-

aor
the money. Every Freewill tor now actually offers to every one giving
Buptist family ought to be supplied with a $100 or more to the college an ear of this

Tk

here to-day

iis

-

.

AN

Many

Mrs. Waterman,

in care of Bro. Morrell, at Harper's Ferry.
Revs J.

EEA A ae

4

IRI

.
The Morning Star is
Whether or not anybody is trying, for ~——AN OPEN SECRET, At
offe
the
red
late
Methto
new
sub
se
in behalf of the political effect, to make the relation bets ofrom Oct, 18,
odist Conference held at Chicago, , Rev. of
committee on closing resolutions, offered
this year, to Jan. 1, 1878, for
tween parties and color at the South, Dr. Tiffany stated most
$2.50 in
tersely the true advance,
the following, which were adopted :
, Our issue of Oct, 18 is already
worse than they really; are,we will not un- secret of
effective
giving
for
mission
| 1. That the thanks of this Convention are dertake to
say. There can be no doubt work.
After stating that thirty-eight exhausted, and any person aving aclean
extended the Maine Central R. R. fo I res
that the situation is bad enough and criti: cents per capita for missions
duction of fare,
copy of that number, and not wishing to
represent
2. That we heartily acknowledge the cheercal enough. It is shown beyond a doubt the average giving record
ful and abundant hospitality ofthe citizens of
of the M. E. keep it, shall have the date for which his
that the life of a Republican, and espe- church membership,
Saco and Biddeford.
De. Tiffany says : paper is paid, set forward two week
8. That we humbly and gratefull
s, if he
return cially that of a colored

clothing, and expressed the hope that éfforts would be made to send them boxes

hich seeks to prevailby lessening the
yers, the appropriations or the num-'
ber of missionaries for the foreign field.
What though we do not see the
final triumph while we stand in the ranks?
“Onr Father leads, and he will crown out

n

eccurred during the Anniversaries. It was

adopted.

of the needs of the freedmen in respect to

+ structioncould expect the blessing of God

efforts.

8

LX

iygy ALES "

tev. W, H. Bowen,

Morrell, $180.
The President,

or home in-

+r

‘ALY

n

LS

Mission work naturally in

scheme of church extension

\

colored lady students at Harper's Ferry,
to be distributed by Mr: and Mrs, A. I.

the orderof time comes ‘after our work
Zo sustain’ the“ gospel at home, ‘but-do

“

OB}

Sa

-

Cs

[Continued from first page.)

This Foreign

:

-

year

or two, the accountsof the sessions of our
(Q. Meetings have been more interesting

and encouraging than ' formerly." Per.

aR

LA

Mion with the chute
from

ALA

oth

|

GIBSON Q.'M,

churel
urch

preps in the

ays of Randall, Tingle , Buzzell,

““to heal,” so that one of the original obquickening of the saints and

the salva-

tion of sinners.
Take as specimens two or three items
whioh have appeared within the last two
weeks : “The session was the best we have

ay one dollar yearly,
fy divided between the

and piliers, when scores
converted

and

hundreds

dri

were

converts, and the willingness of allto
co-operate with the ministry, rendered it
a time of great profit to all ;” and another :
‘+ At the close of an evening meeting,
house rose for prayers."

in

Another

December.

Farmington
much

and

Waterville

the Anson

which

J. Spinney;

Theological Department at Hillsdale.

Next session with the
Portland, (at the West

T. F. Maxim,

HILLSDALE
with

The incoming

as any preceding one, and the same in
general may be said of the other classes.
Still it is to be deplored that several of
our best students have been obliged to
year from lack of means, and others, who
would gladly have been with us, are absent from the same cause, Thus it will
be seen that both at the West and the
East we are suffering from the same de-

Cambridge

Rev.

Clerk.

its last session

church, Oct.

6—9,

and

Opening sermon

by

Q. M.

with the

Me.)—Held

Thorndike and

Knox

church.

session

The

churches were mostlv represented by letters and

delegates.”

The

harmony.

The occasion

business

was

was

trapsacted

one

in

of interest

and spiritural profit. We were highly favored
ith delegates from Montville, Prospect, and
xeter Q. M’s, which added much to the interest of the meetings.
ext session
with
Dixmont
Mountain
church, Dee. 1-3.
JoserH

M's,

by church collections,and individual offerings. There is need of more systematic

HIGGINS, Clerk,

LAFAYETTE Q. M.—Held its Sept. session
with the York Prairie church. Its usual routine of business was transacted in harmony.

Especially atthe West, where nc

We acknowledge a pleasant call and assistance

agency has been established, there must
be dependence on the effort of every friend
of our ministry. Snall there not be a
generous response in aid of ‘the young
men forthe term to close about Nov. 20?
J. J. BUTLER.

tendered by the Rev. G. A

Taylor, of Wiscon-

sin.

Many of our churches are destitute of
toral labor, still they are trying to. live.
e are happy to note some prosperity, by an

additionof ten per cent.
the past year.

us easé in Zion.
ter’s business.

to our membership

This prosperity must not bring

But let us awake to our Mas-

Next session with the Warren

1,at

7 P. M.

Bro.

the opening sermon.

Ministers and Ghurches.

W.

C. King

church,

Dec.

will preach

LE. F. FARNHAM, Clerk.

EpGecoMs Q. M.—Held its last session with
the Georgetown church, Sept. 8—10. - There
was not a full delegation on account of the
storm, yet our business was done in love and

THE church in Westford
Ct., has lately been

cncouraged by the efforts of Rev. M. W.
Burlingame, who has been laboring there.
The membership is revived, and the meetings,

union. The storm cleared away on Saturday,
and in the evening we had a full house.
So-

which. for a while had been given

‘morning dawned upon us with a clear sky and
a warm sun, the people began to flock to the

held regularly.

Bro. L. P. Bickford,

cial meeting led by Rev.

now

Rev. L. P.

BICKFORD,

of

North

the

Our

We
We

SAUK

home, were converted ; husband and wife have

gone together, and husbands have joined their

its Sept. session

M.—Held

its September

Rev. J. C. Gifford,

of

cred office, to the rest prepared
love Him, and

Good news continues to

[none family five children, all that were at

Conference at 1 P. M. of
E. ROBINSON, Clerk,

Laona, III,

for those who

80 forward in
church,
©

baptism:

and:
'
fl

Correction;

In the last issue of the Star

cerning Rio Grande
classed

among

its

unite
/ io
Wij

with

the

i

a [

ni

id a note

'Coliege, 1. {nadvertently

temporary

disadvantages,

an

|:

“ A Locksstitch Sewing Machine unsurpassed in the fine workmanship of its parts,
great originality, great adaptability to dif
“ferent kinds of work both in cloth and leather, beauty of stitch, ease and rapidity of
motion, and completeness of &i
>
2. A Medal and diploma for ** The New -Wheeler & Wilson Sewing Machine

‘“ Superior
ing.”

” for Leather, for

quality of work

in

Leather

1.

That we esteem it a duty and

Privilege express our appreciation of his lars in the cause of Christ, and his consistent
life, his interest in all the
the day, and his advocacy

moral
questions of
of truth under all

circumstances,
:
2. That with sincere hearts we sympathize
with the family of our Rey. Brother Tyler in
their bereavement,

his society

who are

gane

as a husband

and

now

deprived of

father,

ad-

and

fornow
to his rest, nd one for publication in the

Morning Star,
‘
"DAVID STILLWELL, Clerk.
i
§
CHENANGO Q Mi--Held its'thirty-sixth sesNo, Pharswia church,

Aug. 25—

27. , I'he session was one. of unusual interest
and profit. ‘The preaching was practical and
to the pint, * Many ‘souls’ witnessed to the
loving Kindness of u dear Redeemer. All busi-

from

i

FRANK MILLER'S HARNESS OIL received the
highest and only award at the Centennial Exhibi.

L Bon—R

0%

WHAT
NEXT?
’
A CONSUMPTIVE CURED.—When
death was
hourly expected, all remedies having failed, and
DR. H. JAMES was experimenting, he accidentally
made a preparation of INDIAN HEMP, which cured his only child of consumption.
He now gives
this recipe free on receipt of two stamps to pay
expenses. HEMP also cures night sweat, nausea
at the stomach, and will break a fresh cold in
twenty-four hours.
Address CRADDOCK & CO.,
1,082 Race 8t., Philadelphia, naming this paper.
-~

lf

SRA

ee:

Catarrh.—See

Dr.

Langell’s

tf

FRANK MILLER’S LBATHER PRESERVATIVE and
Water-Proof blacking received the highest and
only award at the Centennial Exhibition.
li
>

Cod Liver Oil and Lime.—That pleasant
and active agent in the cure of all consumptive

symptoms, ** Wilbor’s Compound of Pure Cod Licer Oil and Lime” is being universally adopted in’
medical practice. Sold by the proprietor, A. B.
WILBOR, Chemist, Boston.
.

NEW KANSAS.

L

Blaisdsll—J

B Corex—-rs.

© Cin

G

Butter—L

{ow

Wi

“Ww Ji

j—-,

M

7,

P.M.

2

W
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BKelley

Franklin Falis

Salem Pa

Devotional service;

leader,

Rev. N.

Thankfulness; Essay,

by

F.

Manchester, N. H,

Married
In Madison, Oct. 8, by Rev. T. F. Maxim, Mr. Llewellyn P. Churchill, of Starks, and Miss Flora Taylor,of
nson,
In
Springvale, Oct. 14, by Rev. O. E. Blake, Mr. Orville U. Libbey and Miss
Susan A. Bennett, both of
Sanford.
>
:
In Bristol, N. H., Oct. 5, by Rev. W. C. Husle, Mr.
J. A. Curtis and Miss Mary
M. Eaton, both of B,
i __In Manchester,
July 15, by Rev, G. M., Park, Mr."

H. Whitcher,

31-2,'This Worldthe

Stevens,

A

Aug. 10, Mr. Wm, G. Chase and Miss Emma F. Smith,
both oy M. Aug. 12. Mr. Frank 1'. Reid and Miss
Mary A. Brown, both of M. Ang, 15, Mr. Nelson H.

Earle and Miss Hattie C. Dearborn,

of Stoneham, Mass., and Miss Jennie 8. Adams,

of M.

Sept. 7, Mr. John W, Hill and Miss Ella F. McCann,of
M. Fept.23, Mr. Frank Holland and Miss Mira Merrill. both of M.

|

'

,

Lords School-house,
:

Rav. J,

DR. SETHE
ARNOLD'S BALSAM
ARNOLD’S

BALSAM

.

:

is warranted

If the directions are strictly followed, we swar=
rant DR. SETH ARNOLD’S BALSAM to cure
Cholera Morbus in any stage of the disease, be:
foro the patient has lost his senses.

Cholera

Infantum

been reduced to skin and bones.

Extract from the

OFFICIAL REPORT of the JUDGES.
.

WHO

AWARDED

THE WILLIMANTIC

A MEDAL

WOLFBORO Q. M. will be held
Nov. 3-5, commencing at 2, », Mm

at

Union

A.D, FAIRBANKS,

Village,

Clerk

UNEQUALED «cs. UNAPPROACHED
in capacity and excellence by-any others.

Superiority and Economy of Production.
Excellence of Material and Variety of colors
of Threads.
i
Excellence of Machinery and Appliances.

Books Will Sell.”

Wide Awake Pleasure Book is the most successful
Jor children ever published in this or any country.

Boston.

book

D. Lothrop & Co., Pubs,

DR.

HEBBARD'S

HAS

CURED

VIENNA1S73; PARIS, 1867

CURE.

THOUSANDS.

will give $1.0: 0 for a case

it will not

benefit.

A bottle sent free to all add veasing.
i
J. E. DIBBLE, Chemist, Office 1355, Brdway, N.
Y.
NT

WORK.

MEN,

GENTLE.

to

canvass

for

8B VNEWTEMPERANCE
of temperance organizations

Members

a

wanted.

€t37

Address J. P. Fitch, Hartford, Conn

AGENT

Clergymen, Teach-

the

selling

ers, Ladies and
best

others,
to sell
Religious

thing heretofore attempted.

application. Address
Warrren St., N. Y.

Terms

sent

CHAS. CLUCAS

free

on

& CO, 14,
13t42eow

25 FANCY CARDS 11 styles with name,l10cts,
Post paid, by J. B.
HUSTED, Naseau, N; Yo
2

a Week to Agents. Samples FREE
P.O. VICKERY, Augusta, J aime,
yi
MPLOYMENT with good remuneration for
very Christian man and woman of
4
nergy snd perseverance. Apply to
aux, Buvry, 36 Bromfield Street, Boston, )

ASTHMA 555 20 A Walston Man
Ov Beat on Ford hi Ly Fal Pac Kago

MOTIVE,

largest

Stationery

?

opes.

pencil,

penholder
, zolden pen

World,
gheetsof

ind

WO

and

ivy

best

La

selling

Package Ly the

It contain
18
paper, |8 enysl-

plece of valuable

h Lewin Coiiere snmplo packi ro, with elegant gold-plated
sleeve buttons, and ladles’ fashionable funcy
Set, pin and
drops, post-paid,
cents.
BB packages,
with assorted Jow-

ery, $1.

Bova

Patent Lever Walch free to all agents,

BRIDE & CO., 769 Broadway, N. Y.
1183

he

=
SE

UNL

a Digaws
SWATEHR C07 Meine
mel
es oVEF a

in Europe, or which present

l ence

as to

such extraordi-

d a wide sale there. (3

awarded
hest premiums at IndusALW AYS trial Expositions,
in America
ss well as
Europe.
Outof hundreds there have .not been six in

all where
any other organs havo bows pre)
Declared

by

2

hs

Eminent

Musicians,

in

a Mason

& Hamlin.

Do not

hemispheres to be umrival
See
TIMONIAL CIBCULAR,
with opinions of more
»than One Thousand (sent free). |
on

having

take any other. Dealers get LARGER COM-

INSIST

MISSIONS fur selling

inferior organs, and for this

very hard to dol aging
ufien tryn
reaso
with

most important

sins.

improve-

New
STYLES merits. ever made.
NEW
Solo aad €
on Stops. Superb
KEtagere and other Casesof new GAN
=

J

E | bathing

children,

will prevent erup-

—

Toon
A. certain preventive of chafing, Ytching, de, In
babics, the causes of half the crylng and crossness of Duy
hood. ‘Worth ten times its Cost to every mother and family
n Snristendom: packed tn boxes of 12 cakes ol § ozs. each,
‘0d sent free to any addressON receipt of $2.50, Address

FFor Sale by all Druggists,

.T, Baubblt, N.Y.

;

1y40

_PIANO-HARP CABINET ORGAN x=
EASY PAYMENTS. fmaiiirctes;
y

; or rented

un
mara
and Circulars,

CATALOGUESsi Subresiii dors

TON: 25 Union Squase, NEW

Adams 8t., CHICAGO.

ic-

YORK; or 80 & 83

Agents’
Profits
r Week.—
Will prove it or forfeit $500. New

6

articles are just patented. Samples sent free to all,
Address W. H, CHIDESTER, 218 Fulton St., N. Y.
13t38
‘EN

A

S!

GREATEST

*

season.

OFFER

of the

Eight $10 Chro-

mos
given away with Home ‘Guest, including
Hoover’s Peerless American fruit, 2!7 feet long,
chromos,

$3.00;

8

Mounted

chromos,

outfit,

$5.50.

J.

St., Boston.

~The choicest in the world—Import«01's prices—Largest Company in Amer
ica—staple article — pleases everybody — Trade,
continually increasing — Agents- wAnted every.
where—best inducements—don’t waste time—send
for Circular to
ROBT WELLS, 43 Vesey St., N.Y, 3 ih Box
128 .
m
double their money * Jelunk “Dr,
Chase’s
Jptoved
$2)
eceipt
Book.” Address Dr. Chase’s Print
Ann Arbor, Mich.
52t29
How made

in ten hours

« Out drugs.

with.

Address FL3AGE,

AGENTS FIND THAT THY. FULL HISTORY
OF
THE
Wonderful career of MOODY
&

SANKEY

in Great Beitain and America 18 & suc.
All

want it—rich or

poor.

From

5 to 20 books a day’s work. It is the only complete
work published, containing Mr. Moody's Sermons
and PRAYER METING
TALKS.
Sankey’s Addresses, and everything
of interest.
as 643
pages, steel
portrait, and 12 engravings, Priee $2.
Address

H.

New York.

8.GOODSPEED

& CO., 14 Barclay

[6m23

|

St..

CATARRII.
DEAFN
-,
CONSUMPTION Zositively cured
by
Dr. KECK’'S new mettod.
Consultation ree b
mail. Addeess Dr. 8. P. Stoddard. Medical Director, 8 West 14th street, New York. '
b2t4

IN PRICE

A

company, Rs)

EQUITABLE

LA.

TEAS

! 1 REDUCTION

WANTED,

Awarded

HIGHEST
MEDALS
FITS AND EPILEPSY THRRR
»» DIPLOMA OF HONOR, =

cess everywhere

For the following reasons :

A)

CABINET ORGANS.

fm3s.

Springfield, Mass.

CO.

£

NI)

MASON & HAMLIN

MANCHESTER, N. H.

VINEG

and DIPLOMA,

'

Clerk.

.

.
ing House.

NewSix Cond Soft Fish Spool Coton,

14t26e0w

H, WHicHER,

oY) Sa

Proprietors of *‘ Ring's Ambrosia,”

ON

WILLIMANTIC

Mae or female. No capital.
We give steady work that
you $240 a month at home
or ev’g.
Union, 187 Greenwich St,, New York.

.y

PREPARED BY E.M.TUBBS & CO.

four

(CENTENNIAL EXPOSITION 1876.

References in
will confirm the

$

* / 8

Price §5 cts. per Bottle.

THAM & CO.. 419 Washington

AMERICA AHEAD on SPOOL COTTON!

facts.

Are alleviated, and in most cases cured, by the
use of this PAIN ERADICATOR.
It is an invaluable Family Medicine, affording relief before
a physician can be reached. Procure our circular,
describing above diseases, and their proper treatment, and you will bless the remedy that brings
such healing,

Lake Lucerne, Yiogin Vesta.&c.

Price, 25c¢., 50c., and $1 a Bottle.

or principal when

Toothache, “SPORE

$57

Causes the death of thousands of children! Dg. SETH ARNOLD’S BALSAM is warrantedto cure Cholera Infantum even after the
disease has run for weeks. and the little sufferer

interest

| 13 A D1 cATOR ©

me

8nd smooth, contribute to health. and
soft away
keep the skinNoes
tions,
revent disease.,
with all powders, chalk or other

Morbus.

for

PC

.

Cholera

‘day

'

60 AWEER

if not

place.

Practical Illustiation of Bible Reading, Rey.
Che
We ¢ Need,
R
=2.The wt Minisistry
Need, Rev,
H, Qui
Quinby,
T Praise borvice,Touder, Rev un Wither

a

Send
for
Jatticwars.
every State in the
Union, who

per Bottle.

wilt bring
Inventors

-

to cure Dysentery before and after all-other rem.
edies have failed, if mortification has not taken |

POPHAM'S

«2,
General
Mission
Work,
ve minute
he
oy introduce by Ruts =D. Eros,
Spec
=2, Closing service.
romise
meeting
and
th
Lord’s Supper. Rev. J. Stevens,
Byangd
the

it praise it.

$1.00

DYSENTERY.
DR. SETH ARNOLD'S BALSAM is warranted

8 11, 2nd Lecture by Prof, Howe, Subject; The Lord’s
upper,
2, De M.,
_9'1:2 Social Service; leader, Rev. J. Stevens,

who use

Price

LADIES&

to cure Chronic Diarrhea in‘a short time,
over 25 years’ standing.
*

‘Kansas, Missouri and Iowa Improved Farm
First-Mortgage Coupon Bonds Guaranteed. We
guarantee as an assurance that we loan not to exceed one-third of the actual value. In many years
business have never lost a dollar.
0 customer ever had an acre of land fall wpon
No
customer
of ours ever

J. B. WATKINS & CU, Lawrence, Kan.
or 72 Cedar St., New York.
Ly47

IT

Chronic Diarrhcea.
DR. SETH ARNOLD'S BALSAM is warranted
.

10 PerCent Net.

tresses,

above

And

to cure recent Diarrhcea in from one to three hours.

81-2, A. M. Social
Service; leddeky Rev.L. W.
Witham.
9,A. M., Temperance Reform, its Relation to Revival Work, Rev, L« W, Raymond,
9 3-4,
Recess.
wi
a Faith, its Nature and how Obtained, Rev.J.
balley.

All

DIARRHCEA.

‘DR. SETH

of youthful

SITIVELY
CURED.
The worst cares of’ the lonrest standing, by using

Has been used for nearly forty years, and’ stands
unrivaled forthe cure of BOWEL COMPLAINTS.

$002877

THURSDAY,

ers.

Aug. 2I,

AGE
S
Investigate tne merits or ‘Lhe 11« lustrated Weekly, before deter.
miviug upon
your.work for this
fall and winter.
The combination for this. season surpasses any-

7 1-2, » The Power of Song, Rev. B. P. Parker,
8
* Lecture by Prof. J. A, Howe, of Bates Uol«
lege. Subject, Nanctification.

-

of M.

Mr. Geo, 8. Merrill, of M., and MissAddie L. Laport,
of Milton, Vt, - Aug. 23, Mr. Herbert B, Bryant and
Miss Maggie Evans.
of M. Sept. 3, Mr. John L. Sibley

nowledge
f
iad

7, P. M,, Praise Service: leader, Rev. O. T. Hasty,

.

Emma F. Stevens,both of M.

colors

Humors, Dandruff, Itching of the Scalp, and
Falling of the Hair, are at once cured by it.
Where, the hair follicles are not destroyed, it
will cause the hair to grow on bald heads,
1t is perfumed with extracts from fragrant flow.

Treas.

A.

Rev.

T.
+

Eph. 3:19, Rev. W. J, Twort,
22,, P. M,, Social Service, leader, Rev. P.Smith.
2 1-2, ** Distinctive Features of our Denomination;
Rev.

116,93

N. BROOKS,

work ever published.
15,000 copies already sold.—llighly commended
by clergymen of all denominations.
Ot42
Address J. P. Fired, Hartford Conn

W.

.
hd puty of the Church to the Public Schools,

10,

N Hper J F Brown

per A Lossee
MPa
Chepachet R I per J M Purkis

on re-

CINCINNATI, O.

to the dark, lustrous

Springvale Me pér C E Blake
Bowdoin Q M per A Libby
Harper's Ferry
88 W Va pér N C Brackett
Hollis Me per P Smith
d Buxton Me per W T Smith

3

J .CHURCH&CO., Publishers,

—

© + of the AMBROSIA
to a beautiful auburn or

Olneyville RI per L W Anthony
Pine St Lewiston per J Given
] Strafford Vt per B F Jefferson
8 Schoo!
Big Foot Ill per L M Mills
A & M Coburn

sent

ceipt of 75 centse- Specimen pages

B. Clifford

Goud

TumsDAY.

Hutchinson.
71-2, P. M,, Opening sermon, Rev. T. Tyrie.
:
WEDNESDAY.
81-2,A. M., Boclal service; leader, Rev.
Smith,

**

Price, $7.50 per dozen; Single OC

Foreign Mission.

‘Good

ME. WESTERN Y. M. MINISTERS’ CONFERENCE
will meet with the Casco St. church, Portland, Dec.
5-7. Programme:

Music.

=. 2wdd

P

Originality and Completeness of System.

Hotices and Spgointments,
®

| New& Beautiful

rein.

84 Cloudman—~G

| Late

arrl

g

It is universally admitted that it is easier, with
good management, to make a good home and a
competence on the cheap and feriule prairies, of
the
West, than on the high-priced, worn out lands
of the East.
The lands in the Arkansas alley owned by the
Government and the A. T. & 8. F R, R. Co., have
lately become open
to purchase, ana afford an
unprecedented opportunity to acquire a fortune in
a short time, by
the rise on value and the marvels,
ous crops which can be produced.
Full Iniormation ‘concerning the price of the
Lands and the profits of farming in New Kansas,
will be forwarded by application to W.R.PEABODY,
197 Washington St. Boston.

and Conventions.

A great im
ement upon all of' Mr. Palmers
former work#; containing new ideas throughout.
Every page sparkling with
:
{

350.000 COPIES!
GRAY, LIGHT, All other Similar Works are
* but Imitations.

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

Rev 8 H Barrett, Rutland, O.

RL

N

Classes

y

“THE SONG HERALD"

Books Forwarded.
BY MAIL.

tion.

Asthma and
advertisement.

Singing
‘Xt feels like a ball of five rolling up and
down the chest.” It is a common.expression
among sufferers from indigestion’ Then use

“Parrant's Seltzer Aperient,

our friends

Letters Recelved.d

Abbott—Mrs

|.

Stitch

i

The Knowledge
that Passeth
Pai
Rev: + AaM,, Pes
ledge that
K

Resolved,

»
H

Geo BBY

attempt

er & Wilson Sewing Machine,” for the following
reasons:

80 often these many years met us in conference,
and by his prayers, his counsel, and his skill in
upholding Scripture truth,
aided much
in
building up an sustaining the Q. M., there.

sion with'the

con-

only

Hill.

ore,

[

is

‘Whereas, the Sauk Co. Q. M. feels the loss
occasioned by the departure of him who has

his
Wives. Some from every family who have at« vice as a counselor, and his experience
tended the meetings, have resolved to starton p example as a Christian,
+ That
a copy of these resolutions be
the Christian Journey.
A church has been
warded to the family of him
who has

Organized and many of the converis will soon

ses-

el, Rev. Amos Tyler, from our midst, and
om the cares and
labors incident to the su

C. H. SMITH,

examination,

1. A Medal and Diploma for * The New Wheel

Island

‘Whereas, it has pleased our Heavenly Father to remove a worthy minister of the gos-

We were glad to see three of the students from
They
the Theological school last Sunday.
chose to visit the church of their own faith
instead of visiting the popular churches of the

Ages from 12 to o ver 50. One, evening, about
17 arose for prayers, mostly heads of families.

wd
Barter’s

the

was present with us, and added much to the
interest of the Meetings,
The following resolutions were adopted
by the conference :

who come to visit the Centennial will find ns.

for prayers,and most of them have a bright evidence of their sins forgiven. These are of all

Co.Q.

churches.

that others

come from St. Albans,
Out of a small congregation of 76 or 80,0ver 60 have been forward

the

truth

was a

visit

Bickford—B J Berry—§M Bowermani—d W

[From the Official Report.]
AWARDS TO WHEELER & WILSON,

ad

sion with the church in Prairie
Du 8ac.
But
three churches were represented,and the reperts
from these show a want of activity in the
cause of Christ, and a want of ministerial labor, there being bus one pastor, Rev. J. R.
Pope, in the Q.
M., and he is supplying two

us such excellent sermons, and spoken to us

Sr. ALBANS, VT.

from

say of a

us, and«t

a
to become Christians by coming to
the anxious seat,
Next session with the Cornishville church,
Nov. 8, )\
.
A. 8S, HiLTON, Clerk.

country, who have visited us and preached to

city.

Perkins,

with the Limington and Limerick church. The
weather was
and the attendance large.
The preaching was good, and the social meetings unusually interesting. Fifteen manifested

congregation

I hope

'W.

PARSONSFIELD Q. M.—Held

Scituate,

The
and Sabbath school are on the increase.
JSymembers are all working hard and practicing
self-denial to maintain the canse, . We need
help. I wish to express my thanks to all the
ministering brethren from all parts of the
words of encouragement.

Seth’

And we can

church, Dec. 22—24,
22d.
:

are not ninking the progress we should if we
had a house of worship, but we are gaining,
are becoming known.

Rev.

profitable meeting.
Next session with

Me.,

PHILADELPHIA. Allow me a word in relation

We

cross,

Bowdoin Q. M.

that the good Lord was with

RL, bas resigned. the pastorate in that place
‘0 take effect Jan. 1, and has accepted a call
{rom Westford Conn.

{0 the Free Baptist cause in Philadelphia.
have a live working church in this city.

Sabbath

vored with a sermon by one of the veterans of

ary. May success go with him.
,
REV. J. BURNHAM DAVIS is just entering
upon the pastorate
of the Pittsfield,
church,under favorable circumstances.

J. Keene.

house of God from all directions. We were fa’

now at

No. Scituate, R. 1., expects to become. the pastor of the Westford church the first of Janu-

exhaustive

for any other sewing machine

Rev. H.

its Sept.

N, C."MCKOON, Clerk. |

the action of the judges, and the public will in- | Walter E, Fogg and Miss

and

:

UNITY

consideration of the Quarterly Meetings,

and

WALNUT CRERK Q. M. (Ill.)—Held its ‘fall
term with the Burns church, Sept. 8-10.

mencing Dec. 8.

churches, and benevolent “individuals;
and the appeal has not been made in vain,

rigorous

FOR

. RB, GIDNEY, Clerk,

perP

to hoodwink the People.
Read the following,
which stamps the “ New Wheeler & Wilson” as
the Standard Sewing Machine of the world.

each church during the coming fall

un

Exeter
Me
per-E L Tasker
.
Kenduskeag
"
Mrs Graffam Corinna, Me
hi
Exeter & Corinna Me
D M Moulton Haticy P !
Mrs P W Perry Gt Falls N H for Miss Crawford

the judges unanimously decided that these machines deserved more than one medal or diploma,
and consequently they recommended two of each.
The Centennial Commission unanimously ratified

J. Brown, Friday evening.
B. A. GURNEY, Clerk.

to the

up, are

careful,

Next session with the Liberty church, com-

The churches are demanding

8

MANSFIELD, Clerk.

dorse the decision of these ablest of mechanical
experts. A claim of equally distinguished honor

winter,

GFN

the Oak

for earnest laborjn the Master's vineyard.
Next session will be held with the N. Reading church.
R. A. Davis, Clerk.

i

serious. lack of pecuniary means.

effort.

in the

There was a fair attendance, and a good meeting. A
ents were made by the pustors
to unite in
holding a meeting of three days

efficient laborers, new interests dre demanding them, our schools are struggling
to supply the demand, young men are
responding to the call, and seeking the
requisite endowments,
but there is a

Q.

i

Again the WHEELER & WILSON Sewing Machines triumph over the world. The Centennial
Commission have officially announced the awards
and decreed for the New Wheeler and Wilson Machine two Diplomas of Honor and two Medals ef
Merit. This is a double victory, and the highest
which it was in the power of the Centennial authorities to bestow. No other sewing Machine received such a recognition. More than thirty of
the best producers of machines in this and other
countries entered for competition, and at Phila~
delphia in 1876, as at Vienna in 1873, and at Paris
in 1887, Wheeler & Wilson lead the list. After a

saints were greatly refreshed, their hearts encouraged, and, we trust, their zeal fired anew

relinquish their studies for the present

It needs to be followed upin the

M.,—Held

sen

Rev, 'E Bates, Potter Cen, N Y.

AMERICAN CENTENNIAL,
1876.
Wheeler & Wilson Victorious.

proved a season of unusual interest. Preaching,
prayer and exhortation, were characterized by
‘a spirit of deep devotion.. The souls of the

class is as good in numbers and influence

The subject has been presented

the

Q.

Frid Sninry
.
VY.

re
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1. That every Christian family
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ne

got the system into a healthy conditlon,so that the
igestive organs can do their legitimate work,and
you
won’t be troubled ofter eating. Dyspepsia is
PARSONSFIELD
, M. will’ convene with the Corthe
fruitful mother of many sad diseases resulting
Is the legitimate successor of *¢ SONG KING”
nishville church,
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from the torpid condition of the stomach,and this land +¢ SONG QUEEN.” which have had a com«
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intemperance.
The next session will be held with
Center church, Nov. 10, § il...
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sermon by Rev.
J. P. Longley;
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of the Republic Q. M., or any others who can come.

2. That the church does not occupy the
position that she should in regardto intemperance,
i
3. That we believe.in total abstinence as

tion was taken for the benefit of the Q. M.
Mission Society und upwards of a hundred
dollars was received in pledge and contributions. The afternoon
was devoted to the ordination services of Bro. J. 8. Walker, from

F.

of theological

Q.

will be held with "the

Mon-

Cierk.

BLUE VALLEYQ. M.wifl convene with the Adams
Peak church, on Friday evening before the third Sabbath in Nov, next, and hold over the Sabbath, We

Whereas,

cross, who, with
some others 'lave found
Christ precious.
Sabbath forenoon a collec-

the streams of Chris-

:

most importance in giving
tion. Therefore,
|
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to the interest of the meeting.

social meeting
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Foxp Du: Lac, WIS, Qi. M.~Held
last session with the Scott church; Sept, 3,,
The following. resqlutions were ado) ed
a vote of conference
to-be sent to the
Star
publication :
a9

either by letter or delogutes. .The presence
and preaching
of visiting brethren from the

re-

tian joy. Could they be multiplied one
might readily assentto an extension of
this column of religious intelligence.—J.

The friends

j

rain Friday, the delegation was small; and
yet most of the churches were represented

still:

on

RNC

Q, T.. MOULTON,

wry

Sept. session with the the only ground of saféty from the great evil of
On account of the

Stark church, Sept. 8—10.

sulted in the hopeful conversion of twelve
or thirteen souls.” It does n't require
any great effort to ‘‘undertake” fo read
such cheering and welcome items as these.
They touch the inner springs of Christian
life, and set in flow

L. V. TowLg,

ANSON Q. M.~Held its

the

“The meeting, with God's blessing,

equalFKor-

will Het at

adjournment,

Valley church, commencing Nov, 3, ut 3, P, M.
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ext session with the Adrian,N. Y., church,
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eign Mission.
ext session with the Presque Isle church,
comniencing Friday before the 4th Sabbath in

ever had. The presence of several young

nearly every unconverted person
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‘much
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Stioe was completed with the utmost Christian
point; and in the second place, I wish * AROOSTOOK Q. M.—Held its Sept. session union and good feeling, ' The Tellgfons services of the occasion were very: spirited, and ento say I do read every one of them, and with the church in Blaine. A very precious livening to all present.
The sermons were
meeting
was
enjoyed;
and
although
harvest
t, and to the point,
When the sess
find them to be not the least entertaining cares made the church delegation thin, Satur- e
sion.
d, all felt they had been drawn nearliterature of the much which the Star con- day and Sabbath the house was full
to over- er the sino and h
been permitted to drink
We were favored with the presence largely from salvation’ wel.
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tains. But what I was aboutto say is, flowing,
and
labors of Bro. Bubar, of the Houlton Q.

M., and Bro. Hartt, of New, Brunswick Free
Christian Baptist Conférence.
Earnest, faithful preaching, warm-hearted labor in the social meetings, clinging faith in prayer crowns
ed with the manifest presence of the Spirit
made it good to be there. It was voted to hold
a meeting of three days with all the churches
in the Q. M. before our next session. * A Woman’s Mission Society of forty members was organized by Sister Carr, pledging themselves to

al

substitute, at 7, dh atl. v. - Spent § seriuon ‘ov Rev. A. H. Fis.
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haps some one will ask, ** Do you under- sophical apparatus would at the present time 1} :
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take to read all these, as they appear ‘be of great service.
TUSCARORA'Q. M.-—~Held its Sept. session
from week to week?" In the first place,

that the **Spirit of the Lord seems to be
present,” in these gatherings of the saints,
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FOR PURIFYINGTHE BLOOD.
FOR
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THE PUBLISHERS, BELIEVING THE
DEMAND OF THETIMES SHOULD BE
MET, HAVE REDUCED THE PRICE OF
THIS FAMOUS METHOD, FOR THE PI
ANO-FORTE

Z

This compound of the
vegetable
alteratives,
Sarsaparilla,
Dook,
Stillingia and
Man.
drake with the Yodides
of Potassium and Iron,

\= makes a most effectual

TO $3.25!
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:
prevalentand afMicting:
‘It purifies the Blood, purges outthe lurking humors in the system, that undermine health and
settle into troublesome disorders.

AYERS

SARSA-

PARILLA expels these humors from the blood.
Whenthey are gone, the disorders they produce
disappear, such as Ulcerations of the Liver,
Stomach, Kidneys, Lungs, Eruptions and Eruptive Diseases of the Skin, St. Authony’s Fire,
Rose or Erysipelas. Pimples, Pustuleg, Blotches,
Boils,

Tumors,

Tetter

and

Salt

Rheum,

Scald

Head, Ringworm, Ulcers and Sores, Rheumatism,
Neuralgia, Pain in the Bones, Side and Head, Female Weakness, Sterility, Leuchorrhoa arising
from internal ulceration and uterine disease,
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almost fainting gitl down, and with kissgive to lips already coffined), she left her
child to Ged and his ever present ‘care

Clyde, and

with eager solemnily came the promise,
« Never, mamma ; never, while I live.”

an old Bible, and an old fiend, for it had

been her father's friend before it descended to her. It was full of pencil marks;
she could not open it but some of them
met her eye, like a pleasant note of invi{ation, saying, ‘* Look, my ehild, here is
one of the wells of salvation; drink.and
be comforted.” So when it had been necessary for Lilly to go to Scotland, she had
begged that this Bible might go with her,
and her widowed mother had given it to
her, with many tears, saying, ** See here,
dear; when Archy died, papa made this
mark; and in the dreadful war time,

her good night.

The clouds that s
The raiubow’s tint
Adown the hills

To earth-kept mint,
Not alwuys shades the

ern sky

Nor hides the sun-god
our eyes
its journey round the sphere
But speeds.
And drops elsewhere its rain-born tear.
Nor Autumn’s warp

,

1s filled with woof
‘While half the year
1s kept aloof ;

3

For change but brings the promised near,

one. When he was obliged to leave us
o>>
alone in Austin, he left us to God by
right of tkis promise. And look, Lilly,
TO A DISAPPOINTED LITTLE MAID.
how naturally the book opens at the 91st
BY ADDIE L. WYMAN.
It got that habit in the awful
Psalm.
Let a smile like a sunbeam dance “over your ‘yellow fever time. Here are your fafeatures,
ther’s footsteps ; tread faithfully in them.”
Or mother and Jane in the house

Will question the thoughts you are thinking so
sadly
My little brown-fcketed

With sour little faces because papa answered,
world is for mountains to reach
heaven,
For birdies to sing and to soar,
For blossoms to smile, and for leaflets to

The

to

to forgetmy God. Never to forget my
Never to forget my country;”
home.
and then she sigoed the promise with her
name.
The voyage was long and stormy, but
Lilly was neither sick nor frightened, and
soon became a universal favorite with
officers, passengers, and sailors. One
lady sat with, her clothes on day" and
night, ready for the 1if®50at ; another

ter
Like signals of joy at each door.
The world is for sunshine,

and

sunny

young

faces,

=

For patience, and sweetness, and love,

¥

following Jesus to Beautiful gardens

’And music and Christmas above.

The world is for helping to make
Py,

others

hap-

For doing as Christ would have done.

Little Mabel shall have

her own

ter, watching for the .storm that was to
wreck them; and one silly youig man
woke all the passengers ove night under
the impression that the captain had carried his carpet bag up stairs, and was
going to take to the boats, but Lilly said
* she sheuld wait until the captain took
his umbrella too;” and was perfectly
calm and even happy, because she knew
Who held the water in the hollow of his
hand. If I had space I could tell you
many interesting things about this voyage of Lilly's, and the ‘people who took
it with her. Among the passengers were

Heaven,

Where Christ and his children are one.
EL

A§ GOD WILL,

If Iavere told that I must die to-morrow,
That the next sun
'W hich sinks should bear me past all fear and
SOrrOw
“For any one,
All the fight fought, and all the journey
through,

.

What should I do?
1 do not think T should shrink or falter,
But just go on,
Doing my work, nor change, nor seek to alter

Aught that is gone;
But rise and move, and

_ pray

>
and

love,

the Siamese

and

smile,

How should I fear?

Flashed o’er the sky,
1 think that I could smile, could calmly say,

week, but that

was?”

Bat, if a Wondrous hand from the blue yonder

Held out a scroll
On which my life was writ, and I with wonder
Beheld unroll
To a long century’s end its mystic clew:

‘What should I do?

‘What could I do, O blessed Guide and Master,
Other than this—

was

almost a heathen to her

Her ideas of God

Still to go on as now, not slow er, faster,

2

according to rule; they were too

The road, although so very long it be,

Step by step, feeling thou art close beside me,
°
Although unseen ;
:
Through thorns, through flowers, whether the
tempest hide thee,
Or heavens serene—
Assured thy faithfulness can not betray,

danger

‘of forgetting,

backto Jesus.

cent

So early in the spring Lilly came home.
No hint, nor, whisper: of ber precarious
state had preceeded her, and there was
nothing in her general appearance to indicate it; but that nightas they were all

not

— Selected.

her

her a

py was she, when, after some months of
uncertninty, Lilly wrote, ‘‘ Dear mamma,

&

Circle

rejoice with me! I have found:

joy again.

peace

and

God is love.”

After this far pleasanter letters came
from Lilly. Her school was more cheer-

PROMISE.
I

of her failing health. You kvow, ‘my
dear httle girls, that the heart bears up

That was Lily's promise, and she made
it amid passionate tears of grief, clinging
round the neck of a mother she might

the body, and Lilly’s heart was in heaven.

‘Never,
live.”

mamma ;

never,

while

never see again ; for Lilly was going on a

long journey, going all alone, too; and

. even now

the

cabin

of the

European

steamerin which they sat was rapidly
filling up with her fellow-passengers.
There was a furious snow-storm, and it
* was bitterly cold’; and the child who bad
hitherto

lived amid

tropical

sunshine

shivered and looked tremblingly into that

dark future wherein was no light of
home, and no comfort of a mother’s love.
The last moment cdime. With inexpresgible tenderness Mrs. Fleming laid the
”

Still every now and then came pathetic

song and story; but she wrote: ** They

stories

than anywhere else, mamma. Hills and
Highlanders are only interesting in Scott's
novels, and the heather

lection of the best things that have been writ-

religion

ten about the most poetic, romantic or note.
worthy places in old England. “It was a rich

is not romantic

We submit this answer,

From
85 to 90 per

rec.

Siste differently
consistency with

Revolution,

Constantinople, but

will,

down under his name; and I have képt it

is

unfortunately,

divided.

was used as a seat at a church porch, and
—kept it faithfully—and oh! what a faith- which
iy now in. the Paris Museum.
lt
1 have resdembered
God, and he has not forgotten me. He
has called me by name. I shall go to
him soon. TI Lave never forgotten, my
home. Ishall carry its image. en my

weighs 12°1-2
The acrolite
Rosa (New
of April 20,

have not forgotten my country,
my beautiful country, joy the whole earth; but yet,
mamma, we are, only strangers and so-

stones that have fallen from the sky is the

journers, and seek a better country,

cwt.
that fell in 1810 at. SantaGranada)
1m the .night
21, weighs 14 3-4 cewt.

When found it was almost Ymbedded

the ground by the force of the fall.

1

Lastly, the most colossal of the

within his reach, and he can get a match,

Irom top to toe.

fore.

regardless of the

of his trousers,

even

when

al Code,

rulty

|

103, ' How
did they differ from his ordinary
priestly Armenty?
i 2d

106.

it

‘We read of three persons gatherin

sticks; one was punished,
und one was preserved.

one was

Who

rewarded,

were they?

[Answers requested
from younger readers.)
"4%

95.
96.
97.

An

Neh.8 : 8,
Wert
Neh. 3: 8, 82.
leaiah 40: 19; 46: 6,

»

tic

which

none of

the next varnishing day.
wildering intervals the
One

‘it.

the

‘This might
and

ordain;

religion, would be

Virgivia.

if

= The

persecu-

Even

in order.

tion on religious grounds would not be out of
arder.
If, however, the people are not prepared to
rd toreligion
abandon the doctrine .in

which the last century

slowly and steadily

ir history

of

has

incorporated inte’ their

political system, aud if, moreover,

thor

they

oughly beileve in it as the true doctrive for
every government, then let them have the

consistency und the courage to apply it to the
Let the citizen rather than
public school.
the democrat in the true sense
the sectarian,
rather than the bigot and the zealot, decide
the School question; and there will soon he

Bell-

to his Nu-

tones Adwi-

them

had

During these beship usually sailed

may

readily

apply

the

semtiment

of

“The Bellman” was the funny person of

the Beaver,

in

Barrister.—

the

and

Buker

the

companions

boon

the party; but he had

Boston: Jamés R. Osgood-& Co.

The latest volume in the “Vest Pocket Scries” contains those two inimitable sketches Ly
Dr.

John

Brown,

namely,

‘‘ Rab aod

His

Friends” and * Marjorie Fleming.” Barely to
mention them will call up recollections of two

of the tenderest, most patbetic tales that awybody has teld or read.—Jumes R. Osgood &
Co. 00 ctx,
:

The October North American Review opens
a paper by a Southern gentleman, entiwith
tied, “ The Southern Question,” being a review of the speech by How. L. Q. C, Lamar, of?)
Mississippl, and that by Hon, J. A. Garfield
This is followed

of Ohio, in the last Congress.

by an exhaustive and sometimes cutting paper
on “ The Whiskey-Ring,” nnd by a eritical ex-

Holst's History of tbe

amination of “Yon

United

States,”

The

New

of

management

York City affairs a few years ago forms the
substance of a paper entitled * An episode of
Municipal Government,”” und following it Is an

anonymous paper, but probably by Charles
Francis Adams,named, “The ‘Independents’ in
the canvass.” Owing to a disagreement between
the publisher and the editors over this last arThe -religious
no such question to decide.
the latter have withdrawn from their
ticle,
come
will
school
public
the
controversy about
the Review. : There are also in this
on
place
und’
all,
at
exist
to
not
ought
It
to un end.
’»
here
would
notices of Frotbingham's Tranpeople:
critical
the
number
if
exist
not
would
laced in seendentalism; of Dexter’s Roger Williams,
ply the principles which they have
mere
‘The
the fundamental laws of the land.
and of Lathrop’s Study of Hawthorve. Bos
zealots on this subject can never agree be.
:
& Co.
es
R. Osgood
Jam
ton:
incompatible.
are
preferences
their
cause

A glance at the following table of contents
will suggest the substantial quality of the

ht Cathin re

Presbyterian Quarterly and Princeton Review for October:—American Methodism in
1876, by Rev. W. J. R. Taylor, D, D., Newark,

N. J.; The Indian Question, by Thomas Wil-

t. They
hich may
t themselves.

conduct the war
at any time be
~

“Fne true ground, whether for attack or defense, is ‘the one that places the Protestant and
the Catholic on an equal footing; and the mo-

ment the former takes tbis position, the whole
power of our system of oyerament at once
ne position is imcomes to his support.
pregnable; and taking it, the Protestant 1s sure
of a victory, not as a Protestant, but as a cit
izen, He concedes to the Catholic all hs

rights and simply eluims his own. He dehe is willing
wands for himself ne more thap
to grant to others. This position is a strong

one, because it is just and because it exactly
accords with the letter and spirit of our civil
i
constitutions,

The book is written in, a candid and judi«
cious spirit, and to read it would help to increase one’s knowledge and opimons on a
prominent and imquestion that is already
portant in its public relations, and Lhat isto

liamson, M. D., St, Peter, Minn.; Our Indian
Policy Further Considéred, by Gen,R. H. Milroy; Organization of the Fundamental Privciples of Social Science, by J. H. Mcllvane, New+
ark, N. J.; The Organic Unity of the Oburch,
by Wm.

E. Knox, D. D., Elmira, N, Y.;

Grest Awakening of 1740, by Lyman
water;

Century,

The Revivals of the

man H, Atwater; Philosophy and
Germany, by J. P. K. Bryan,

A.

Ly-

by

Science
M.,

in

Prince-

The Octobéf number of the UNITED STATES

OFFICIAL POSTAL GUIDE, revised and pub-

lished quarterly by H. O. Houghton & Co.,
Boston, ja full of valuable matter snd ivformation, useful to every one ‘who

But this is only one side of the subject, Its
practical influence is directly opposed to the

mails,

Bible in the public schools; although its removal would exclude the very basis and au-

The

H. At-

ton College ; Recent German works on Apologetics, by Henry B. Smith; Current Notes;
Contemporaty Literature ; Theological and Litérary Intelligence, New York: J. M. Sherwood, 75 John St.

increase in both these respects.

employs

tbe

Its four hundred. pages contain two

complete alphapbietical ats of all the post-offices fn the United States, one

arranged bY

.Btatea and Counties; a list of money-order offi
thority of moral instruction. It is’ now allthe ces, domestic and international ; rates of formore owed to u full statement and considera- eign and domestic postage on all classes of
tion of the case that the arguments on ‘the othmailmatter; 'hotrs of arrival aud closing o!
be stated with as much fidelity and mails in all the principal cities; days of sailing
er side
ion
Who will
completeness as these have been,
of foreign mail steamers ; hints and suggest
ed
register
do it?
rders,
money-o
about
public

to thie

NEAR

TO NATURE'S HEART,

Roe, author of * Barriers

By

Rev.

Burned

E, P,

Away,”

hd Openivg a Chestnut Burr,” * From Jest to

publishers,

&c. 12mo.

A good story is a really good thing:

104. ' What Garments did the high priest
wear on theday of
atonement?

and read out in p:

Instructions

refer

the words * and the Man at the Helm shulls
speak to no one,”
So remonstrance was impossible, and no steering could be done till

our

change

ne of government.

Earnest,” ete, Same
pp. 066. ($1.75).

Bible Questions.
[Answers in three weeks.)

ouly

it was

the

with tesrs in his eyes: he knew it was all
wioht. but alas! Rule 42 of the Code, “No
one shall speak to the Man at the Helm,” had
been complétedby the Bellman himself with

The elements up to this time dis-

covered (o be existent in them are twentytwo in number.
:

He will
go over any fence or wall, or
through any tangled thicket of briars,

thorns or brushwood,

measuring

a yard in hight, and it is a fair, specimen
of the world
that sent it to ns. From
several hundred analyses made by the
most emiennt chemists,it appears that the
meteorites have added no single substance
to the globe which it did not possess be-

THE AVERAGE BOY.
Ifthere are any loose straws, chips,
sticks, old barrels or boxes aoywhere

strength

known

campaign, weighing more than 15 1-4
ewt. It had from time immemorial been
lying at Charcas. Its shape is that of a

trancated triangular pyramid,

one uniform dirt color

in

aerolite brought back from the Mexican

even

knew

to

ever been able to understand—so it generally
ended in its being fastened on, anyhow across
the rudder.
The helmsman used to stand by

which

eto Te

Ovevatied

radically

thus

the taxation of the

None of these however approach the
Caille aerolite, in the Maritime Alps, which

wrote

heart, even beyond the pedrly gates:

and

pacy for

It is to be iaken to

« Here is papa’s Bible, mamma ; and have to be previously
I

man about it—he would

it were done, then the Bible and the Catechism Would be in order for the public school.
be in order for New EugPuritanism woald

the midst of a group of terrified Arabs,

yard in diameter.

They

not of the slightest use to appeal

organized, might do so in
principles, but an
its own

dowe if the peaple shouldso

mast weigh much more, for it is nearly a

you shall try and sleep.”

almost morbidly

and it more than once-happen-

of the ship it belonged to.

ization, and impartial justice towards ali the
people, undertake the work of religious teaching or worshipin auy form of the idea. A

already gone home, and memory was
busy with the past and hope wandering
among the ‘‘ many mansions;” and so
they sat silent and sad, holding each
other’s hands and waiting while *‘ mam- five feet in the ground, and was long venma” gathered strength for this new trial [vig by the Church as a miracalous obect.
i
of her faith. At length she spoke, *¢ It
The aerolite that fell on Christmas-day,
is all right, Lilly. If you gofirst. then 1 ‘1869; at -Moutrzouk (latitude 26 degrees
have only Maud and Alice to leave; and N., longitude 12 degrees E. of Paris), ‘in

yon,

be revarnished,

without quulifica-

in the museum of natural science at Madrid, weighs 2 1-4 ewt.
The aerolite.which fell in 1492, at Eosisheim, in the Upper Rbine, in the presence of Maximilian I, king of the Romans, weighs 2 3-4 ew. ; it is imbedded

God can not be unkind or do anything
foolishly. Let us have worship, and ‘then

.

was

ed, when the time came for replacing it, that
no one on board could remember which end

tact that an American State can bot, in c¢onsistency with the priuciples of its ‘own organ-

between

The meteoric stone of Murcia, which

who

that extract, and draw a profitable lesson from

Rio-Juncal and Padernal, in the upper
Cordilleras of Atacama, weighed 240 Ibs.,
and was in the shape oa cone, measuring nineteen inches in length and eight
inches in diameter. The miners who bad
b-ougbt it home on their mules bad taken
it for a block of silver. It was in Paris
“Exhibition of 1867.

There ‘were but fourof this family left
—mother, Lilly, Alice and Maud. The
father and six sons and daughters were

quoting :

Bellman,

backwards.

Ardeche, on June 15, 1821 weighed 212
1bs., exclusive from the fragments detached from it.
:

in Chili

the results of which

it teaches. This dectinature, while express.
ing no hostility to the Bible, is founded on the

has been maderbefore :
.
The aerolite that fell at Juvenas in the

The aerolite found

went
Knew

Bible, and none for it; it simply omits toruse

stones known te have fallen from a work
on the ** Atmosphere,” to which reference

buf when

of them

sensitive about appearances, used to have the
bowsprit unshipped once or twice a week to

in ac-

it, and deciines to inculcate tne religion

is fron;

of, and

is worth

The

Koran, or any of the sacred books of heathenIt pronounces no judgment against the
ism.

list of the largest
We take the following

onciled but happy in the thought that 1
may die young, that makes it different.
It is good news, mamma, that [ may sge
papa soon ; life bas been very dark since
he went to heaven.”
7

I made

which

tion or reservation, as the logical resuit of the

on the

that none

were never satistuctorily revealed.
There are
some clever strokes ip it; as, for instance, the
explanation of the line,
‘* Then the bowsprit got mixed withthe rudder
sometl
y
:

argument, We are quite aware that it ex.
cludés the Bible from the public school, just
as it excludes the Westminster Catechism, the

cool rapidly, showing that most of the.
heat was on the outside. Sometimes
they descend so fast as to be buried deeply
in the ground.

+ And you never told me!”

see, the promise

the particulars

the sub-

remit

volving this principle should be settled

cordance therewith.

They are very hot when they fall, but

« No, for if I bad sent you word,” you
I tell you myself that I am not only

on a sailing voyage

ported, should be simply a civil institution,
absolutely secular and not at all religious in
its purposes, and all practical questions in-

them.

“Yes mamma.”
«Do you often suffer in this way?”
“So often that I hope it can not last
long.”
:
would have called it bad news;

It records the adventures of a party who

ntry -and heh
generaily
Count

longings after
home
and
America, he will make what he calls a ** burnfire,”
Dear mamma,” she saidgin one letter, and stand around it and hold his bands
“ how much: further is the sun away before it-until he gets smoked all over.
from Scotland than from the United ~ Ifthere is a pond or puddle of muddy
States? He only makes an occasional water anywhere about he will take off his
roll up his clean
morning call bere, and never comes to shoes and stockings,
spend the day.” During the summer white pants, and either wade ju or get a
vacation she went up to the Highlands dirty board or plank and push himself
and visited some of thie places famous in about until face, hands, and clothes are
are a great deal nicer in song and

illustrating Mr. Lovgfel-

low’s taste in this line, is also a judicious ie-

a good many other elements are found in

ful, her lessons easier, and she spoke less

*¢ Don’t forget, Lilly.”

-

absolve

ure fu it are not all nutives of that island, The

collection, besides

nickel, cobalt and copper constitutes the
bulk of the remainder, although traces of

in

mother’s Lieart sink, as water sinks
wells before an earthquake’s shock.
«Is that your heart, my darling?”

fear in the glorious liberty to which God
had called her. Anxiously Mrs. Fleming
watched through ber daughter's letters
this straggle in her heart, and yery hap-

Or a short duy’s.
Thou canst not come too soon—and I can wait,
If thou come late.

LILLY'S

not

W.

Vol. IIL. Bostoo:
1876. 16mo, pp. 280,

This third volume of loeal poems is also ‘de-

:
American State can pot.
If there be any fault with the result to whieh
we have come, then the fault really lies with
system.
the structure of our Rovernmental
The way to correct the fault is to” take the
the
back trick, to reproduce and re-estabnsh

sitting round the stove Lilly had a paroxysm of intense pain which made her

because

did

-~

voted to England, although the poets who fig-

school, like the State, under whose authority
power it Is supIt exists, and by whose tuxing

the same composition, which composition

still higher law, and bid her walk without | fal Friend we serve.

Through a long cenfury’s ripe froition,

Family

He

If

supply

Edited by Henry

Lopgfellows England,
Vale Be Osgood & Co.

own charges to consult their own pleasure?
The design of this entire series of articles
has been to supply the true answer to these
questions. That answer is this «=The pubhe

But generally they fall in single stones,

earth.

human;

from her catechism, but he showed

barefooted,

sometimes the most distressing symptoms.

lamb, and he found Lilly straying among
doctrines aud laws, and he brought her

Let me keep on, abiding and unfearing,
Thy will always,

little

found

remem1 may not know my God ; no hand revealeth
Then God
\ branee was distress and fear.
Thy counsels wise;
Along the path no deepening shadow stealeth, sent a wise shepherd to seek his little
.
No voice replies
To all my questioning thought,the time to tell,
And it is well.

said a lady to a

differs from any substance

was uncertain aud miserable, and was in

:

this book.

SR

POEMS OF PLACES.

jet of religion in all the forms of the ides, and
in all the processes of its propagation, to oth.
er agencies, neither contivlled nor supported
by the State, but left entirely free at their

slope of a ball of fire, surrounded by a
cloud which did not move, but sent out
matter by successive explosions. Stones
fell from the cloud with a hissing noise
over a space of Jand 7 1-2 miles long by 3
broad. About 200 stones were gathered
from this territory. They fall in an oblique direction to the earth, aad the explosion usually occurs at the hight of forty
or fifty miles from the earth's surface.
About 654, B. C., a shower of stones fell
on the Alban Mount, not far from Rome.

perishing.

otherwise she might never see her mother
and sisters and country again brouzht on

she had a bard time of it trying to cramp
the great and: glorious God, whom she
had *¢ so learnt” among primeval woods
and boundless prairies, withiu the narrow
circle of the Calvinistic creed and the
four walls of a U, P. charch, Great
doubts perplexed her at this time; she

‘While led by thee?

that he

the divine right

just omission,

it, by » wise and

the

worse that she was quite sure it was hat
duty to come home, and the very fear that

cousins.

and” Christ- were

dy, France, in 1803, which assumed

and by far the greater portion of them
in the uninhabited parts oi the world.
The matter in all of them is of nearly

acknowledge

should

hus a

as plain

from books of this standard, it will not only
greatly benefit them, but will help to make a
poor market for mere trash to enter.

ques-

ground in tbe full and impartial enjoyment of
no discrimination
with
their citizen-rights,
against or in favor of any class? Shall the
public school be the common school of all the
people, and for all the people, aud in Lhis respectbe ke the government thut authorizes
people forits support? Shall
it, and taxes the

ball. They go through the air with a
hissing noise. One was seen in Norman-

hulf naked child to whom she bad been
describing the Apostle and his faults and
virtues. *“HoodoI ken? I never saw
the mon,” was the unanswerable solution
of the difficnlty.
But the last of these dinners came to
Lilly. Her complaint grew so much

him iu all her ways.. A life of constant
change, the experiences of war and pestilence, scarcity and bereavement, had
made the God of Lilly’s home a *‘ present
God ;” one who fed the sparrows, and
counted the very hairs of those who loved
him.
Lilly knew her Bible, but she had
never learnt the Shorter Catechism. - She

:

Nor love decay.

she

quite

story readers will select their winter's

all anti-religious sects be placed on a common

cloud surrounding them looks like a fire-

answers were often very amusing, *‘ Now
what kind of a.man do you think Peter

creeds, and catechisms? But what Lilly's
mother meant was not that she should
worship God so many times a day or

,
the morning

was

something ; and their bright, pertinent

and

God in’ that countryof churches,

T might not sleep for awe ; but peaceful tender,

The author plainly

itis

obeyed its dictates in writing

not a religious teacher at the public expense]
when applied to popufar education, be abandoned as false, or sball our public school system be adjustedto it? Snall ull religious and

E. A. 8.

Aerolites.

And after they had eaten their dinners, it
was possible to teach these little heathen

which they generously shared with her.
But after a two weeks’ passage the
steamer arrived safely in Scotland; and
now, do you think, little girls, there
would be much fear for Lilly, forgetting

— And when to-morrow brings thee nearer still,
Do thou thy will.”

Nor fear to miss

the food for which they were

she

them

with

special argument, discussing

Aerolite is from two Graek words, acer,
air, and lithos, stone. Asthe name sigZnifies they are air-stones or stones that
fall from the sky to the earth. They appear suddenly as meteors or shootingstars, In the day-time they are generally
thrown out of a small black cloud and
explode with a loud noise; at night the

ment and bread. It was-always a happy
hour to Lilly when she was able to be
there, and put into the thin eager hands

talkers, and good chess-players; and had
always a plentiful supply of sweetmeats.

And lying down at night for a last sleeping, * Say in that ear
Wie barkens ever : ¢“ Lord, within thy keepng

‘ It is his day.”

and

and

person has a right to his mine that the editor opened, and he bas preHe then devotes himself to the sented us the richest things in it.

convictions.

rs

little ones received a good dinner of soup,

formed an acquaintanceship which passed
many a pleasant hoar, for they were good

For one more day.

My soul would lie
All the hight long; and, when
splendor

Twins,

BY

procured, and here every day between
ove and two hundred homeless, hungry

kept her eyes constantly, on the barome-

in

up

way

conscience,

try; aod that each

will get

FAOQTS.

determined . that she

wretched quarters of the city a room

ise God and mamma three things. Never

flute,

been

for destitute children. In one of the most

** I prom-

her father’s name these words:

fit only for the fire.

can not be determined by law in a free coun-

his clothes dirty, or his fingers cut, or his

sghool term conshould remain until her
summer, "und
concluded in the following
interest to ocshe strove to find some ne®
This was in
mind.
and
heart
her
cupy
some measure supplied by the ragged
schools and by the institution of a dinner

heart as

altar.’ ” She bad no pen aod ink, but
she took a pencil and wrot# underneath

to coax.
up

But it had

ber ; but if 1 put my promise here, that
will be what dear papa would call * binding it with cords to the horns of the

fretting

tion of State theology ;” showing that

Their

Vy
RTL
shins or head braised, if there is any show
government, the national coustitution
« Phe Hunting ofthe Snark” is the title of
or chance for any such slum wherein of civil
to it,
gmendment
religious
proposed
the
and
burlesque poem by Lewis [Carrol], author of
the sveage American boy differs from
the effectof this latter on the several State:
began to fail more rapidly. It was now the American girl, = This ** differentatio” constitutions, and the constitutional individual “ Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland,” and
ofien impossible for her to study, her suf- {sa problem for the * evolusionists” to rights of conscience, concluding the whole ar- “ Through the Looking-glass.’”’ There is gensolve.— Chicago Journal of Commerce.
uine humor init, but it is harary the kind to
ferings were so great, and the idea of
gument as follows :
evoke * fits of laughter,” (although the poem
home crept sweetly into.all her studies.
Shall, then, the doctrine, [that the State is is described as “ An Agony in Eight Fits.”

to. remem-

she did so, ‘I will be certain

and

And grim little statues of folks
For once it was no use

her

it from her trunk, saying in

his “candles,”

experiences.

same time avoids the merely sensational quali.
ties that make so many modern story books

of the Catholics and Protestants on the queéstion, and the theories with reference to the
Bible in the public schools. The author then
proceeds with the geveral argument, claiming
that * the question of Bible reading and other religious exercises in’ the public school,
when sifted to the bottom, is really a ques.

any possible reasorf for it except the fun”

when

the

buman

not turn wholly on this. It is full of life and ~
movement and of real dramatic power,byt atthe

tion of Church ad State, showing the attitude

** button-balls,” and imhe don’t. want them and
to some other boy who
either.
a racket or noise without

a ‘reef-- of making a noise. - Finally, he

temper

my

kéep

tie

it states

génuine

wind und tide are both against me.”
As the winter advanced Lilly's health

So vou may be sure this Bible was very
precious in Lilly's eyes, and now she took

mouse.

The world was not made to hold pouting

point knot, und

But how can
been at all?
has been the
have learnt to

and

fisli;*and row stroke-oar,

« switches,” or
meadiately find
ive them away
on‘t want them
He will make

First

Revolutionary

win a wide reading, = There is much histori.
cal incident inthe narrative,
but the plot does

tion, leading off with Mr. Blaine's proposed
ameundinent, defining the theory of secular and
religious education in this country, stating the
republican and democratic doctrine of sepura-

from the catalpa tree, to knock * beans”
from the locus tree, to knock * switches”
from the ailanthus tree, and to knock
*¢ button-balls” from the button-wood
tree; and then when he has got hisclothes
in disorder,he will gather up

Oo. 1876,

One could almost gay that it wrote

and related topics.

to

story is a marked advance on Mr. Roe’s previous excellent works, and will be likely to

already appehired In its columns. It is occupied witha discussion of the school question

vement. He will spend hours in throwng clubs and stones 10 knock ** candles”

In the autuma she wrote: “* Dear mam-

trate

itself, so fully does it portray a certain phase
of present public sentiment,
Readers of the
Independent, a good many of them, know its
teaching, for it is a reproduction of what has

through
the snow and slush in preference
to walking on a
perfectly clear path or

ma, the summer is over, they say, dnd we

God measures every mortal’s worth.

volume,

make a dozen other kites. He will tradge

paddled his solitary canoe.

when our flour barrel was very low, and
our clothes almost gone, he made this

And why should saints that changing fear?
For in the change that wraps the earth

it down by throwing stones and sticks at
it until the kite is broken all to pieces,
and will peal as much time and energy
in this vain pursuit as would serve to

memories were of broad flowery savanpahs, ant cool dark woods, and deep
shady rivers where the lonely heron kept
its patient watch, and the frontier ranger

y Mead &

not unknown

history ;—all these are characters that illus.

The book for to-day should deal with the
t opics of to-day, Thet is the case with this

or on a telegraph wire, he will try to get

days, and lashed round all its small circumference by furious wares, it was inexpressibly dreary to the child whose

are going back to the city.
a thing be over that has not
A kind of diluted winter
usual state of affidrs, but [

D.D.
New York:
12mo. pp. 898.

, scaffold, or tree,
ble reason except to

get where he knows he ought not to be,
and with the sure result of getting into
danger. When his kite lodges in a tree

Church, Lilly thought that if a man
wanted to cultivate the desire for death no
more favorable spot could be selected.
Gray and stony, without any trees and
little vegetation, infensely subject to wet

was over, Lilly arose and ‘washed her
face and took her Bible feom her trunk;

The thrill dies out, no lenger new,
+ And Love comes home in sorry plight,
‘While Fiiendship murmurs

of her grief

When the first paroxysm

Too soon must die.
The threod is worn and breaketh thro’,

climb any ladder,
with no unde

received the gospel. Here are the cave
and well of St. Molio,and the burial places
of martyrs and confessors of the early

brave deeds,

RELIGION AND THE STATE; or, the Bible and
the Public Schools. LA Samuel T. Spear,

and then, after carrying it about for a
while, throw his prize away. He will

the

being

as

is remarkable

first place in the West of Scotland which

and love. Bug with ber last: kiss, she
whispered, * Don't forget, Lilly;" and

A silken thread
Is Friendship’s tie,
And Love's sweet thrill

Itlies In the Frith of

the ** Holy Isle.”

aod al (HOT chil of istase | Molly, snd her

¥iterary Bebictn,

would be quite as hundy to go around by
bie
the proper path.
He will plunge into any ‘muddy ditch
or swamp after a mud-turtle or a minnow,

when you know how dirty it is.” One of
the most interesting places she visited was

(such as we

es of despairing resignation

And

this is a good story. The author has, so faith.
fully studied its time,—~thut of the Revolution,
—that we do not have simply modern men and
women pretending to act in the past, but in.
stead the ypal flesh and blood,wit and wisdom,
and'actusl life of a century ago,
Baville, the
daring young patriot; Vera, the beautiful
maideny whose soul developed in its rustic
home in obedience to the influence of a die

Vine, ever-present spirit; Gula, the fugitive,

‘The present number als

letters, etc., ete.
iss
gives the mew rates of postage ‘on of third-cl
CONgros*:
matter,as fixed at the last sessionto unma lable
ons relative showing the
with new regulati
i device
matter; and an |
0 in their res tive t State
geographical.
. Price
United
the
fu
Counties
oral the

cts: a number; $1.50 a year. Cloth pone
copies of the October number can be obtainer
for $1.00,
the :
The New York Tribune has again placed

public under obligations by

cheap

and

convenient

Prof. Juxiey’s

‘‘

publishing i 1

all of

Kixira” form

public addresses during his fe

cent stay in this country.

Those which will at

All are given in fu 1

the most attention an

:
the
discussion, the three in Now York onflustr
atel.
rect Evidence of Evolution, are fully
by drawings from the diagrams used in the
tures,
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Strength is seen nol in spasws, but in stout
tas
?
¢
bearings of burdens.
(1) thatis\wise has been thought already;

try., however, to think it again,—
;
q :
isa dinner of herbs where love is,

hy
Goethe,
tter
Ws

Mon,

pp

frits

love

hare,

hatred

ox and

disappointment,

under

HERO.

A private létter from’ Augusta, Ga., to

dead leaves, dr
o%, deappiy fichens fair,
a
«Gro to your graves n 1 will go,
For God is also t ere.
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made the percentage
of fiction run up to
85.7 for the year
1874; since then it has
been continually decreasing. So also in.
a Providence gentleman, contains a in regard to the works read within’ the
touching nareative of heroism in fever- library building, you will find by referstricken Savannah, which ought to have a ring to the tables A andB, that tbe
perwide publication as an impressive illus centage of fiction for the year 1873 was
44.2, while' in 1875 it was only 23.7, not?
tration of the noblest attributes of human withstanding that over twenty-five per!
nature. The writer
cent. more books were isswed, and that of
A SAVANNAH

- Biterary Wiscellany.
THINGS TO REMEMBER.
ng soft and slow

SE

3

PLS

Je:

like

some

business

del

used

fon of an

grievous family affi

by the ‘the class of sciences and arts the percenassistant, tage was 10.8 for the year 1873; whereas,
.
for the year 1875, it was $6.2, notwith-

and goes on to si
The death of a young brother in Savanpah, Monday morning, has thrown his
whole family into the deepest grief,—a
uh

standing the increased issues,

sour,—Randolph.

thunder

WOMAN IN ITALY. °

Not alone to knew. ‘but to, act according to him.
disturbances inseparable
A little later the book-kéeper left, outlived the
thy *knowledge is thy destination, proclaims ‘and Charley ran the whole thing himself, from even beneficent changes, we ean not
indofor
not
soul,
inmost
my
of
voice
the
“of thysell’ for till Lippman ordered him, by letter, to but wonder at the extent to which all
und: study
lent-contemplation;
for
no,
close the gore, The, loses of Sowing classes of her people have accepted their
ons of
brooding over
given thee; thy actions,
home, as h
ople kept begging him to forgotten or prohibited duties, as citizens
action was existence
actions alone

and thy

§

Fichte.y

—
dertemine thy worth.
A
-3

”

%

y

3

§

4

do, he rolled no,

of a State and members of the great fam-

He felt it was his duty

to stay, and be went

to

work

in

ily of humanity. ' The common people
are fast losing their provincial jealousies:
the higher classes of society ave riging—

Cluy’s

drug-store, putting up prescriptjons, Kun.
dreds per day;

ONLY
A BABY.

Clay

took

rest,

the

no

time

fever,

Charley nursed him, but he died. Charley

that city:

him, and got him up; running the store
all the time, day and night.
He wrote
his mother: * 1 have to get something to
eat the best way I can; my cookis down;

A year ago this August one’ of those
events occurred which every man of sense.

still ran the store.

His cook

took

the

fever; he nursed her, and she recovered.
Then a young friend, Symons, he nursed

working in everyfield of speculation, literature, and science. The same phenomena
which meet us in the history of the Italian Republics of the Middle Ages

are

re-

appearing uuder the reign of Victor
pronounce trivial and meaning;
would
manuel. No further evidence could be
less. No reporter, however hungry for I'have no time for myself, putting up predesired
to show that the brilliant natural
scriptions
all
day;
when
night
comes
I
|
ang
having
as
down
it
jot
would
news,
ple, although bampresent hearfiig on he history f the time, am so tired I can hardly put one foot be- ‘capacities of the
fo bishook fore the other; I have not had my clothes pered in their activin of centuries, have
ye |
nor could od
off in a week, and I have not brushed my not been lost. The independence of Ital
common.
cant and
ins
a point so
bair in four days.”
simply proves that the Italians have albaby, » iid-Baby
ie only the bit of a
This, although ordinarily he was ex- ways deserVed freedom.
the child of young Flaxman and his wife,
tremely neet and careful of his person, » Italy first, toward the close of the Midwho are certainly as commonplace a Lis
permitted to woman the free
At )ast, dle Ages,
New It sounds like old army times.
of haman beings as can be found in
York. ' The Flaxman family infact have when Symons was up, Charley took sick. exercise of distinguished talents, + OlymThe He wrote that he had taken the fever, but pia Morata lectured publicly in Ferrara,
but one note-worthy poict—money.
buby was born into a chilly nest. Any- was feeling pretty strong and was confi- the universities of Padua and Bologna
body could see that her coming was a dent-of*soon being up and at work again. gave chairs to female professors, and the
began to pass ten or study of medicine, the higher mathemalmistake of Nature. Her father. married a Telegrams then
open to’ the
girl without fortune, and_-brought her twenty a day, ** Charley improving, with ies, and classic literature was
hakespeare's *¢ Portia’ is less than
home just when the business of the firm good care he will come through all
type of the accomplished Italian
(Flaxman & Son) was at its lowest ebb at right,” and éverything looked hopeful,
At this moment,
ine beginning of the panic. It was bard | when all at once ** Charley is worse,” and wohan of that day,
e or four hundred years’ later, Gercoough to fit out the young couple with he began to sink, Symons nursing him in
any, France, and even England are not
carrtage, horses, servants, &c.; to main- his turn, and keepingup constant corresunder

establishments

two

tain, in short,

one roof; all of which was done, and
handsomely done, for the Flaxmans knew
to the last

tithe

what

society

demands,

:
and overpay it.
But to bring a child at such a time, not
only as a source of present expense,
but to cripple all businees projects
for the
fature, was, to say the least, inconsiderate. Her grandfather, when told of her
birth, remarked that ** the annuity paid to
the widow of bis son Jobn bad been a
heavy lien upon the estate, but this was

worse.” The Flaxmans dre little troubled
with those affections which daily brio,

joy or torture into households not so well

bred.

The old people

and. the young

were courteous and entertaining to each
other when they met at 1able, just as they
would be to any guest.
Oid Flaxman’s

real affections were

given to

his books;

his wifé ‘and the
baby's “mother were
probably fonder of kago ‘ware and old
lacquer than anythink
in the world,
and Philip himself thought oftener of his
bay trotter than of
his pretty bride.
These people heard
eloguent divines
preach of humanity and love, and admired them, just as they did Wachtel as

Maorico, or. Salvini as Othello.

They:

were no more
persuaded to become faithtul and loving human beings than to imitate the tenor or the Moor.

What sermon this little belpless bit: of
flesh.in its roll of flannell, preached—
how can we tell? It was preached in
some speechless fashion. Everybody has
seen the Baby and its inexplicable influence in a household.
Something of the
divine healing
power which form the

manger in Bethlehem drew peasants and

kings to worship together still seems to
linger in every cradle. The baby in the
Flaxman house was to outsiders like any
-other baby. But within it was a miracle,
a wonder. The trivial mother sobered
into a quiet gentlewoman; the grandmother and she held hourly councils over
the blue bassonette,

and croup, instead

old Etruscan.

and

tatked

of colic

of Minton

The old

ware

and

lady suddenly

disscvisdan PHligs wife Jo be 8, Tuel
8

e,

lovable |

wife began-to

ly!

!

oth,

p's

Sand so

brought tears to the sharp eyes behind the
spectucles, Philip this spring sold his

trotter for ‘‘a family

horse fitto take our

little lady out airfogy™

father, he was an abject

“and

as for his

slave

from

the

day she held out her chubby arms to come
10 him, After that she tugged at his

white mustach or spectacles as she pleas-

ed; old Flaxman and young Flaxman,
who never pulled logeugs since the latter was a boy,

ood

sat

by: the

nursery

lellows together, many

zetful of clab,

public dinner.

the child was ill, "they waited

night till

morning,

while the docter and

silent

the

five,

a night, for-

When

night after

and

anxious,

women

were

busy overhead. Last week the baby died.
The death rate of July sets down thousands of such little livesas buimed out in
this city by the savage heats. - The
political economist would take no note of these
weightless atomsof humanity,or secretly
deem then mistukes—among ** the myriad germs which nature shapes and shatters.” All thut is left to tell that this

baby was once in the world

is a little

heap of earth in Greenwood with a fresh1y planted rose upon it, and a silenee that
has fallen upon one household. ' No—
something more; a strange loyalty and
kindliness which bave sprung up in cer-

tain hackneyed,

worldly

" Whenmen

and

women

die, they

al-

ways lenve behind them a certain amouut
of evil influence as well as good at work
in the world.
But when ‘we remember
that each of these thousands of little ones
left in its torsuken home only this sacred

memory, forever softening and

holy,

we

flnd. not one of nature's mistakes, but a
gift beyond ull others direct from the Divine band, lying
beneath
y
5y
ocks in God's acre.”

Er

the

little

nill-

ree a von

Let every Freowill Baptist family be at once
supplied with u copy ofthe Register for 1877,

either directly from the Printing Establish
ment) of UVa 8, hiktorof other agent,
¢

3

1

»

Bally, telegrams could be passed with difficulty, the telegraph boys refusing to carry the messages in Savannah, It was the

The last

two telegrams recieved from Symons
were: * I will stick to him to the last.”
‘1 shall not sleep fo-night,” and the
brave young fellow kept his word; they
both died the same night.
Symons had
never fully recovered, and wore himself
out waiting on his friend. They were two
brave boys, were they

not ? Does it make

any difference which side or which flag
such souls fought fortwelve years ago ; can't
youreach out and shake hands over any distance P Charley was a brave soul, I could

not help mourning his death; she ought
not to regret that he stayed; and my es-

teem for him is so great that my little
boy, now four years old, whose name before. was only Arthur, is now Charles
Arthur, and didnt I do

right?

His

is a

name that ought never to die, and it will
live forever, somewhere..— Providence
Journal,
dA Ap Ap

'

which then accepted such a recognition of
woman's capacity ; while-no. moderh university has ventured. to go so far.
Already, in the
present general development of Italy, the women are preparing.to
claim their angient privileges. yy new intellectual activity is stirring in the sex;
pot only in literature and art, also in politics and sociology, we are beginning to
hear softer voices.
The
ular sympathy

with

the

marioeed

nlgarians,

which expresses itself through imniense
mass meetings of Rome and Naples, no
less than in

don

and

Glasgow,

A WORD WITH TBE YOUNG MEN.

given the Italian women an opportunit
which some of them have instantly seized.
It is true, indeed, that the Italian poetess,
Signora Fua Fusinato,
has frequently

made brief addresses before societies ; but

we can not recall any previous instance
of a woman addressing a great assemblage of the people. At the meeting held
in Rome, in the Apollo Theater, on the
3d wult., the Countess Chiocei appeared
upon the platform, and presented a writpublished

with

meeting.

It was

the

proceedings

accepted, ‘and

and

would

Jo."

Ellicott: did

came

another

near

{o

sh: ‘“

so,

and

Ina

request:

the

middle.

along,

the sachem

few

ad-

you

like to know the reasons why certain
things occur as they do ? If you have an
enquiring mind in this direction, then
five yourself to the study of philosophy.
lave you a taste for book-keeping or
clerking? Then give your evenings to
penmanship and the theory and practice
of keeping books. Have you a desire to
be d speaker ? If so, devote your winter
evenings to the study of the art of speech,
and youn will be astonished at the™gain
ou make.
Have you a tasté for drawng that has never been developed, and
do you wish to traip pour hand and eye to°

speaker was Miss Matilda
displayed such remarkable

Caselli, who
spirit and el-

oquence, rousing the vast audience fo
such uncontrollable enthusiasm, that the
remaining orations in the programme
were iestantly suppressed, and
the resolutions adopted by acclamation.
From
the report ot her speech we find that Miss
Caselli was no less daring thun eloquent.
In Naples, the so long Bourbonized Naples, she cried to the new people which
is rising out of the former lazzaroni:
*¢ The Cross,

the

emblem

of humanity,

and

get

two

four hundred
time enough
radiments of
of language,

hours

each

evening,

or

hours, tor study, and that is
to educate yourselves in the
any science, or in the laws
or the art gf penmanship, or

the science of book-keeping, or the art of

drawing.

with which it was

accorded

to

her,

and

the manner in which ic was received by
the audience. There are still many turbid ingredients in the life of Italy, and if
Italian women are as wise and patient as
they are able and eloquent, they may render noble service to their couniry—A. Y.
Tribune.

segment of a circle, and

ally to the opposite end.

it tapers

ry longitudinal markings, giving
pression that it was cust.

demns the children of both sexes to the
vicious atmosphere of the harem during
the most plastic years of life.

gradu-

The edges car-

the im-

not seeing

what

he

along,

Jo.”

plied the agent,

Why,

er without getting

the mud.”

man,”

angrily

"Ugh!

off from

the

was elected

State

family,

furth-

in Kentucky;
and when it was found
she couldnt legally

cial act was passed

that

hold the office, a spe-

to make it legal,

‘THE BOOKS MOST READ.
According to the German journals, anMy. Thomas Vickers, Librarian of the othér important step has justi CE
German
Pablic Library ot Ciucinuati, busjust sul: ed upon in completion of the
mitted his annpal report, and in the coinage reform.” This is t ¢ withdrawal
course of it says: I would invite your at -ffom circulation of the two-thaler pieces
to ie
tention to the kind of reading dooe by the of: Prussian valuation. "According
patrons of the library now as compared estimates laid before the German legislawith former vears.
From 1870 to the ture, the total coinnge of the one and twoclose of 1878, a period of four years, thaler pieces from first to last had been
there was great and rapid deterioration. about 450,000,000 thalers, or about £94,The percentage of fiction for 1870, was 000,000, or which the two-thaler coinage
57.8, while for the year 1873it was 88.1. alone was 65,000,000 thalers, or about
practically
what is
The renumbering of the whole I'brary, £9,700,000,000, so tiers
the-deal
unde necessary bo the (acts in regard 10 now lett the Germano bv.
the circulating account. exhibited above, | with is a coinage of" abod! £54,000,000.—
and the recatalogning of it, ~which was ul- | London Economist.

SO necessity,

and

be. tact that for

siderable periou in the ur y

pat

a

con<

of tie

year nothing but fiction was c.rculae

|,

obi a
ere

Prot. Elicott Evans tells thi:
cerning hs grand-unédle, "Josepty

y conElicott,

died

baptim

and

uuion

Rev. P. 8, Burbank

oy

with

sibly mistaken men—though more or less
might be weightily said both for and
against the proposition—that infelicitous
conjunctions of cause and effect will
eventuate even in fireside circles accusromed to the most exact, exhaustive,elub-

orate and usufruct systems of domestic
dominion.”

as

grace.

Gifted

a business

he

ercises.

Fehdering aid in its important

ex-

His death

m

reader commend bis widow and three children
to the favor of Him who ¢hastens that he may
benefit and save. The
i
bly evinced the high esti
pity for one whom to kn:
was to respect and
ove.
MRS. SARAH FLETCHER,
of Danville, died

For

or $1643 a day.
addition to this salary, each of these individuals is furnished with a dozen or more first-class houses
to live in without any charge for rent.
Royalty is more expensive than republicanism, as it will be seen that some of
these sovereigns have a daily salary equal

to the former yeaily salary of tte Presi-

that the sudden
prepared to dewe sustain as a
her unspeakable

i]

important.
Not more than a single square
can well be afforded to any single obituary,

Verses are

inadmissible,

:

Miss Harrier HALEY died of consumption;
at the residence of her father in Hollis, Maine,

er of

Natural

and

Mathematics ;—

Sciences

and

Penmatship;

EBANON ACADEMY.—G. F. CHASE,

A. M.,, Principal, with full board of teach-

ers.
Pupils fitted for business or the best colleges
Spa
Term, of 10 weeks, begins May 2, 1876.
all Term opens Tuesday Sept. 6, 1876.
For particulars, address the Jin sipal or

Mrs.

Nellie C.Sargent, Teacher of Primary Department;

—— Teacher of Elocution; Miss Abbie Lyons,
Teacher of Music and Drawing
:
CALENDAR:
Fall Term, 11 weeks, opens Sept. 12, 1876.
Wioter Term, 12 weeks, opens Dec, b, 1876.
Spring Term 12 weeks, opens March 6, 1877.
Xpenses are moderate.

For further particulars, address
at Waterbury Center, Vt.
AINE

CENTRAL

W.

tain that mother in this affliction.
.
S. N. BROOKS.
EPaPHIAS STEELE died in E. Concord, N

Y., Sept. 29, aged 83 yenrs, 9 months.
He was
baptized about 43 years since, by Rev. H.
‘Whiteher and joined the Bostou church, of
whieh; before conversion, he was one of the
society trustees, and afterward a chureh trustee.
He was a member of said church about
14 oul; and bore a heavy financial burden in

sacrifice and. devotion.: Funeral services by
the writer, in conjunction with Rev. C. Coek,
the former pastor.
B. F. HERRICK.

REUBEN DYER was drowned off Small Point,
Sept. 24, 1875, aged 78 years.
Bro. D. was one
of the oldest members of the North St. church,

Bath, Me,

One in whose

heart

her interests

things.

To

her, and

life of faithful service. From his conversion
to his death the Star never ceased to illumine
his. home.
His death was
the
more sad

Anniversary Exercises, June 22, 1876.

study

(Summer Vacation of eight weeks.)
Fall Term begins August 22, 1876.
(Vacation of two weeks.)
Winter Term begins December 5, 1876.
This School was never in
r condition for deing thorough work in Academie ‘Instruction. No
primary instruction.
With three carefully arranged courses of study.
The Classical, Seminai
d English Course. We are prepared ta ii

Principal.

CYRUS JORDAN, A. M., Principal of Normal

be said

a good

man

has

which are his
Christ.

co-lauborers

well

sustained Literary

ment

served only to refine und
beauuty,
yeurs he bad been deprived of church

For
and

glory thut

he, often:

referred

to

as brightly

marking the hour of his soul-birth..
He often
suid to his pustor=und it was all-Significant - in
his case—** I' knew not what 1 could do but for
my Christian luge and Rufui) ing friend I have
in Christ.”
It long seemed
that to depart
would be fur beiter; yet he patiently waited
the Father's hour, for ‘his release.
He left a
widow whose untiring devotion through his
years of distress, was only equulled by the ne| cessities which.call d. forth its’ mi istry, also

ny warm-hearted brothers and sisters in the
[ urch who mouth his departure.

=

AT THE OFFICE OF, ~

Me.

is furnished,

Societies, with

Expenses

733

from

$120

to

B. MESERVEY,

SANSOM

ST.

FA.
PHILADELPHIA,
an Blimalefronvis before

libraries.

thousand vol
Library.
with the new
and improves

$(50

A

Ci

Michigan Central Railroad.
Condensed

Principal, with eight as

Time

Table.

sociates.

Six regular courses for both sexes.
of ten weeks each.
:

* Da

Four terms

CALENDAR:

New Hampton,

i

2Ta

N,H.,

Chicago.

Ann

INSTITUTE,

S.

:

.

STOCKBRIDGE,

A.M.

CALENDAR FOR
August 29,

1876, Fall

begins.

ter Term begins.
March 2, 1877, Winter Term
aloses. March 13, 1877, Spring Term begins. June
8, 1877, Spring Term closes,
i
For further particulars address the Principal, at
North Scituate, R. I.
July 11, 1876.
tf

|

515

** | 8.36.*

ENDAR

SEMINARY.—CAL-

for the 37th Academical

Fall Term opens August 29, 1876.
Winter Term opens
December 11, 1876.
Spring Term opens March 28, 1877.
@ Institution

ja the state.
ogue.

is

Terms

one

of the

moderate.

largest

Send

J.8. GARDNER,
Whitestown, Oneida Co., N. Y.

Year.

and

best

for Cata

Principal.

nected with Bates College begins Tuesday, Auust
22.
For further information address
the
President, O. B. Cheney, D. D., or Professor John
Fullonton, D.D., Lewiston, Mame.

J. A. HOWE, Sec.

ICHOLS
LATIN
SCHOOL.—FRITZ
W. BALDWIN, A. M., Principal, with
three Assistants.

The

location of

and theological

this school, near the college

‘school, affords many

advantages

which are very important to students during their
preparatory
course.
The special work of the

school

is to prepare

every effort as made

mannur

Send

as

possible,

for a catalogue.

Lewiston, Me.®

ORTHWOOD
WooD, N. H.

students

to do

(or

this in

Expenses

college,

and

as thorough a

are

moderate.

A. M. JONES, Seo.
SEMINARY

.—NORTH~

F. L. EVANS, A. B., Principal.

of ten weeks, commences Wednes.
t8),
Expenses moderate.
Fan Just of teachers.
Three com ses of study.
:

day;
;

Fall

A

Term

For turiher particulars address the Principal, or
E. Tasker, Secretary.
'
|
Northwood Ridge, N. Hy July 24, 1376

2.00

t

6.28

9.50pm
10.06 10.48 is
11.30
12.42an
45 .

=~

~{11.35*

New

=

=

[845

Buffalo,

| 1,14"

10.25 -

|

428%

[6.10

|

2.30 *

4.43 * | 5.08 ** | 7.4 * | 3.40 oll
5.10 ** | 5.85 « | 7.50 * | 4.06 "
7.30 * | 8,00 *
11020 ** | 6,30

Boch

1.21

1L& *
2.55
4.30

BT

5.50 hi
8.00

*Sunday excepted, } Saturday and Sunday excepted
ft

Daily.

HENRY C. WENTWORTH,
1y7
G. 1. & 1. A, Chicago.

H.B. LEDYARD,
.
Gen
Sup't, Delroit

Lake Shore and Mich. Southern R. R.
New Depot, Van Buren Street, head of La Salle.
Depart.

Mail [via main ine) ....... .|*6:40am|
Special New York Express |
Accommodation ...ieveiaine
Atlantic N. Y. Exprss (daily)|
Night EXpress «....coeieenes

*0:00 a
8:40 p
5:15 p
$10 20p

, Arrive, :

6:10pm

m|*8:00 p m
m| 11:10am
m| 8:00
am
mi {6:40 a m

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD.
Depot foot of Lake Street, and foot of Twenty-second
Street. Ticket Office 121 Randolph St.. near Clark.
CHICAGO

AICS
COLLEGE
THEOLOGICAL
SCHOOL.~FALL TERM, 1876.
The Fall Term of the Theological School cons

|

Detroit,
Lv.| 7.00am|10,05am| 4.00pm| 6.00pm
G. T. Junet’n'| 7.15 * (10,20
* | 4.15 * | 6.15
* | 4.50 * | 6.47 ©
Wayne Junc..| 7.57 “21049
Ann Arbor, «| 8.56 * [11.96
** | 545 * | 7.45 :
Jackson, Ar.[l040 * [12.32pm| 7.15pm
9.25 =
Jackson, Lv.[1045 * [12.37 **
9.30 "

Chicago Trains.

HITESTOWN

».15pm| 9

4.45
| 545
| 923
| 240 ** | 7.08
330 * | 6,10 ** [10.00 ** | 3.16 *
145 :
545% | 625*
[10.15 * | 3.30
8.00

Michg’n City,|
Chicago,
Ar.

,

November

~| 3.52

4.00pm|

[ 630 ** | 740 * LL
| 6,55 ** [..ceeees * [11.40
| 8.20 *
55 *. |12.35an:
[10.10 ** 110.26 4
2.30
11.35 * 3.47 *
|*Jack’n|1L.55 * | 4.07
| Exp’s. 12.40am 4.52 :
| 7.
12.40 =
4.55 +

Pacit

Niles,

1876 AND 1877.

Term

9 00am|

Marshall, «= [1225pm{ 1.54 *
10,
Kalamazoo, -| 1.52 * | 8.03 * | 4.00am|12.30am|

ASSISTANTS.
P. STOCKBRIDGE, Mrs. J. F. STEERE.

24,1896, Fall Terns closes, December 5, 1876, Win-

Night

|[tAtlan.

*Jack’n|t
Eve'g|t
Going West. |* : ail, |g* DST Sacienl}
Eves

Albion,

.

Principal.

Mrs. RHODA A, ESTEN, Preceptress.
Mrs. EMILY

Arbor,

Wayne
June.,|
G.T.Junct'n.|
Detroit,
Ar.

NORTH SCITUATE, R. I.
This Institution furnishes College Preparatory,
English and Scientific, and’ Laaies’
Collegia
W.

Ly. 5.00am|

Mic oe City, 7.82 * [11.00 **
New
Buffalo,) 7.55 * [1120 **
Niles, = = = [9.02 * [1209pwm
Kalamazoo. -|10.45 * | 1,36 *
Marshall,
- |I2.45pm; 2.55 **
Albion,
- -| LI4* | 316"
Jackson, Ar. 2.08 * | 355"
Jackson, Lv. 2.12
| 400 *

July 26.1876.

course of gnds.

*Kal.

Going Fast. |* Mall | xors Accom.|Exp’ss.JExp'ss.

Fall term begins Aug, 21, 187¢.
Fall term ends Oct. 27, 1876.
Winter term begins Nov. 13, 1876.
Winter Term “loses Friday, Jan. 19, 1877.
* Vacation one week.
Spring Term begins Monday; Jan. 29,1876.
Spring Term closes Friday, April 6, 1877.
Vacation two weeks.
7
Summer Term begins Monday) Api 28, 1877.
Summer Term closes Thursday,
June 28, 1877.
- For further particulars, APRN, to the Principal,
E.C,L
8, Sec. Trustees.

of

social privileges, but in his sick room and
by the couch of pain, was the same shining

ad-

TRYING B, SMITH.

THIS PAPERS KEPTON FILE

per
. Aid 18 rendered students preparing
for the Christian Ministry.
For catalogues or other information, address
D. W. C. DURGIN, President, or L. P. REYNOLDS,
Secretary and Treasurer, Hillsdale, Mich.
Hillsdale, Mich., August 7, 1876.

least among

ALVIN BARKER LITCHFIELD died in Bath,
Me., Juue 27, 1876, aged 62 years, 9 months
Bro. L. had
been an earnest Christian for
many years and during
the last 23 years bad
been
a deacon of the
North’ St. churcn,
His
‘was a suffering lite, aud one which tested
strongly the power of that Arm which is the
Chrisuian’s support; but none, too strong the
test. The crucible of keenest physical distress

does Foss the
the Principal
Princip

Sires ;

catalogue,

ILLSDALE OOLLEGE .=The next
term and year of {ifs Iustitution will

passed

in ‘the church

calles in the Tan ) OF

the active duties of ife. {oy

Miss ANGIE E.
HANSON, English studies.
Board for clubs, either for ladies or gentlemen,

vere, an adopted daughter with her family,and
many other mourning friends, not

rodents Pe

from $1.50 to $2.00 per week. Board in families,
including rooms, étc .from $2.50to0 $3.70 per week.
For further particulars, address the Secretary,

by its unexpected occurrence. While passfog from Harpswell to Bath, off Small Point,
his boat was swamped by a squall, his body
sinking to a wed grave, while his soul rose
above waves a
orm to the purer and better
life, which often during his last years,he longed
to enter.
On recovering from a seveie illness,
he said, ¢ I hoped I should haye gone thistime ;
but I will try and he patient under the delay.”

:

.—Pike, Wyoming Co.,

CALENDAR.

Normal,

The College Library contains four
umes. There is also a Theological
The location is excellent, and
buildings, every facility for study

ters to mourn the loss of their brother departed. May the precious promises of Christ sus-

Sec. Trustees.

Spring Term opens March 21, 1876.
General Examinations, June 19, 20, 21, 1876.

INSTITUTE.—

C. A. FARWELL. Pittsfield,

SEMINARY

New York.

Principal;

ME —Courses_of

KLIHU HAYES,

Lebanon,

PARE

i

the

:

© Rev. W. COLEGROVE, A. M., President.

Teach-

leaves an aged father and ' thrée brothers, and
a host of friends to mourn in sadness.
CHARLES H. DYER died in Hollis, Me., Oct.

1, aged 39 years. He leayes a widowed mother, stricken with sorrow, and brothers and sis-

VIRGINIA COLLEGE,~FLEM-

mation, send for a Circular to

commence September 6, 1876, with a fu
ard of
Prolessors and Instructors. There are eight des
partments
and courses of study. There ure five

She

to the
augls

This Institution offers to students important
and peculiar advantages. For particular intor-

Sept. 28, aged b0 years, 5 months,
Miss Haley
was a quiet, unassuming lady, and although
deprived by poor health of the blessing of society, she was cheerful and happy in the home
circle, where they now miss ber sunny smile

and cheerful voice, now hushed in death.

-

or

INGTON, TAYLOR CO.,WEST VIRGINIA-

Department,
German, Didactics, Mental god
Moral Science.
.
MRS. LINDA V. JORDAN, Preceptress, French,
Geometry and Rotang.
Miss LOVINA H.
HAYNES, Normal classes,
Miss ELLA C. HURD,
usic.

accompany

’

Wilton, Muscatine Co., Iowa.

REEN
MOUNTAIN
SEMINARY,—
WATERBURY
CENTER, VT.— Miss
LYZZIE COLLEY,
Principal and Teacher of Lat-

PITTSFIELD,

must

-

For circulars write to the Presiden,
Principal.

who

it,

School

Fall Term of 12 weeks, begins August 20th, 1576.

KINGSBURY BACHELDER, A. M.,
Latin, Greek and Chemistry.

patronize

to the

Winter Term of 13 weeks, commences December 5th, 1876.
= Sheth
Term of 12 weeks, commences March

Summer Term begins April 186, 18:7.
Fall Term begins Aug.
20, 1877.

not

regard

REV. G. 8. BRADLEY.A. M. Principal; Mgrs.
G. S. BRADLEY, Preceptress, with sev
competent Assistants,
’
’

PARTICULAR NOTICE!
Persons wishing
obituaries published in the Morning Star,
do

in

3

!2

ILTON
COLLEGIATE
INSTII UTE—WILTON, MUSCATINE CO.,

ow

of the

for both sexes: College Preparatory,
Classical, Scienufic,: Terms, ten weeks.
*. Fail Term begins August 21, 1876.
Winter Term
ns November 6, 1876.
Spring Term begins Jan. 29, 1877,

them with cash equal to ten cents a line, to
insure an insertion.
Brevity is specially

particulars

i

I. W, SANBORN,
Sec’y. Board of Trustees.
Lyndonville, Vt.. 1875.
:
31

Goncational,

dent of the United States:

Obituaries.

full

EST

in, German, French

g

Tuesday, November

send for catalogue,

CoM.

of Europe are given as follows by a German statistician : Alexander II., $9,152, 000, or $25.000 a day ; the Sultan of Tar:
key, $9,000,000, or $18,000,
a day;
$4,000,000, or $10,050 a
William IL., $3,000,000
Victor Emmanuel, $2,400day; Victeria. $2,200,day; Leopold, $600,000,

T

Clergymen’s children and students relyin
on their own exertions for an education, receiv
at reduced tuition.
Board from $3.00 (0 $3.50 in tamilies; in clubs
at the lower rates, and rooms furnished for selfboaruing.

gusiel, both at home and abroad.
She had a
eep interest in relieving the needy and suffer-

gain.

articular.

SPRING TERM begins Tuestay. March $, 1676,

Sister F. united with the” Danville church, by
letter, 25 years ago. Her habitual and exemplary piety. woa for ber the high esteem of every lover of Zion. Often was her testimony
heard in the company of her feliow disciples.
She was eminently charituble,gladly contribut-

+o

ev

(TER

Aug. 1, in Hanson, Mass., whither she had
gone for a brief tarry with fanuly relatives,
aged about 67 years, For some months her
health had been less firm*than usual, but the
fatal malady, inflammation
of the bowels, was

ing. We are well assured
summons of death found her
part in peuce; so that the loss
church is at the same time

*

odd nd 24 Rocio School ana
new Sd com.
modious.
Ee
School year, three terms of thirteen weeks each.
FALL
TERM began Tuesday, August 24, 1875.

much
every

ing for the support of the ordinances

aT

.
Weare, N. H,

Miss Livin 8 ABBOTT, Preceptress.

sudden in its attack and quickly did its work.

The following telegraphic correspondence passed between
Bangor and Anbarn:
;
BawGor, April 24, 1876.
See first clause Isaiah 9:6.
J.
AUBURN, April 25, 1876.
See Prov. 23:6.
Ww.

«3

Miss 8, ALMA
PENDEXTER,
Associate.
Miss LELIA
EB. ¥oL80M, Header of Music,
Mx. SANFORD A. GOSS,
cher
of Penmanship.
With a full Somplement of competent assistants,
Three
completé
courses of study :=Classical,
Scientific, hth Ladies) uiurac
hob frst oh

leaves a wide vacancy in

the church and community, vet how
wider,in his own family circle. Let

Dog

Faculty :
J. 8. BROWN, A. M., Principat.
G. H. ST!
RIDGE, A. M., Associate.

man,

io health

NGROVESEMINARY,
, N. H,

YNDON LITERARY INSTITUTION
LYNDON CENTER, VT.

wus habitually in his place in the Sabbath ase
sembly. He valued bighly the monthly covenant meeting, and the prayer-meeting also,
customaril

WARREN FOBS, Secretary.

ner orm begin Rp

his pastor.

Wnen

-.

For circulars, address the
augll

he realized such financial success as enubled him to contribute bountifully for the estublished means of

or further information address the Principal,

LIN
Ww

‘Broth-

in word and deed.

special capabilities

TERM o 876 epme August 15,

46 years

From Nov, of that year he served
the church
as its clerk in an eminently satis ctor mannér.
His Christian course was marked
by an

abiding consistency

he

Center Strafford, Jannawy 26, 1876.

with the F.

being

and

Com

Two full
English and Classical.
The Faculty, br fm rting
on ma thorough and ob ck cal
manner
the use ot- the
best te:
ks, and by emoful attention to the wants of scholars, hope to deserve the continued
approbation of the patrons.

Baptist church in Danville occurred in April,

log into

Just so white man,

ALL,A. My

tuiliogto students who have the minis-

ALL

the

of consump-

the church and the community.

er Colby’s

Mark Twain thus illustrates the difterence between frank Mr. Hayes, and politie Mr. Tilden ““ If ‘Mr.
Hayes wanted’
ho say, * Accidents will happen in even
e best regulated families,’ he would
say, ‘ Accidents will happen in even the

Froeis Joseph,
day; Frederick
or $8200 a day;
000, or 6,840 a
000, or $6270 a

ar

E.W. pr

tion, in Danville, Aug. 81, 1876, aged

Want Indian move along—move along.
Can't go no farther, but he say—* move
along.”

It may well

Librarian

;

8.

privaia
Tum log At Toasonabls0 rates.. Bourd in
Spubs 32. Apply early, +

lh months. Kor some two years, the fuiling
‘health of our brother had been warning of thé
sad work wideh death was about to do for hi

re-

* I can’t move any

:

ALDEN E. CoLBY, E8Q.,

to his reward.
He left a widow, whose feeble
health makes her bereavement the more se-

A woman

then

than earth aflords.

and

REV.

ACADEMY .—CENTER

Professor of Latin and Greek.

hoayenly home, and, ¢ eerfully accepting the
al ther’s will as hers, passed on to higher joys

Much annoyed, but willing

the denomination of his early choice, he gave a

There was recently picked up in a Wisconsin corn-field a relic of the prehistoric
age. Itisa copper implement, probably
a chisel, and surpasses anything of that
kind embraced in the famous collection of
Wisconsin, The cutting edge forms the

If mothers make true and royal men,
then no wonder Turkey is convulsed and
can not decide or maintain matters for
herself. Says Frazer's Magazine :
The life of Turkish women is vapid
and meaningless ; she is as ignorant asa
child—yet even the Grand Vizierat is
often at the disposal of ‘harem intrigue.
And if we would discover the canker

Saviour,

‘along

were ever held as sacred

O-o-b
0-0-4

WOMAN IN TURKEY.

as her

associates, but she resigned the earthly for the

done when Red Jacket again said: ‘Move

can have no brotherhood with the Cres- building it. He moved to E. Concord 28 years
became a member of the E, Concent, the emblem of barbarism! We re- since, F.andBaptist
church at its organization, and
be equal to skilled
manship? If so” ‘pudiate the Jesuit policy which now fa- cord
was soon after appointed
deacon, which office
devote yourself to that begopeh of the art vors the Crescent, as we reject his au- he has worthily filled.
The church building at
for which you bave a tas
Whatever thority who usurps the mame Vicar of E. Concord was built mainly by the labors of a
you do, you need the skill
Christ!” To appreciate the force of this few, of which Dea. 8. was one. He leaves an
widow and five children, nearly all of
ter ip a correct, easy, busine
utterance,it must be remembered that the. aged,
whom are members of F. Baptist churches.
and in order to do this you ne
policy which emanates from the Vatican His son, Rev. J. C. Steele,is now pastor of the
the rules and use of language.
has been hitherto unfriendly to the Orien- church at Chagrin Falle, O. Dea. 8. representNow young men, will you use these tal Christians, and therefore, so far as it ed the town of Boston as Supervisor 13 yeurs.
winter evenings in a way which shall fit may affect diplomacy, favorable to the He has made full provision in bis will for his
widow.
His entire family were with him
you to be better men for business? There Turkish side of the question.
But the aged
in his last:illuess,and he leaves to them the legare two hundred week evenings between freedom of speech of Miss Caselli is hard- acy of a blameless life, He leaves to the church
now and the first of May, and you can ly more remarkable than the readiness of which he was a pillar, a worthy example of
easily

ans died of

the chief followed, Scarcely bad this been
Jo.”

AvsTin

duughter ‘of

ou. OD

muntle of grace added other charms. She was
rently
ed to cheer the widowed mother’s
eart and to gladden the hearts of friends and

along,

complied

VER, ado

sonal hope in Christ

moments

¢ Moye

agent

most

Move

SISTER CORA

Nancy and the he

consumption,in Bath, May 12, aged 21 years,
10 months. . Indeed * Death loves u sining
mark.” Cora was peculiarly umiuble and beloyed as a child,
expecially attractive in person and
sweet in disposition,
but when two years previous to her denth she sought and found a per-

e con-

Su said, An his

moved up to him:

Jo,” and again

the

sat

of the

the

. ‘What are you going to do with your dress would have been willingly heard
evenings this full and winter ? There is a by the audience, had the Countess not lost
world
of possibility in the good use of her courage.
A week afterward, an immese multithem ; there is corresponding danger in
the heglect of them, If yon use your even- tude assembled in the atrium of the monof Santa Maria la Nova, in Naples.
ings well for the next seven months, | astery
you will be worth more to your employer Thousands upon thousands of all classes
and find wore joy in your work.
Have of the people were present.
The third
you
a taste for science,

Babpen

being

tobe, hl

has

ten address, which she requested to have

ii 2

which lies at the root of Turkish society,
toward. we-must séek il in the practice which con-

bears

each other, aod toward that Power whic
gave the baby 10 them and took it home
again ; a store of tiny garments and toys
of which they do not speak to each other,
but which bring: back to each thoughts
beyond all others tender and’ near’to
God,

pondence with Augusta by telegraph. Pf much in advance of the public sentiment
worst quarter in the whole city.

Ic hid

both

ey

although slowly and with . difficulty—out best regulated families,’ and you would:
Mr. Tilden
of their former Iassitude and indifference : know what he meant: but
material undertakings of all kinds in- would probably say: ¢ It is believed by
crease and flourish; and a mew spirit is many houest and right-feeling, buat pos-

and

The following article appeared in the
New York Tribune the past summer dur-

ing the fearful mortality of children in

9

for dinner.

no time to

venient,

ye hav- |

meant, Elicott complied, this time reach-

turn

always

storm,

down ou

to humor hima,

who martyred himself for the good of the recent history of the world than, the depeople suffering with the yellow fever, velopment of Italy during the first fifteen
and, himsell’ tell a victim.
He was years of her independence and unity. In. "The old proverb wbout too many irons: in prescription clerk in Lippman’s drug store deed, when we consider that hér complete
the dre, 1s" abominably false. Have all In, there, and when the fever broke ouf, the | unity as a nation bas only been achieved
whovely ngsymudpoyers=zidun Shark:
she has not yet
whole force lelt but the book-keeper and .within six years, and that
R00

d.she chief Bed Jacket: The
met
aw

ing the end of the log. But that was not
sufficient, and presently the request was
There are few more cheering signs in the repeated for the fowth time: ** Move

young fellow, not much more than a boy,

ai

TRAINS.

Leave,

|

8.40 a, Mm.
St, Louis Express,
St. Louis Fast Line, - « - |§8.35 p. m.
Cairo & New Orleans Express, )* 8.4 a, m,*
Cairo & New Orleans Express, $8 85 p. m.
Springfield and Peoria Expres, | 8,40 a, m|*
Springfield Night Express, = = $8.38 p.m.
Peoria and Keokuk
Bross, - + 3.85 p.m,
Dubuque & Sioux Clty Express, * 9.25 a. m.|{*
Dubuque & Sloux City Express,(*9 26'p, m

Arrive,

* &45 p.m
§ 7.30
8.45
§7.30
530
§730
. 7.30
3.40
|* 7.00

a.m,
p.
a.m.
p.
a.m
8. m
p. m
a, m

Gilman Passenger, = ¢ = « = * 5.16 p, m.|* 925 a. m
* Express Sunday, § Dally.

Chicago. Burlington & Quincy R. R.
Depots fot of Lake Street, Indiana Avenue and Sixteenth Street. and Canal and Sixteenth Streets. Ticket Offices bY Clark Street, and at depots.
CHICAGO

Leave,

TRAINS.

|

Arrive,

Mall and Express,
*730 a, m.[*740p.
Outawa & Streater Passenger, = “730 a.m. "* 740 p.
Rockford, Dubuque & Sioux City * 9.30 a. m, *3.40 p.
Pacific Fast Line for Omaha, «| *10.00&. m.|* 4.00 p.
Kansas Qe Leavenworth, Atchison & Bt Joseph Express,
Texas Express,
r
Aurora Passen
a and Streater|:
Mendota, Ott
Passenger,
f= = « =
- «(*420 p.m, *954a,
Auroda Pussgagar,
= =i-e [R550 pom *8.50a.
Aurora Pas) enger, (Sunday)
-i 1.00 p. m,' 10,10a,

m
m
m
m

‘Pacific Nighi

m

Dubuque &

Kansas City.

Sioux Cit

m
m
m

‘Express.|* 9.25 p. m.|* 7.00 a. nx

Xpress for a

Yéaworth,

Ate

$10.00 pom.

|

$7,008

chicon & St. Juseph Express, 10,00 pi m. £7.10. m
* EX, Sundays, +t Ex, Baturday., { Ex. M: nday.}

CBr

:

ey

I
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I

A

a

coms

The Army

The chief
tenth annual
Army of the
Wednesday,

of the

Tennessee.

event in connection with the
reunion of the Society of the
Tennessee in Washington, en
was the unveiling and dedica-

tion of the Me Pherson monument. Among
those on the stand in Mc Pherson Square
were the President, members of the Cabi-

net, General

Sherman

Admiral Porter.

and

his

staff and

General Hickenloper and

General Logan delivered dloquent dddress-

es after which the statue was unveiled with
cheers from the crowd, music from the
Marine Bard and the firing of guns in
Lafayette Square.

walls

of

the

with informal

was the ninety-fifth anniversary.

Consolidation of Freight Lines.
Representatives from the leading freight

Latest News.

The gates of the

of
the workmen even allowed to enter.
No
one is allowed in the yard except the regular officers, and no one is allowed to go
near the Franklin, for fear Tweed might

arrangements

The

Commercial

for. equalizing
Express,

the

rates.

Erie

and

North Shore, the Erie and Milwaukee, and
the Diamond lines running over the Erie,
Michigan Central, Detroit and Milwaukee

and Canada roads, were consolidated, to be
known hereafter as
Shore Line.

the

Erie

and

North

Monday,

warrants

Orton,

President

of the Western Union Telegraph Company,
is reported very dangerously sick. and
was thought to be dying at one time, Sunday night.——A bill is in preparation in

the

latter, is excellent; after this has’ been
well rubbed into the hands and allowed
to remain for a little time, and the hands

subsequently washed wistoasele’ soap and
tepid water, the belladogha and collodion
flexile may be painted and the protective
film allowed permanently to remain. These

complaints

not frequently invade persons

of languid circulation and relaxed habit,
who should be put on a generous regimen
and treated with feruginous tonics. Obstinate céises are occasionally met with, which
no local application will remedy until some
digordered

tie

state of

general

health

system is removed,

condition

improved.

benefited

by the

or

of

‘the

patient's

Chapped

lips

are

stimulating

also

form. of ap-

plication, but the aconite must not be allowed to get on the lips.—Good Health.
|

MANAGEMENT OF ORCHARDS.

lay about February 1st.
good health, free from

cultural Society, Dr. Long made the following judicious remarks :
‘He believed in planting
young trees.
He thought here was the error of planting
too large trees.
His first planting was
made many years
ago, of 328 trees.
They were one year old, and not one of
them died.
His second planting was of
1,182 trees, only two years old, and of
thesehe lost but three trees. For the
first few years he pruned only with thumb
and finger. After the first five years;it was
necessary to use the knife sometimes,
and as the tree grows, it may be necessa-

ry to cut

large

limbs,

which

should

bé

done in October and November.
You will
then have no need to use paint, and you
will not be likely to be troubled with wa-

wreck-

ed off Spanish Town, on Thursday night,
accordingto a San Francisco dispatch.
About 8, P. M., the bottom was crushed,
and she rapidly filled.
Four seamen attempting to launch a boat were drowned.

Six others were also lost in attempting

to

They did not attempt

clusive control

of the

State.——A

young

woman
in Lowell,
Mass., attempted
drown herself and
child on Saturday,

to
by

sitting down in the Suffolk canal and waiting for the incoming water.
When discovered the water had reached her neck,
and it was with the greatest difficulty that

she was rescued®——Henry

Schwamb, for

to get out any more boats, but stopped on
board until morning, when the crew were
taken off by a whaleship with the greatest
difficulty, owing to the heavy surf. There
was nothing saved, not even the ship
papers.
Theship and cargo were valued

killing Henry Belte, was Monday sentericed, in the Hudson Co. Court,N. J., to be
hanged Dec. 8.——Geo. W. Rose, a private
detective of Salt Lake, Utah, was, Monday,
arrested on a charge of complicity with

at $30,000, uninsured.

go & Co. express

Twelve Whaling

vessels Lost.

the messenger in robbing the Wells,
den.——A

Far-

between that city and Og-

Monday's:

dispatch from

ed

and other international stocks,

which fell

the

ments

use

of

The Florence

all crushed by the ice.

a

being
ships.

on board 190 men,
crews of the lost

imminent, and

that a peaceable solution of

has | the Eastern question is not impossible. —

part of : the
The estimated

declare her
to
Roumania has resolved
of Turkey.——Intelligence
independence

property value will reach upwards of $400,-

from Calcutta states

that

000.

pects

very

in

India

are

the

crop

pros-

gloomy.——The

British Parliament has been additionally
|
Tweed's Sojourn in Cuba.
The N.Y. Herald says that Tweed, with | Prorogued from the 30th inst. until the 12th

his companion, Hunt,

suddenly landed on |of Dec.

the coast of Cuba, near Santiago, on the
eleventh of June; that they went to San-

tiago,

where Tweed

was detained until|

:

under the name of John
American

State

Secor,

from

department,’ which

the;

furnishing

ele-

Buckwheat is found to be just the thing

The dense shade

afforded by the plant keeps the ground
light and friable, and this tendency is fur-

ther increased by plowing under the green

St. jail.

the Western

wheat

is,

becumes

Wars

rife the past week.
9f Londo
that
3.

have

been

rightly managed, it

when

that,

till August.

the buckwheat. © Plowing the
fore winter sets in destroys

question but that Russia is making

A

ical contest of Illinois colleges

every |,°. Ar

a student of the age

preparation for war, and that England i8| versity of Chicago took the first prize.
also
to inte

. ish

ready, should she think best|
gp... Medical Collége, the oldest inthe West,
In the mean time the Turk- |. completed and now occupies it new build-

in Servia have resumed

the of- ings
on the west side, Chicago.

‘The cost of

fensi
it is reported that the Servians | the buildings and grounds has thus far been
‘have béen badly whipped.
about $60,000.

ed at a total

of 20,000,000

use

pounds

of

of the borough of

supposed

disinfectant,

with

moist

earth.

Where

all the loose stuff, weeds and rubbish are
plowed under just before freezing, thousands of the codling moths are destroyed,
thus greatly lessening the evil the follow-

po

Yenfpalt

West. ext. 11

8...

NIKE.

Lemons¥
box 500 §3
¥ box

can-

Hams, smoked121(g:
Hogs, dressed

vesnssll Ge

8y

64

No. 1 mixed.d2 a
No.3 mixed. 61
Wheat...

to

[Ames Plow Co.)

Bang Xorth 1600 21 00 |
At City Scales—retail. |

Salt Hay....1500 16 00
Straw, 100Bbs 75 @ 1 00

from

Itis said tobea
and hence

simple

particu-

«endl

Mustard

Seed.

|
|

and

the wash-stand in

scalloped

advantage.
them

on the

upper

LUMBER.
Pine,clear..22 00

C’rse No.5 14 00
Refuse . 900
Sh'p'ng b'ds1s 00

edge

Fence

well,

*

es into fields of ten

five miles of

fences.

is one rod wide,

the land

If each fencé,

no less

are occupied

equalto 6 1-4

per

each, there are

cent.

than

by
of

now,

them.
the

This

farm, and | Bell

charge of 6 1-4 per cent. on the whole value of the farm.
But mearly every fence-

row in the country is made
a nursery

MOLASSES,
New Orjesine.
Musctvisio:. 34

Cienfue,

are usually
horse needs

SALES

weeds,

and

if these expenses

38

@. 8

«

eed ove e830

combing.50

Buenos

@.

Ayres.16

@.

H'pe29
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PRICES
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American Gold....... BEd oti,

U8 Sen

gees

2A

I

esee
CLT

:

is Vegetine?
sport

oe
remedy
etits a

nile

from

s Practical Ohemist
Apothecary.

and

ny

hy
.
NATIONAL

i

PUBLISHING

[I]

CO.

contains depa

Sabbath Schools
“"The

Family Cire)

Rural and Domestic;
Literary. Miscellany,

Reviews.
Literar
News Suis, i

towards all, and
gious views, because of
TERMS : 03.00 in year; or, if paid strictly in
ad-vance,
ANCES must be made in money
orders, bank checks, or drafts, if possible. When.
neither of these can be procured, send the money

ina

esos

&c..

ongy
thus
th isexpense.
st wil
sent
at our

bo t our ¥itky and ay be

In writing to this office

will please designate their STATE, as well as town.
NEWSPAPER DECISIONS.
ontinued,
2, If a person orders his Japer
»
he must ay all arrea
, or the pu lisher may
continue
Rend it ‘unl
paFment is made, and
collect the whole amount,
ether the paper is
aken from the
not,
8.3 The court Nave
to.
N decided Sy refusing
fae
al © newspapers ye
m
flice, Or remov
leaving en
Tr
fs #rina fue evi hoe of intentional fraud.
1.
yh erson who takes a newspaper refllarly Ah
heSpust-ofienss
ether directed to
name or another’s, or whether he has subscribeo
or not—is Po ponte for the payment.

Five-Twenties, 1867. yeeececeareiriraans :

oo

1868, SERLERLRRI

Tem Forties Sidi seerinsaoyy :

to take the place of
Ct
ahaa
of them in one year | Cinn. Sand.& Cleveland R. R
perhaps by the nar- Phil. Wil. & Baltimore R. R..
Boston & Maine R. R
of trifling value.
OM Colony R. R

A lit. | Vermont
& Mass. R. R.
Michigan Central R. Reevvovvevrvnninannnes

boiling,

“"

Chi., Burl. & Quincy R. R
Eastern R. B. tesrvannnnnes
Boston & Lowell R. R..
Metropolitan Horse R. Xe.N
Quincy Mining

SPECIAL
the part of old subscriber

YORK

MARKET.

‘Wholesale Prices for the week ending,

Y.. continue to
Belle which have
out the world, All

Tuesday, October 17, 1876.

BEEF AND PORK.

| Betheninn mote DBL rrasenness
di

BUTTER.
State Rew, good to prime srissrainee 3%

:

40, cigiiaatitisiesnns sees

Rp wd Yor
Farm

aircn, dvr

ok

@ 85

@ 5

Sil

Id siiiseriiiniann 19

) gold ceivarer 5

Estabishment, In obtaining subscribers, collect

ing arrearage: youkiting money, &o.; and when
they do thie they
t
are en! fled So ten per cent. ol
the money they receive for the Star, except on
money sent for clubs; then itis proper that the
subsciibers should pay the commission, if any is

- Ne 8, PAPERS,
Two Babbath sch:
The Little Star
and Myrtle, are puitinhd” licrnate weeks,an
Lesson Papers Sime]
the International Series for
both aduly and
child
ra

al discount or

ererees Bp

COFFEE,

Java, ¥B., ¥ bag
Maracaibbe, ¥ poy

Any subscriber who bers: furnish the name of
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— ihe the two copies of the paper
at 31, 8
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in
adv to act as agents for the
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BRLOTD,

OFFERS.

Clubs of #12 or more, ONE THIRD BEING NEW
SUBSCRIBERS, can have the Star at $2.00 each:
strictly im advance, there being no arrearage; on
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for

make an immense amount of labor necessary to keep them smethering the crops.
Much damage always results to the crops

eh

® irs to gout uur Sf Siegen.

Sugar Hower. «— 8. — |CapeG'd

the loss of the land is exactly equal to a

sore. with-

1
mag,
that 1 have been au acute
Bh
from inflammatory rheumatism ever since
1 can remember, until commencing
the use of
Yams. when
immediate)
all rhenyoluliteer
matic pains ceased.
statemeny
for the
of benefiting other suffering
manity,
will confer
a favor oyA
as ‘much publicity as thoughtpi
[
Vis © O.M.SAVELS, Abbiaod, Mass

but
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THE MORNING STAR

neighbors

To Kkrr STARCH FROM STICKING.
starch while

ten acres of| T

left me with

out at all diminishing t size of the tumor, and
in a sickly, feeble condition. [consulted another
physician in Kaivk, who, after considerable
succeeded in bi
the sore without -red:
the size

to Agents,

and a sperm candle stirred around in it a
few times, will keep it from sticking.

acres

This

Pruadelphie, Pa

A pair of handsome Western

tle salt sprinkled in

WASTE OF LAND.

substantial benefit.
yf
went to Ja prosminen physician in Boston
who, during his treatment of 4ix months. lanced
the tumor e it Himes, |which cost me nearly $400.

It sells
; sold bi Sop

.
by, a strange horse in a short
stall, which

Traverse
(Mtch.)
wheat thé best

If a farm of 160 acres is divided by fenc-

$400.00
414
JANUARY 2, 1875.
H. R. STEVENS, Esq...
Dear Sir: When hbout six months old I was
vaccinated.
The pait es Pking were vaccinated
from the same virus died from the humor. The
humor spread over me to such an extent that |
Jas rons In bran to dreventme fro seratching
person. The disease finally seitled in my
head: I remained in this condition asout twenty
ears, troubled all the time with
4 my head and discharging
At this time a small

C AGENTS WANTED FOR THE GREAT

your pastures and

and let your

ing
been of practically
testedseason.
‘hy the’ This
apple has
growers
the Gran

region, who find buck-|

Nearly

Vegetine is Sold by all Druggists.

the effect wherevand see If it be not

Horse-stalls
THE STALL.
ade too narrow.
A tired

broke a leg.

Paid

BOSTON, Jan. 1, 1874.
DEAR SiR :—This is to
that I have sod at
retail 154}
dozen (1852 bottles) of your VEGETINE
since April 12, 1870, and cam truly say tbat it has
given the best satisfaction of any remedy for the
complaints for which it is recomended
Lever
ses without some of m
sold, Secarcel a da;
ig Site
AX
on reel
Jeifectly cognizant of several cases pry lB Ld Tumors being cured by
VEGETINE alone in this thle Sars
Very
res,
ay
RG
N, 463 Broadway.
To R, H. STEVENS, Esq.

make a screen

and sides, and the edges pinked. Transfer decalcomanie
pictures or ornaments
with spatter work, and in either case varnish, with transparent varnish, so that
the screen can
be wiped
with a wet

fence

er of action, all that may be sald to the contrary

PO egetine is
to the taste, mild in its influence, and Heasent in its action on disonse, as
the following anquettionabl e evidence whl

Report

rooms used every day, maybe made of
white enameled cloth(plain, not marbled).

corners,

to di-

Shing Temety br oi Seuicene
ant
to take;
every child likes
ph
—
from
Try the VEGETINE. Give ita fair Loans
Culipiaiuts; then you will
your
and acquaintance
x; it has Rodi

wall-screens for pro-

tecting the wall behind

trom
Lom im-

re is not a case of Scrofula | n exist
howne will not
powtheir
factions have

ie

Tyne-

result

n need
iseases aris

PRAY
the sorepub my vosk
and able to work ev-

SCREENS FOR WASH-STANDS. Serv- |

horses were bought
the bays, and one
knocked down a hip,
row stdll, and is now

crop to hoop their orchards

ELSBUBESISEE

f-

.

yers

larly valuable in flushing house drains
and sewers.
At Tynemouth the streets
and roads watered with it keep moist much
longer than when dampened with fresh
HONEY.
water; the salt seems
to incréase the capacity of the soil for absorbing moisture Lully fui. 1385 g 180
from the atmosphere.
The use of sea wa- Noes. — 8. 30
HOPS.
ter for this purpose also greatly cools and
@¢. 85
refreshes the air.
Another advantage of istde.sort, 1875..30
154..16 8. 20
the system is, that it enables every resiLEATHER.
dentto have a salt-water bath in his house. | Sole,B. Ayres.12 @. 25
iceable and

rectio
ence that V
ever, the vi

7 00g

PROVISI
3 . Beef, Mess—

as it winters in the pupa state and can not | had the best one of ‘4 valuable span kicked
live in contact

I
or

Pe

1 00 a2 12!
«185

no

y

IfVEGETINE is used

Pure salt water is distrib-

of salt water.

powerful

pox

Vinegar,
¥ gal.l

mouth, in England, by means of ordinary
lead pipes leading from a reservoir into
which the water is pumped from the sea.
The scheme of supplying the town in this
way was adopted on account of the sanitary advantages

7e

¥ bushel —

i

ned salmon. Making allowance for waste,
cleaning,
home
consumption
and
the
amount salted in barrels, the total weight
of the live fish actually caught in the river,
probably aggregates
40,000,000 pounds.
The caps are packed in cases containing
four dozen each, which are shipped to all
parts of the world.— Lewiston Journal.

the

ho...

2

a

Oil Cake, ¥ ton...

ground be- | yea) injuries come from confining spirited
the enemy, | horses in short, narrow stalls.
A friend

scientific, 173; theological, 197; special, 7.

aad Nev You, sep al iy of the
Prof. E. Ropt succeeds the late Prof. Snell,
had determined to occupy cer- i he Gepatiment of natural philosophy at

' There is no

When caaght they are clean-

the trunk, many will hide. in the stalks off room to turn over and stretch his limbs;

Brown University has admitted 80 students

of Pgof. Remsen at Williams,
The Colby students will hereafter have ser-

important indus-

codling | do the same.—Boston Cultivator.

the

moth.
If the trees are kept smooth and
tio chance for a lodgment of the worm onl

another high

The financial circles ie Lor themselves on Sunday, in their own

tain of Turkey's provinces.

rivers, is an

ed, soaked in brine and cut into pieces of
the right size for canning.
When the tins
are filled, the boiling and sealing operations
follow as rapidly as possible,to prevent the
fish becoming tainted. This year the product of the Columbia river alone is estimat-

advantage of buck-|8n

Another

an aid in fighting

now sald to be Tweed’s brother-in-law,]
A Mr. Lyons of Cleveland has left $40.000 to
Myr. Maginnis, of New Orleans, with whose | Vassar College.
Hastern Europe.
and rumors of wars

Pal
aaall

1 0a
%0

Canning salmon, on

jures the growth of young trees, and it |fy their farms.
Notice
takes two years to get a crop ready to|er thishas been done,

EDUCATIONAL.

photograph the appearence of Hunt agrees. | Prof. Safford, of Chicago, has taken the place

PRODUCE.

Apples, yh

bbl.

try. The fish are taken in nets at night
during the spawning season, from April

p

Napthives,. ae ied it

grand requisite
is to keep the soil, espe-|avoid the weeds; save expense in breakcially the surface ‘soil loose. ' Clover in- | ing roads
and building fences, and beauti-

bore | this year.

Hunt is

SarmoN.

nto consideration the characterof
a x
ity Chios and d the i immen

I

. 23
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THIS AND THAT:
CANNING

Yeaess

48

buckwheat at least once a year,
If the
orchard is old, it is as well not to try to cloth. These screens are neededIn every
grow buckwheat, but keep a succession of
room much used, and take the place of
growths through the year, to be turned newspapers, towels, etc., pinned on walls
under when in blossom.
Buckweat is us- as protectors.—Journal of Chemistry.
‘ually cheap, and needs only half a bushel
Roan FENces. One thing to be brought
per acre for seed. If allowed to ripena
crop occasionally,
what is accidentally before -agricultural communities is the
scattered will furnish sufficient seeding. subject of clearing away the road fences,
This is the cheapest mode of keeping whenever it is possible to do so. They
large. orchards in good condition, as the should then cultivate to the traveled road;

date early in April, some four months after | Yale statistics : Academic department, 538; | {n good condition.—Ez.
the escape from Ludlow

Refined

World.

Five-cighths of a yard will

for growing in orchards.

five

for the wash-stand, and a long screen for
the wall in the neighborhood of the slop-jar.
The screens should be cut with rounded

BUOKWHEAT FOR ORCHARDS.

Tufts College numbers 121 students.

+ July 25,for the purpose of investigation by | Providence, R.1., is to have
the Spanish authorities of his passport, | school house,
‘

as

of tree-growth.

by the arrival of the barque Florence, at [during last week's panic, indicates a pre- plow under.
on Saturday, from the vailing impression there that war is not

Francisco,
San
Arctic seas, in the loss of twelve whalers,

ashes,

+++
+490 +

Lon-

One of the saddest chapters of suffering | don says that a steady advance in Consols
and loss oflife has been given to the world

into the head of a tree and thinning it out
till the limbs of the tree stood out like
hoop-poles.
The doctor strongly advocat-

PETROLEUM,
Crude. Wide

My fowls are in
vermin, and the

eggs hatch well.— Poultry
ii

VEGETIN E!

Mri shes. 1 3 8.

and two feet high.c#They commenced to

uted to all parts

At a recent meeting of the Alton Horti-

and

The MEDICINEE that CURES

ota
if
= gs =x® es

lini-

cock

8X

Cl we i
Sges.

sedative

one

0

RICE.

Po
o

the

4,

MOLASSES,

Carolina,
Rangoon,

ads

film, which

No.

sixty-seven and

Silver S. Hamburg hens, four years old,
laid two hundred and fifty.five eggs; average fifty-one.
My fowls, for the past five
months, have been kept in coops made
of laths, thirteen feet long, four feet wide,

of two parts of the former to four of the

establishment

of a new insane ssylum, to be under the ex-

Rydal Hall was

lower another boat.

on

for getting their names fraudulently put on
the voting lists.——Wm.

the Vt. legislature for

A Ship Wrecked.

The British ship

Lowell, Mass., on

No. 2, one cock and two Black
pullets laid one hundred and

one-quarter.

lines met in Detroit on Thursday,
to per- | escape.——Two minors were arrested in | ter sprouts. He did not believe in OMg | Wii
fect

ecofePsas® a.

two hundred and fifty eggs; average fifty to
each hen.
Hamburg

Ror shipping, ¥ fon = Ts

8 5
#0

gz2888

whilst

flexile

a.
ling: 11 & 10%
DOMESTICS,
Sheetings and Shistings
Heavy 44.. JXe.
Medi

HAY.

Porto Rico, ¥ gal
New Orleans, new, ¥ gal,

had,
Eng p. ino 13%
ey
3
Rodel inci ’

M
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poultry in small coops for three months,
March, April and May. . No. 1, one cock
and five Dominique Leghorn pullets laid

SALT. WATER.

The ad- yard have been kept closed and no one

missions at fifty cents numbered 160,205,
and at twenty-five cents, 1240.

collodion

crew of

The frigate Franklin
arrived at tle
Brooklyn Navy Yard, Monday morning

with Tweed on board.

The

ments allay the irritation, generally of no
trivial nature.
For chapped hands the free use of glycerine and good olive oil, in the proportion

peni-

‘The Austrian Parliament has assembled.

demonstra-

tion by Virginia and ‘West Virginia, in
commemoration of the closing scene of the
Revoiution at Yorktown, of which the day

it:

excludes the air,

in

——Weston,
the pedestrian, recently accomplished the feat of walking 450 miles
in six d+ys, at Liverpool.——In- Iceland,
the fishing season has been quite a failure,
A Great Day at the Centennial.
and not less than 1800 Icelanders have emWith the exception of the Pennsylvania igrated to Canada.
The condition of the
day, the attendance on Thursday outri- laboring classes is deplorable.——The Gervaled that of any day since the opening of man Parlisment}is called to meet on Oct.
the Exhibition.
The special attractions 80.——There is great activity in the Engwere the official celebrations of Maryland lish dockyards.

and Delaware,

without

forms a coating or protecting

a schooner in Long Island Sound,

on Friday night, and robbing the
everything valuable escaped...

door, and it takes more to feed them than
twenty hems. For the benefit of your

;

©

ment

tentiary, at Joilet, Ill., on Friday evening
and escaped.——Nine masked desperadoes
boarded

of belladonna,
of aconite, (one
(ten drops,) to
ounce,) painted
over their sur-

face.
When the chilblains vesicate, ulcerate, or slough, it is better to omit the aconite, and apply the components of lini-

stealers are active in parts of New England.
Prof. Lowell has accepted the Republican
nomination for Presidential Elector in the
8th Mass. district.——The unveiling of the
Witherspoon monument took place on the
Centennial
grounds,
on Friday.——Six
tunneled the

rer
Rendered,
B. 8) a
[| 1506000 {gona
SFC ¥hod
COTTON.
PAINTS.
Upland. Gulf.

three worthless dogs about.a poor man's

thirty-five eggs; average

California, have organized, and began tak-

persons

to

CI

to be seen, as also in what measure, if any,
it will supplant the present method of
telegraphy.

one

one-half. No 3, one cock’ and four Golden
8. Hamburg pullets laid two hundred and
twenty-nine eggs; average fifty-seven and

Southern

question

see from

healthy action, is liniment
(two drachms,)” liniment
,drachm,) carbolic acid,
collodion
flexile,
(one
with a camel’s hair pencil

barque Hattie
has just made

to investigate the Chinese

we

stimulating the circulation of the part to

the passage from Boston to Charleston in
five days.——The Congressional committee

frequently

x»

wires remains

How

Do

may be carried by telegraph

to Texas.——The
of Richmond, Me.,

DOGS OR POULTRY.

Spe
wl

Articulate conversation was carried on between Mr. Bell in Boston and Mr. Watson
in Cambridge.
How far audible speech

States
Hupay,

use

BX

miles.

a

glycerine, which should be allowed to dry
or become absorbed to a partial extent,
will - prove
beneficial. When
chilblains
manifest themselves, the best remedy not
only for preventing their ulcerating, but
overcoming the tingling, itching, pain, and

of seamen.——There

the

as

and

GREE 2EEBBERSUREY

in Cam-

a distance of about two

is in want

serve

farm,

Ag.

hands, before washing, a small quantity of | readers, I will give my experience with

formerly on Gen. Thomas's staff, died at
Maberly, Missouri, on Sunday night.——
Dr. James Varnum died at his residence in
Starks, Me., on Friday, at the age of 85
years.

is a rush of emigrants from

may

preventative, which notj only keep out the
cold, but absorb any moisture that may
be upon the hands; and rubbing over the

inspector of national cemeteries,and

Francisco

with wool,

of the

gefspzeresune

factory

their

lined

part

fence-rows

Ps sesss

office in Boston to their
bridgeport,

from

as a valuable

the

sanel
>=

extending

them as such,—dAm.

exposedto

.

Co.,

possess a fair complexion, delicate skin,
and other constitutional predispositions.
To those specially liable to these tiresome
gloves,

ed an attachment to a telegraph wire, by
which words spoken at one end may be
Minor Events.
heard at a considerable distance at the
Oct. 26 is to be the Ohio day at the Cenother end. The Boston Advertiser of Thars- tennial.
Dr. Dexter, editor X the Conday.gives a report of a recent experiment.
gregationalist, sailed for England
on SatTelephones were placed at either end of a
urday te be absent six months.——San
telegraph line owned by the Walworth
Manufacturing

consider

those

et 0 00 00 0 On OO i ps gp

perfect-

of hay every year.

would, in short,

among

G0 bt

has

We

and a few tons

the inclemency of changeable weather; who

ag
Amber, Western, ¥ bush,
)
Western Corn, ized, ¥ bash. . ..
Rye, Western,
¥ bush .......... .
Barley, State, y bush, Arrasvesen
Oats ....
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Bell

seed

Tt

Mr. Alexander Graham

with

i 88) 88ers

Telephony.

Mack,

a farm

tf

resistance to the authority of the U. S.——
TheDemocratic Ex. Com. have issued a
proclamation, asserting. that the charges
of Gov. Chamberlain are false, but advise
and command the disbandment of Rifle
Clubs, and exhort the people to be submissive to the authorities of the government.

supply

Edusgsy
Ea

of

least

Ba

they may be most speedily used in case

at

hs

forces in

would

gggsusgs

man to order all the available

the.military division of the Atlantie to report to Gen. Ruger, commanding at Columbia, 8. C., and to instruct that officer to
station his troops in such localities that

appear to be

and painful affections, the wearing kid skin

Obituary.

Francis Preston
Blair, Sr., father of
Montgomery Blair and the late Gen. Frank
P. B'air, died on Wednesday night at Silver Spring, Md., aged about 85 years.
Dr. Julius Hubard, a prominent N. Y. physician died on Thursday,aged 49 years.——
Mr. Sylvanus Caldwell, ex-Mayor of Augusta,, Me., and assistant State Treasurer,
died in that city, Sunday,——The Rev.
John Price Durbin, D. D., a prominent
Methodist minister, died in New York, on
Thursday, aged 76 years.——Col. Oscar A.

prevalent

These

®

General Sher-

most

etc.|

>

Secretary of War instructed

and lips,

=

tionary measure, in case the proclamation
of the President should be disregarded, the

hands

State, eXtrR 1orees
sasmsssene es
Southern FIour «......cooiveennnnns
Rye Flomrscciteisiiinasiiiiiannsien
Corn Meal, ¥ bbl, ...

, For the week ending October 18, 1876.

Crwnan

$60,000; ImInranee. $30,000.———The RichAt a Cabinet meeting in Washington, on mond cotton yarnmillat So. Scituate, Mass.
Tuesday, it was unanimously decided that was burned, Wednesday. Loss,$52,000,inthere were sufficient grounds to justify a surance, $17,000.
A fire in Louisville,
favorable reply to Gov. Chamniberlain’s de- Ky., Tuesday, destroyed $600,000 worth
mand for aid to protect the State from of property.——T. R. Johnson's saw-mill,
threatened violencg.
It was also deemed at Acton, Quebec, was\burned, Sunday.
advisable that the President should issue a Loss, $12,000,——Griffiths shovel factory
proclamation commanding all persons en- in New York city was damaged $20,000 by
gaged in unlawful and insurrectionary pro- fireon Saturday.——Golden
& Merrill's
ceedings to disperse within three days, carriage factory in Amesbury, Mass., was
which = proclamation was
issued on the burned on Saturday night.
Loss, $10,000;
evening of the same day.
As a precau- partially insured.

35:41) 1)

State, ¥ d0Z ...vv.en.

B0oSTON WHOLESALE PRICES.

w

Loss,

-

Tuesday.

To rem-

OHILBLAINS AND OHAPPED HANDS. edy this,we would have fewer fences,or we
would clean and Sow down the fence-rows
The
returning
cold, damp
weather
brings in its train the seasonable series of to grass or clover, and mow them twice a
complaints,
such
chilblains, chapped year. Ten acres of clover or timothy

8%8g3s8g
as
OF

South Carolina.

H., was burned

one-fifth of the value of the farm.

of Jor-

Markets:

easily sum up to 20 per cent., ora-tax of

8

dan, N.

are added to the first one, the whole will

&

Sandy
“Loss,|,

| $200,000.——All the business part

CURRENT EVENTS.

Rural and Bomestic.

the Week.

"

Fires of

The entire business portion of
Hil; N. Y., was burned Tuesday.

OCTGHER 25." 1876.
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aly and our object is to secure advance pay
ment as the rule.
Address,
A. H, HULING, 63 Madison a,
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